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PART I
INTRODUCTION

1-01. Location and Description of Project. This project, "San Antonio
River and San Pedro Creek Tunnels, Phase Il-Tunnels and Shafts," is part
of the broader San Antonio Channel Improvement Project. The latter is a
flood control project for the upper San Antonio River and four
tributaries - - Martinez, Alazan, Apache, and San Pedro Creeks. The
subject of this report is a tunnel and shafts constructed to control 0

flooding on the San Antonio River. The San Pedro Creek Tunnel was the
subject of a previous report. San Antonio River Tunnel is the longer of
the two inverted siphon tunnels which have been designed to prevent
flooding in downtown San Antonio, Texas, Both tunnels are of the same
design and same general dimensions, and have been excavated by the same
tunnel boring machine (TBM). Each tunnel will divert floodwater from
its respective drainage into an inlet shaft located upstream from the
city, and transfer the water beneath the city to an outlet shaft
downstream. San Pedro Creek Tunnel extends 5,985 feet from the center
of the inlet shaft to the center of the outlet shaft. The San Antonio
River Tunnel extends 1,625 feet between the centers of its inlet and
outlet shafts. 0

The subject tunnel follows the southerly course of the San Antonio
River between McAllister Freeway (Hwy 281) on the north and Lone Star
Boulevard on the south. The tunnel slopes downstream at a gradient of
.002 from an invert depth of 149 feet (elev 509) at the inlet to 150
feet (elev. 473) at the outlet. The lining is 12-inch thick precast
concrete which gives an inside tunnel diameter of 24 feet 4 inches.

There are nine permanent shafts along the San Antonio River
Tunnel. The inlet shaft lies between Highway 281 on the north and
Josephine Street on the south. It has a cast-in-place concrete liner
with an I.D. of 24 feet 4 inches. An 18-foot I.D. cast-in-place
concrete maintenance shaft was constructed at two sites; one on Water 0

Street just east of South Alamo, and another just north of Brooklyn
Avenue. Three, 4-foot I.D. steel pipe ventilation shafts are located,
respectively, to the north of the St Mary's and Pereida Street
intersection, on Broadway between Third and Fourth Street, and on Camden
Street, just north of 1-35. Two 12-inch I.D. steel pipe shafts are
located, respectively, within 31 feet and 85 feet of the inlet shaft and
the outlet shaft; these shafts facilitate hydraulic instrumentation
measurements once the tunnel is in operation. The outlet shaft is
located about 148 feet north of Lone Star Boulevard, just northeast of
the Lone Star Brewery, and it is lined with cast-in-place concrete to an
I.D. of 35 feet.

1-02. Construction Authority. Construction of the San Antonio Channel
Improvement Project was authorized in the Flood Control Act of 1954
which was approved on 3 September 1954 (Public Law 780, 83rd Congress,
2nd Session).
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1-03. Purpose of Report. The objective of this report is to describe
the foundation conditions encountered during the construction of the
subject tunnel and shafts. It is also intended to be a consolidated
record of the foundation related construction operations and an
information source for future reference. The report is to be a part of
the permanent project engineering and construction record, and will
provide background knowledge for evaluation of any future structural
problems or further foundation studies. To enhance these stated
objectives, a video foundation report is provided as an addendum to the
text. The video presents a narrative by the construction geologist and 0

actual taped footage of the ground behavior during the tunneling
excavation.

1-04. Contractor and Con' :act Supervision. Ohbayashi Corporation of
Tokyo, Japan and San Francisco, California, was awarded construction of
the "San Antonio River and San Pedro Creek Tunnels, Phase lI-Tunnels and 0

Shafts" under Contract No. DACW63-87-C-0109 on 23 September 1987. The
contract amount was $47,750,000.40. The "Notice to Proceed" was issued
on 30 October 1987, and the contractor acknowledged receipt on
3 November 1987.

Subcontractors to Ohbayashi on the San Antonio River included •
Boretec, Inc., of Solon, Ohio, who selected and modified a used TBM for
the job; Sehulster Company, Inc., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, who
manufactured the precast concrete liner segments at a plant established
in San Antonio; Woodward-Clyde Consultants of Houston, Texas, who were
responsible for the specified geotechnical instrumentation program; Cato
Electric and Drilling of San Antonio who constructed the concrete 0
soldier piers for the various shafts; Beck Foundation Company of San
Antonio who drilled the maintenance, vent, top heading access, and
hydraulic instrumentation shafts; and Ruiz-Noyes Construction of San
Antonio who contracted the muck hauling.

Quality control was provided by the principal contractor, 0
Ohbayashi Corporation. The contractor was required to establish and
maintain an effective quality control system consisting of plans,
procedures, and organization to ensure the contract requirements in
materials, equipment, workmanship, fabrication, and construction
operations. A quality control system manager (Mr. Lindy White) from
within the contractor's organization was required to be at the work site 0
with responsibility for regulating all quality control matters. A fully
qualified staff was required under the system manager with necessary
experience and technical training to perform all quality control
activities. Records and tests of the contractor's quality control
throughout .he construction operations were furnished to the Government
as directed by the Contracting Officer. The entire work was subject to 0
inspection and testing by the Government as quality assurance prior to
acceptance.

Ohbayashi Corporation's contract supervision was provided by
Messrs. Akio Watatani and Kaname Tonoda, General Managers in the San
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Francisco Office, Mr. Carl Linden, on-site Project Sponsor, and Mr. Paul
Zick, on-site Project Manager.

The Government contract administration aind quality assurance were
provided under Colonels W'illiam D. Brown, and John A. Mills. the
Contracting Officers. Chief of Construction Division was Mr. Shiegeru
Fujiwara, followed by Mr. Chet Taylor in 1991. Mr. Keith M. Allen was
Resident Engineer and Authorized Representative of the Contracting
Officers. This report was prepared by the Resident Geologist, Mr. Roy
Crutchfield.

Consultation and support in preparation of the report was provided
by the Fort Worth District, Geotechnical Branch, Engineering Division.

Mr. Melvin G. Green was Chief, Geotechnical Branch, Mr. Robert C. Behm
was Chief of Engineering Geology Section, and Mr. Harlan E. Karbs was
Chief of Soils Design and Dam Safety Section. 0

1-05. Disputes Review Board. The Disputes Review Board was an advisory
body created by mutual agreement between the Government and Ohbayashi
Corporation to assist in the resolution of disputes or claims arising
out of the project. The process was a voluntary, expedited and non-
judicial, non-binding mediation procedure whereby an independent three-
party Board was presented with Government-Contractor disputes for expert
evaluation, recommendations, and possible resolution.

The Board consisted of one member selcted by the Government,
Mr. Ronald E. Heuer, one member selected by Ohbayashi, Mr. P. E. Sperry,
and the final member, Mr. Robert J. Smith, who was selected by the first S
two members.

1-06. References.
a. Design Summary Report with Appendices A and B, San Antonio

River and San Pedro Creek Tunnels, Phase II-Tunnels and Shafts,
Solicitation No. DACW63-87-B-0085, dated May 1987.

b. Design Memorandum No. 5, Part III, Supplement I, Construction
Unit 7-3-1, dated November 1985.

c. Geologic Atlas of Texas, San Antonio Sheet, Project Director
Virgil E. Barnes, University of Texas at Austin, Bureau of Economic S
Geology, 1983 Revised Edition.

d. A Revision of Taylor Nomenclature, Upper Cretaceous, Central
Texas, by Keith Young, Bureau of Economic Geology, Geological Circular
65-3, dated May 1965.

e. Ground-Water Geology of Bexar County, Texas, by Ted Arnow,
Geological Survey Wat, Supply Paper 1588, dated 1963.

f. Geologic Map of Bexar County, Texas, by A. N. Sayre, dated
1932-33 (with modifications by Lang, Brown, Mitchell, and Arnow, dated
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1959).

g. The Geology of Texas, Volume I, Stratigraphy by Sellards,
Adkins, and Plummer. The University of Texas Bulletin No. 3232, dated
August 1932. 0

h. Final Instrumentation Report for the San Antonio River Tunnel
and Shafts, Woodward Clyde Consultants, dated June 1992.
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PART II
FOUNDATION EXPLORATIONS 0

2-01. Investigation Prior to Construction. A total of 45 borings were
drilled between August 1982 and January 1985 to determine the geologic
conditions along several considered tunnel alignments. Although all of
the borings were in the same vicinity, 32 wei. drilled on or in close
proximity to the adopted alignment. The hole depths ranged from 150 to 0
170 feet, with a total of 7,160,5 linear feet drilled. Overburden was
usually drilled with 8- to 10-inch augers, except where undisturbed
samples for shaft sites were taken with a 6-inch Denison barrel (6DC-
243, 6DC-244, 6D4C-263, 6D4C-274, 6DC-297, and 6DC-301). Rock bits were
occasionally used when needed in difficult material. Undisturbed
samples of the primary were taken with 4- or 6-inch core barrels. All 0
of the core was photographed and logged by a geologist. Electric logs
were obtained for each hole, including resistivity, gamma, and caliper
logs. A seismic velocity survey was conducted in nine boreholes along
the upstream half of the alignment. Ground-water information was
recorded for each hole during drilling, and permanent casing was
installed in 23 holes for future data collection. See Plate I for
location of borings and Appendix B for detailed geologic logs.

2-02. Investigations During Costruction. In December 1989 and January
1990, four core borings were drilled between the outlet shaft and
station 24+7u. Tunneling from th, outlet shaft was encountering very
unstable rock in the softer Navarro Formation. The borings were drilled
to confirm the extent of this softer material and for examination by
various consultants and government and contractor personnel. Boring
number 8A4C-322, located at Station 31+30, crossed a fault plane with
associated gouge from 76 to 79 feet. This fault, downthrown to the
south, marked the northern limit of soft, unstable shale along the
tunnel nlignment. 0

Geotechnical instrument installations required borings within and
above the tunnel and shaft excavations. These borings, as well as those
for rock anchor and spiling installations, were obse-rved for additional
information on ground conditions. This was particularly true with the
six-position extensometer installations; core sampling and geologic
logging were contractual requirements for each of these borings which S
extended from ground surface to jast above the tunnel crown. These
borings were numbered X-3 through X-8, and were drilled consecutively at
the following stations: 10+50, 12+20, 23+83, 82+16, 98+00, and 118+83.
(Borings X-1 and X-2 were on the San Pedro Creek Tunnel.) Boring No. X-
5 was extended to the 250-foot depth without encountering the M-1
stratigraphic marker bed in the uppermost Taylor Formation. This 0

verified that the fault at station 30+90 had a considerable displacement
of 150 feet or more.

1
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PART III

GEOLOGY

3-01. Regional Geology. 0

a. Physiography. The San Antonio River Tunnel is located where
the northeast trending Balcones fault zone forms the lboundary between
two physiographic provinces; the Edwards Plateau to the northwest, and
the Gulf Coastal Plain to the southeast. The Edwards Plateau is located
on the upthrown side of the fault zone wi,.h an altitude ranging from 0

about 1,100 to 2,300 feet. It is a rugged and hilly upland dissected by
the headwaters of numerous streams. Limestone, which dips slightly to
the southeast, has provided the resistant erosional surface of the
plateau and caps the remnant hills. Between elevations 1,100 and 600
feet, the Balcones fault zone forms an abrupt transition from the hill
country in the northwest -o the rolling plains in the southeast. The 0

zone is marked by fault escarpments in places, but lacks t-opographic
expression wher- formations on both sides of the faults are aqually
resistant to ero64on, such as along the tunnel alignment. The fault
blocks are composed predominantly of limestone and shale beds which dip
gently southeastward. The Gulf Coastal Plain lies below elevation 600
)n the downthrown side of the fault zone. It is a rolling prairie 0
underlain largely by beds of clay and poorly consolidated sand. The

regional dip is greater in this province, c itinuing southeastward
toward the Gulf of Mexico.

b. Stratigraphy. The regional stratigraphy consists of Recent to
Pliocene aged alluvial deposits underlain by sedinentary formations of 0

the Tertiary to Cretaceous Periods. The alluvial deposits consist of
various combinations of gravel, sand, silt, and clay with occasional
cobbles and boulders in places. They are predominantly fluviatile
floodplain and terrace deposits of which the oldest two have been
formally named the Leona Formation Jower Pleistocene) and the Uvalde
Gravel (Pli-ncene). The underlying Tei iary formations are of the Eocene 0

and Paleocene time epochs. These consist of clay, lignite, sand, and
sandstone of the Claiborne, Wilcox, and Midway Groups. Cretaceous
formations are contained in the Navarro and Taylor Croups of the Gulf
Series and consist mostly of shale, clay shale or clavstone, limestone,
and sanmstone. These are discussed more fully in succeeding paragraphs
as it relates to the project geology. 0

c. Structure. The regional structure may be divided into three
distinctive areas: the nearly flat and relatively undisturbed beds of

the Edwards Plateau: the gently dipping but faulted and folded beds of
the Balcones-Luiing fault zones; and the southeast dipping monocline of
the Gulf Coastal Plain. The rock formations s1rike east-northeast and 0

dip south-southeast throughout the region. The average formation dip in
the Edwards Plateau ranges from 10 to 15 feet per mile, but it increases
to 150 feet per mile in the coastal monocline. Between these cwo areas
the formations dip gently, but are faulted downward about 3,000 feet in
a distance of about 22 miles.

6



Regionally there are two major f-ult zones, the Balcones fault
zone, and the Luling fault zone. The Balcones system contains all of
the faults within and north of San Antonio, and is separated from the
Luling system by a large graben about 25 miles to the east-southeast. S
(The Mexia fault zone forms the east side of a similar graben to the
north in central Texas.) Both fault zones were apparently part of the
same tectonic system which was active during the mid to late Tertiary
Period. Normal or gravity faults are predominant in both zones, but the
Balcones faults are usually downthrown to the east or southeast and the
Luling faults are usually downthrown to the west or northwest. Major
faults of both zones trend east-northeastward, roughly parallel to the
formation strikes. The almost straight traces of these faults suggest
nearly vertical fault planes. Shatter zones are common with numerous
small step faults occurring within a narrow area. However, large faults
also occur and several are known to have displacements in excess of 100
feet. The Balcones faults have the greatest displacements; a fault 0

northwest of San Antonio near Helotes has the largest known throw of
about 600 feet, and another fault in south San Antonio has a throw of
more than 550 feet.

Although faulting is the more prominent structural feature of the
region, the faults generally have decreasing displacements toward the 0
ends of their trace, and in places, diminish into folds, especially in
the softer strata. A major asymmetrical fold, the Culebra Anticline,
plunges southwestward several miles west of the tunnel project. It has
a core of Austin Chalk and is flanked by mostly Taylor and Navarro
Formations. Both flanks of the anticline are terminated by faults of
the Balcones system. 0

3-02. Geology of the Tunnel Alignment.

a. Overburden. Overburden along the tunnel alignment consists of
fluviatile low terrace deposits, residual clay, and occasiunal man-made
backfill or construction surfacing. The fluviatile deposits are for the 0
most part clay, clayey gravel, and gravelly clay with lesser amounts of
silt and sand. Lower gravel beds are largely composed of calcareous
concretions formed around chert or limestone pebbles; these are rounded
to subrounded, whitish concretions usually ranging from I to 2 inches in
diameter, although sometimes as large as 3 inches. A water-bearing
gravelly clay to clayey gravel is often the basal stratum of the S
overburden, except where the primary formation is directly overlain by
residual clay. The residual clay is tan to buff with gray streaking and
mottling, soft, and of medium to high plasticity. It is similar to the
underlying weathered clay shale, except that it lacks distinct bedding
structure and induration. In places, isolated pebbles within the clay
suggest possible reworking with the overlying alluvium. Being within a 0
city, the natural overburden is frequently overlain by man-made deposits
such as concrete, asphalt, and random soil fill, including minor amounts
of construction rubble and other refuse.

The overburden blanket, or regolith, along the tunnel alignment

7



varies typically in thickness and character. Average thickness of
overburden along the tunnel alignment is 18.0 feet, but varies between
14.0 feet and 28.0 feet. Individual strata range in thickness from
about I to 23.7 feet. Although the fluviatile deposits are relatively
well sorted from the finer grained deposits near the surface to the 0
coarser gravel deposits at depth, the gravel beds generally display a
good gradation in the engineering sense that various grain sizes are
distributed throughout. Cobbles are present in places, but never
numerous. Clayey gravel often grades into gravelly clay. The clay may
be either fluviatile or residual. Both types of clay may range from
lean to fat in plasticity and are variably calcareous. The fluviatile 0
clay may contain gravel, particularly toward the base of the stratum.

b. Primary Formations. The primary formations or rock medium in
the San Antonio River Tunnel and shaft excavations consisted of the
Taylor Formation north of a fault located at tunnel station 30+90 and
the Navarro Formation south of the fault. Both of these formations are 0
generally classified as calcareous clay shale, but they also differ in
notable physical properties and inherent engineering characteristics.
They are both clay-based formations, deposited in the Cretaceous Period;
in places, they both contain a high content of expansive
montmorillonite, and they both are interbedded with limy layers of
calcareous claystone or marlstone. Nevertheless, they also have 0
differences in composition, strength, and structure.

The Taylor and Navarro are treated as formations, rather than
groups, since they are not locally subdivided into well-defined
stratigraphic units. However, the formations contain interbedded
calcareous or limy layers which may be used as marker beds in electric
log correlations. These marker beds have been designated M-0 through
M-4, from youngest to oldest. The M-0 is Navarro strata which occurs
nowhere upstream (north) of the fault separating the two formations.
The other marker beds are within the Taylor. The name of each marker
bed also applies to the underlying strata separating it from the next
marker bed. For example, the M-1 represents all of the material from
the top of the M-1 marker to the top of the M-2 marker. Also, electric
log correlations were conducted along a continuous ±2-foot thick
greensand or glauconitic layer; this was designated the M-5 marker bed,
which represents the remaining Taylor section beneath it.

Due to the formation dip to the southeast and the vertical
displacement of faulting, the tunnel crosses through all six of the
identified beds from the M-0 at the outlet to the M-5 at the inlet. It
tnereby progressed upstream from younger to older beds, which was
significant to the excavations. Upstream, the material becomes more
limy as it forms a gradational transition toward the underlying Anacacho
Limestone and Austin Chalk. X-ray diffracton tests reveal that the
stratigraphically lower and older beds tend to be two to three times
more limy than the upper beds. The ratio of clay to calcium carbonate
is inversely proportional in this material. Thus, the M-0 through M-2
materials are generally more clayey and lithologically weaker; the M-3

8
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through M-5 materials are typically more limy, better cemented and more
geologically consolidated to give a denser and stronger rock. 4

A rudimentary visual observation can roughly ascertain the 0

variable clay and carbonate (limy) lithology. The darker gray,
unctuous, soft to moderately soft material is higher in clay content;
the lighter gray, earthy, moderately soft to hard material is higher in
calcium carbonate. More exactly, X-ray diffraction tests on Taylor
samples indicate that it consists of 30 to 45 percent clay, 15 to 50
percent carbonates, 10 to 30 percent quartz, and a trace to 15 percent 0
feldspar. Based on engineering characteristics, it is expected that
much of the Navarro M-0 strata exceed this maximum percentage of clay.
Tests indicate that the more prevalent of the clay minerals is the
expansive montmorillonite with lesser amounts of nonexpansive illite and
kaolinite; although this is not everywhere the case, it is particularly
true in the M-0 strata. 0

The Taylor Formation/Group forms the tunneling medium for about 87
percent of the San Antonio River Tunnel. Geologic literature often
refers to the Taylor as a stratigraphic group containing several
formations. Although the formations vary from place to place in
composition and name, the Taylor may be generally divided into three 0
stratigraphic units: the Upper Taylor Marl (also called the Marlbrook
Marl or Bergstrom Formation), the Pecan Gap Formation, and the Lower
Taylor Marl (also called the Sprinkle Formation). Keith Young, May
1965, in referring to these three formations classifies the lithic
sequence as: "claystone, chalk or marly limestone, and claystone,"
thereby substituting claystone for old marl terminology used by 0
Sellards, et. al., August 1932. Since "marl" is an old and loosely
applied term for unconsolidated or little indurated materials containing
35 to 65 percent clay and 35 to 65 percent carbonate (American
Geological Institute's Glossary of Geology, 1974), it can apply to the
Taylor in composition only. As a geologically consolidated mass of
predominantly clay and carbonate minerals, the Taylor is more aptly 0
classified as a calcareous clay shale where fissile, a calcareous
claystone where lacking fine lamination, and possibly a marlstone where
highly calcareous. Although only the Upper Taylor unit is present
locally, it consists of some variation and subtle transitions through
all three of these similar rock types. Therefore, we have, for
simplicity, chosen calcareous clay shale as the general project 0
classification.

The Navarro Formation/Group is lithologically similar to the
Taylor and yet significantly different in some physical and engineering
characteristics. The Navarro is quite clayey with occasional
interbedded limy layers; and, in this respect, it resembles much of the
M-1 and M-2 strata of the Taylor. As with the Taylor, the general
project term for the Navarro is clay shale, though it also could be more
specifically classified as a claystone or marlstone where appropriate.
Actually, the local stratigraphic contact between the two formations is
notoriously difficult to identify. On the other hand, the structural
contact across the fault plane at tunnel station 30+90 presented a 0

9
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rather stark contrast between the weak, unstable Navarro and the
t.ldtively firm, massive Taylor. This illustrates the somewhat subtle
and yet significant differences. The transition tron the one formation
to the other in the stratigraphic column is hardly distinguishable, but
their behavioral differences across a fault contact was drastically
obvious.

The differing Navarro characteristics become apparent below a limy
zone about 90 to 95 feet from ground surface, or about 15 to 20 feet
above the tunnel crown. Below this depth the M-0 strata produce clay S
activity values greater than 2 which indicates a high content of
montmorillonite or smectite clay minerals; a clay activity of 1 or
greater is representative of a swelling clay. Layers of white bentonite
occur at elevations 523 (100 foot depth) and 492 (131 foot depth). The
material is a weak, soft, unctuous, dark gray, clay-based rock having
unconfined compressive strengths averaging around 20 TSF, and in places, S
lower than 5 TSF. The unconfined compressive strength of the Taylor
averages 33 TSF. The Navarro moisture content at these depths range
from about 30 percent to 40 percent, whereas the Taylor averages 15.5
percent. In this material the plastic limit averages about 30, and the
liquid limit varies from 108 to 149; in the Taylor the plastic and
liquid limits average 17 and 53, respectively. Tests also indicate that 6
the material could be overstressed at tunnel depths where an overburden
pressure of about 8.8 TSF exceeds tne shear strength of 6.6 TSF. Also,
thin, grayish white silty sand to sandy silt layers occur below the
elevation 523 bentonite. These 1/16-inch to 1-inch thick silty-sandy
seams create horizontal planes of weakness which are crisscrossed by
joints and slickensided minor faults to form blocky ground. Simply •
stated, the Navarro at tunnel depths is weak, possibly overstressed,
blocky ground.

c. Geologic Structure. The San Antonio River Tunnel is contained
within four fault blocks of the Balcones system. The most notable and
largest fault is located at Station 30+90 where there is over 150 feet
of downward displacement to the southeast. This has placed the
stratigraphically higher and younger Navarro Formation in the tunnel
horizon along the lower 2000+ feet of alignment. The tunnel alignment
in this section closely parallels the formation strike resulting in a
near horizontal apparent dip. The other three faults are located
upstream within the Taylor Formation which shows little structural
disturbance. One of the faults crosses the alignment near station 66+00
with a downward throw of 49 feet northwest, and another intersects the
alignment at about station 98+15 with a downward throw of 57 feet
southeast. A fourth fault is located about 190 feet north of the inlet
shaft, with a downward throw of 41 feet northwest. All of these faults
are consecutively downthrown in opposite directions, resulting in horst
and graben blocks.

The extensive geologic investigations for both tunnel alignments
on this project have updated and enhanced the depiction of the
structural and stratigraphic geology of central San Antonio. Rather
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than one fault which w-s formerly mapped through the downtown area, this
project has revealed four faults trending east-northeast across the
central city between Brackenridge Park to the north and Roosevelt Park
to the south. Rather than a fault contact between the Taylor and
Navarro Formations being near the Paseo del Rio, it is actually just
north of Brackenridge High School by about 500 feet at tunnel station
30+90.

The fault separating the Taylor and Navarro Formations actually
separated two different types of ground from a tunneling standpoint. As
discussed in the previous section, the Taylor and Navarro are 0

lithologically similar, but also significantly different to the extent
that they respond differently to underground excavations. The fault
separating the two formations had at least three times the displacement
as any of the other faults along the tunnel alignment. It trended N72'
east and was downthrown at a dip of 57' southeast. It had a 4-foot wide
breccia zone extending from station 30+90 to 30+94 at tunnel springline. 0

This compares impressively with the 1/4-inch of clay gouge lining a
smaller (±40-foot displacement) fault plane in the Taylor Formation. In
fact, the Taylor was hardly disturbed by any of the faulting, and oven
remained massive, unbroken ground adjacent to the Navarro fault block.
However, the Navarro block received considerable deformation with the
result that numerous joints formed, many being slickensided minor 0
faults. These joints were largely, though not always, high angle,
greater than 450 from horizontal. Their various orientations alternated
along the tunnel alignment in the upstream and downstream directions,
thereby crisscrossing through weakened horizontal bedding planes.
Bedding planes weakened by interbedded silt and sand layers formed
structural blocks when crisscrossed by the joints. Therefore, the 0
Navarro side of the fault was blocky ground, susceptible to loosening
and fallout due to stress relief around underground openings. (The
effects of the blocky ground will be discussed more fully in PART VI:
"CHARACTER OF THE FOUNDATION OR TUNNELING MEDIUM."

The geologic structure upstream from station 30+94, regardless of 0
the other three faults, does little to disrupt the massive character of
the 230-foot thick Taylor Formation. The upstream faults average about
50 feet of displacement, but have caused little disturbance to the
surrounding rock. Folding is but minor warping of essentially
horizontal strata. The stratigraphic inclination varies along the
alignment from 0 to 20, with the predominant dip to the southeast. 0
Boring investigations in the Taylor had nearly 100 percent core recovery
and RQD. Geologic mapping during construction denoted occasional tight
fractures and low angle joints, but these are merely random
discontinuous breaks that hardly disrupt the massive character of the
formation. The few fractures and joints in unweathered rock usually dip
less than 100 and often coincide with the nearly horizontal bedding. 0
This persistent massive character of the Taylor undoubtedly accounts for
the limited effect of stress relief in that section of tunnel.

d. Formation Weathering. The predominantly tan coloring of the
weathered clay shale formations contrast sharply with the darker, gray
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unweathered clay shale. The tan coloration is mottled and streaked with
gray generally throughout the weathered zone. Rusty red iron staining
occurs along some joints and fractures. Joints and fractures are not
uncommon in the weathered zone. It is noteworthy that since there is
little water migration through the fractured areas, the top of the 0

weathered zone may be considered the contact between the clay shale
aquiclude and the overlying alluvial aquifer. The weathering averages
21.5 feet in thickness along the tunnel alignment. The contact with
unweathered formation occurs at an average depth of 40.8 feet. The
weathered material is soft, has medium to often high plasticity, is damp
in places, and contains scattered fossils. It is distinguishable from
the occasional residual clay deposits by slight induration and distinct
bedding structure. Due to this induration and bedding structure, the
material tends to break in blocky chunks when excavated.

e. Ground Water. The Navarro and Taylor are clay-based
formations which act as an aquiclude, prohibiting the migration of
ground water from both above and below the formation. Ground water in
the overlying alluvium is prevented from moving downward, and ground
water in the underlying limestones is confined under artesian pressure.
They form a consistently tight aquiclude, although there are occasional
structural breaks. Where breakage does occur, it is usually tight,
closed by intrinsic expansive clays, or healed by mineral precipitation. 0
Thus, the impermeable character of the rock is not significantly altered
by fractures, joints, or faults. The tunnel excavation was entirely in
dry rock with no seepage along structural breaks. However, some water
was encountered from extraneous sources due to construction mishaps and
abandoned water wells. The shaft excavations were also in dry material
for the most part. 0

The tunnel excavations encountered water from extraneous sources
twice during the top heading construction; one encounter was after the
top heading collapse, and another was as the TBM was cutting the lower
face below the top heading. The water, after the top heading collapse,
was from the overlying alluvial aquifer, and was introduced into the S
excavation through three surface borings drilled to backfill the
collapse cavity. On the other occasion, a waterline broke during the
night and flooded over 400 linear feet of the upstream top heading
tunnel. Neither of these water occurrences caused major problems. In
both cases, the water was easily controlled by pumping. The water in
the collapse cavity was eliminated during the backfill operation, and 0
the waterline spill was simply pumped away. (These events are described
in more detail in Section 6-02, d. and e.)

The main ground-water concern for the tunnel was that the TBM
might excavate through an abandoned and unplugged artesian well. The
major water source for the region is the Edwards Aquifer, from which the 0
city has a multitude of wells. Occasionally, unknown abandoned wells
are found, and there are no assurances that these old wells were plugged
as required by current regulations. The Edwards lies confined with an
artesian pressure beneath the Taylor and other impermeable strata at a
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3 depth of about 690 feet, or 550 feet below the tunnel. It has been
estimated that an unplugged well from within this aquifer could release
as much as 5000 gpm of water into the tunnel at a pressure of 70 psi.

As it turned out, abandoned wells were, indeed, intersected by the
tunnel excavation as discussed in para 7.03.

f. Seismicity. The San Antonio area, as for most of southern
Texas, is in a Seismic Probability Zone 0. This zero zone extends
north-south from Dallas to Brownsville and east-west from Beaumont to
Del Rio. No earthquake damage has ever been experienced within this
zone, nor should any be anticipated in the future. There are no distant
threats from earthquakes beyond this zone. Therefore, the tunnel
project has no seismic risks.

g. Enngineering Characteristics of Overburden. The predominant
component of the overburden is medium to high plasticity clay though
silt, sand, and gravel also occur. The gravel deposits are often clayey 0
to a variable extent, ranging from clayey gravel to gravelly clay. Silt
and sand layers are also slightly clayey in places. Though the
overburden consists of various gradations from fine to coarse materials,
it was possible through thorough investigations to develop one set of
overburden design parameters for all of the shaft and surface
structures. These parameters are as follows:

(1) Moist Unit Weight (ym) - 125 pcf

(2) Saturated Unit Weight (ysat) - 130 pcf

(3) Shear Strength Assumptions:

a. Cohesion (c') - 0.1 tsf

b. Angle of Inner Friction (o') = 200

(4) Allowable Bearing Capacity (qall) 2.0 tsf S

(5) Earth Pressure Coefficients:

(a) Ka (active) - 0.5

(b) Ko (at rest) = 0.7 0

(c) Kp (passive) + 2.0

(6) Modulus of Subgrade Reaction
or Spring Constant (Ks) - 75 pci

h. Engineering Characteristics of Primary Formations. The
characteristic of the primary formations which caused the greatest
design concern was the capability of exerting relatively large swell
pressures on tunnel and shaft linings due to montmorillonite content.

1
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Although the swelling pressure is very low in some of the material and
is usually less than 5 tsf, it is known to be as high as 15 tsf in
places. Therefore, geotechnical consultants were engaged as advisors
during the tunnel and shaft design. The swell pressure characteristics
and the recommendations of the consultants are discussed in PART IV,
"SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS," PARAGRAPH 4-02.

Other engineering characteristics were determined for selected
undisturbed samples along the tunnel alignment. In Atterberg tests, the
average liquid limit was 53 with a high of 72 and a low of 30; the
average plastic limit was 17 with a high of 19 and a low of 14; the
plasticity index averaged 36 with a high of 54 and a low of 14. The
moisture content ranged from 9 percent to 22.6 percent with an average
of 15.5 percent. Specific gravity was about 2.70. Dry density ranged
from 106 pcf to 136 pcf with an average of 122 pcf. Unconfined
compressive strengths varied from 5.1 tsf to 77.7 tsf, averaging 32.7
tsf. The soil modulus near tunnel depth ranged from 2.2 X 10' psi to
19.8 X 104 psi, with an average of 9.1 X 104 psi.

A set of design parameters were developed for both the weathered
and unweathered primary formations noting characteristic changes with
depth. These parameters are as follows: 0

Weathered Shale (Undisturbed)
(1) Moist Unit Weight (ym) = 125 pcf

(2) Saturated Unit Weight (ysat) = 130 pcf

(3) Shear Strength Assumptions:

(a) Cohesion (c') = 0.1 tsf

(b) Angle of Inner Friction (o) = 250

(4) Allowable Bearing Capacity (qall) = 3.0 tsf

(5) Earth Pressure Coefficients:

(a) Ka (active) = 0.4

(b) Ko (at rest) = 0.9

(c) Kp (passive) = 2.5

(6) Modulus of subgrade Reaction or Spring Constant
(Ks) - 250 •

Unweathered Shale (Undisturbed)
(1) Moist Unit Weight (ym) = 135 pcf

(2) Saturated Unit Weight (ysat) - 140 pcf
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(3) Shear Strength Assunptions:

(a) Cohesion (c') - 0.1 tsf to 0.5 tsf @ tunnel depth

(b) Angle of Inner Friction (o) = 350 to 450

@ tunnel depth
(4) Allowable Bearing Capacity (qall) = 6.0 tsf

NOTE: The allowable bearing capacity for the unweathered
shale actually exceeds 6.0 tsf at tunnel depth, but
with no effect on structural design.
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PART IV
SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

4-01. Construction Method. The tunnel concept for flood diversion
beneath the city was adopted rather than surface channel modifications 0

to avoid construction impacts to the downtown area. Significant costs
and liabilities would ensue from surface construction along the drainage
channel due to limited access, potential damage to structures, bridge
replacements, traffic congestion, business restrictions, and other city
related problems. Because of the high cost of a tunnel boring machine
(TBM) and initial mobilization expenses, the cost per foot of tunnel is 0

substantially decreased as the length of tunneling increases. Without
the length of the San Antonio River Tunnel, the shorter San Pedro Creek
project would have been restricted to surface channel improvements, or
less expedient but lower cost conventional methods of tunneling.
Therefore, the combined tunnels project was cost effective as well as
practical. 0

A fully shielded mechanical tunnel excavating machine was
specified for the contract, which included both tunnels. The contractor
was given the choice of using a full-face tunnel boring machine (which
was chosen), a boomheader machine, or a roadheader machine, the latter
two would have been allowed only if fully shielded and equipped with an 0
excavation guide ring.

The contractor was also given the option of following the
excavating machine with cast-in-place concrete liner or precast concrete
segmental liner, provided that the installation of either left no ground
unsupported behind the shield. The precast segmental liner was the 0
selected method, providing both initial and final support. The
contractor was also given the flexibility to design the liner erection
and support method, although the contract plans presented a method using
longitudinal needle beams and steel ribs. The method of liner erection
was specified to provide "positive structural support" to prevent
deviation from circularity of the segmental rings and to prevent 0
settlement of the rings into the invert void as the segments left the
back of the tail shield. The contractor's designed method was to set
invert segments on a bed of pea gravel, use interlocking dowels between
segment rings, support segments at springline with wood blocking, and
finally, blow pea gravel around the entire ring to provide positive
structural support. The lower portion of the tail shield behind the 0
grippers was removed to facilitate this operation.

The specified shaft excavations also allowed the contractor
flexibility in selecting a preferred method of construction. The inlet,
outlet, and maintenance shafts could be excavated by mechanical ripping,
controlled blasting, or a combination of these techniques. Actually, 0
the maintenance shafts were excavated by rotary drilling, and no
blasting was used on any portion of the San Antonio River project. The
small diameter shafts for ventilation and hydraulic instrumentation were
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specified for drilling with the option of proceeding downward from the
surface, or upward from the tunnel (raise drilling). These were drilled 4
downward from the ground surface.

4-02. Swell Pressures. The swelling potential of the primary formation
was a major design consideration, especially in the determination of
strength requirements for the tunnel and shaft liners. Laboratory
testing during design investigations indicated that the material was
capable of exerting expansion pressures considerably larger than the
overburden pressure. Swell pressures of as much as 12.8 tsf were
recorded with a maximum overburden pressure of 8.8 tsf at a depth of
135.3 feet. However, it was questionable as to whether the tunnel and
shaft liners would actually have to withstand field pressures as great
as those indicated by the laboratory constrained testing. In support of
this questioning was previous swell testing by Dr. Tor Brekke on Taylor
material from the Austin Crosstown Wastewater Interceptor. Dr. Brekke's
tests had shown that permitting the material to experience a volume
increase of 2 percent reduced the swelling pressures by roughly 50
percent. On the other hand, the montmorillonite content of the Taylor
in Austin varied somewhat from that of the Taylor in San Antonio
tunnels. Therefore, Dr. Ralph Peck was engaged by the Government as a
consultant in resolving these questions and other geotechnical issues
throughout the tunnels project.

At the recommendation of Dr. Peck, Dr. G. Mesri of the University
of Illinois was enlisted to do further testing and evaluation of the
Taylor swell properties from samples taken along the tunnel alignments.
Based on the previous design tests, field observations, and Dr. Mesri's
tests, both consultants recommended that the tunnel and shaft liners
should be designed to withstand swell pressures of 5 tsf.

The reasoning of the consultants was that the potentially high
expansion pressures indicated by laboratory testing would be largely
dissipated as the swelling material expanded into space provided by
stress relief fissures that inevitably develop around underground
excavations. In Dr. Peck's words, "... the stress release associated
with excavating the tunnel of 20 feet (26.9 feet) diameter would
undoubtedly be sufficient to cause the opening of fissures around the
tunnel to an extent that the ultimate swelling pressures would be
reduced to the design value (5 tsf). These fissures would be developed
by the time the tailpiece of the shield would expose the shale."
Likewise, Dr. Mesri concluded that laboratory pressures would not
develop in reality against the tunnel liner because the magnitude of
shale rebound after excavation would open fissures around the tunnel
periphery. He also expected swell pressure dissipation due to expansion
into the tunnel's annular space about the lining, due to flexibility of
the lining itself, and due to partial swelling of the material before
the lining could be installed. Dr. Mesri's tests produced swelling
pressures ranging from 0.2 tsf to as high as 15 tsf, although more than
two-thirds of the results were less than 5 tsf. (This broad range is
indicative of the variable montmorillonite content throughout the
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formation.) However, similar to Dr. Brekke's findings, he found that to

allow additional swelling in a laboratory specimen above the initial 4
void ratio corresponding to 0.35 percent axial strain reduced the

swelling pressure from 8 tsf to 4.5 tsf. Therefore, it was concluded
that the inherent field conditions in tunneling would reduce the actual
swell pressures on the lining.

Although Dr. Mesri estimates from calculations of the time-rate of
swelling that the total design pressure will require decades to develop,
experience within the San Antonio area suggests that a substantial
amount of the swelling can be expected within 5 years. Based on local

experience, it is anticipated that most of the 5 tsf may be realized
upon the tunnel and shaft liners within 5 to 10 years after
construction. Expansion is usually negligible beyond 12 to 15 years
after the moisture environment is changed.

4-03. Heave Potential. Another design consideration was vertical
uplift or heave due to differential expansion of the material
surrounding the shafts. Since the percentage of expansive
montmorillonite varies within the primary formation, the amount of
swelling can vary throughout the shafts. Also, moisture variations can
affect the rate of swelling from place to place. Particularly, the
upper weathered formation is likely to swell more rapidly than the
unweathered material at lower depths. Therefore, to deal with possible
vertical displacements or tensile forces developed by these conditions,
the designers recommended that the shafts be constructed with expansion
joints, tensile steel, and/or a bond breaker between the permanent and
temporary liners.

A shaft bond breaker was specified for the Phase II tunnel
contract. (An expansion joint was included in the surface structure
design to be constructed under a later contract.) The specified bond
breaker was a geotextile material which was to be installed over the
initial support. However, a contract modification provided a substitute
for the geotextile which consisted of an asphalt fiberboard, Sealtight S

Dummy Joint, produced by W. R. Meadows, Inc., of Fort Worth, Texas.
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PART V

EXCAVATION AND SUPPORT PROCEDURES

5-01. General. The contract required that the San ledro Creek Tunnel
and Shafts be completed first,although the San Antonio River Tunnel and
Shafts could be started concurrently. There was no differentiation for
payment in types of material excavated such as rock or common
excavation; payment for shaft excavation was lump sum for each shaft.
and payment for tunnel excavation and lining was by the linear foot. •
The San Antonio River Tunnel and Shafts itvol-,ed payment for 16,200
linear feet of tunne, excavation, a like amount of precast segmental
liner, and lump sum for each of nine shafts.

Most - the tunnel and shaft excavations closely followed the

lines and grades indicated in the plans and specifications. The 0
specified tolerances for the tunnel excavation allowed an alignment
departure of ±12 inches, a grade departure of ±3 inches, and a rate of
return to alignment or grade not greater than 3 inches per 100 feet.
The contract required that the vertical and horizontal tunnel alignment
be controlled bv laser beam instrument. Although numerous line and
grade adjustments were required in controlling the TBM, particularly in

negotiating the curve sections, the over.ll results were quite accurate.
The precast segmental liner was allowed a variation of 0.5 percent from

the inside dimension, an out-of-roundness of t-)/
4 inch in diameter, and

abrupt irregularities at segment joints not in excess of 1/4 inch. The
shaft excavations were allowed 0.5 percent of the depth in out of plumb,
or 10 percent of the finished inside diameter for circular shafts,
whirl,ever would be less. Variation from the excavated diameter of
circular shafts could not exceed 0 to plus 6 inches. Shaft linings were
allowed a variation in thickness of minus 2.5 percent or 1/4 inch,
whichever was greater. The inside dimensions of si ift linings were
given a tolerance of 0.5 percent.

In addition to establishing the lines, grades, and dimensions for
the tunnel and shafts, the plans and specifications provided a guideline
for implementing the construction. However, the contractor had the
option of submitting for approval his own design proposals for
excavation and support. When approved by the Contracting Officer, the
contractor's design and procedures became the de facto specifications in
their applicable areas of construction. Each area of construction and
the procedures used are described in the following paragraphs.

5-02. Excavation Equipment.

a. Shaft Excavation Equipment. Two types of equipment were used
fot the shaft excavations. Conventional excavation equipment was used
in the inlet and outlet shafts; drilling equipment was used in the

maintenance, vent, and hydraulic instrumentation shafts. In the inlet
and outlet shafts, the downward vertical excavation was accomplished by

backhoe, but a roadheader was used for outward extensions of the shaft
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walls and for undercutting the horizontal transition toward the tunnel.
The harder limy-layers in the inlet shaft were broken through by using a
hydraulic ram attached to a backhoe. The other seven shafts were rotary
drilled with a 45-ton Northwest 5045 crane rig. The following is a list
of the actual equipment used during the shaft excavations: S

Excavation and Mucking

JD 490 Backhoe B-45 Excavator
Cat 235 Backhoe Mitsui Roadheader
Cat 205 Backhoe Cat Loaders 988, 96C, 950, 931, 920 0
Yamashi Backhoe JD 455 Loader
Yutani Backhoe Case Bobcat Loader
Takeuchi TB-45 Cat IT-28
(with hydraulic ram) Mitsubishi Backhoe

Cranes 0

Manitowoc 4600
Northwest 5045
Manitowoc 3900
American 165 ton
Linkbelt 100 ton 0
P&H 90 ton
Grove 35 ton
Linkbelt 20 ton
Gallion 18 ton
Clark 15 ton

Drott Deck Crane 0

b. Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM). The entire tunnel was excavated
with a modified Robbins Model 243-217 tunnel boring machine (TBM). The
machine had been originally designed for hard rock tunneling and had
been previously used to excavate the Kerckhoff 2 Tunnel in the Sierra
Nevadas near Fresno, California. Ohbayashi engaged Boretec, Inc., of 0
Solon, Ohio, to renovate and modify the machine for the soft rock
tunneling in San Antonio.

The TBM was converted from an open-faced hard rock machine to a
fully closed soft rock machine with articulating shield. A new main
beam was installed to shorten the machine and to help moderate the
machine weight. The front support shoe was tripled in length to better
distribute the machine weight which increased from 380 tons in the
original machine to 550 tons with the Boretec modLfications. The
cutterhead was enlarged from a diameter of 24 feet, 1 inch, to 26 feet,
11 inches; this gave an annular space behind the liner of 3.5 inches.
The main bearing was replaced, providing an increase in cutterhead
thrust capacity from 1,166 tons to 1,547 tons. The side-gripper shoes 0
were enlarged to 56 inches by 138 inches for a better dispersing of
forces exerted on the tunnel sides. As an auxiliary propulsion system,
12 thrust cylinders were added with thruster shoes for pushing off of
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the liner segments; these thrusters could also be used to hold the
precast segments during the liner erection. A ring-type segmental liner
erector was added within the back of the tail shield. The back 57
inches of the lower 1200 section of the tail shield was cut away to S
allow the placement of the invert segment on a bed of pea gravel.

Although a complete description of the TBM would be too voluminous
for this report, there are several additional features which should be
noted. When fully operational in the San Antonio River Tunnel, the TBM
and its trailing gear was 500 feet long; the length from cutterhead to 0
end of tail shield was 38 feet. The cutterhead contained 57 disc
cutters of 15.5-inch diameter. The outermost seven discs were the gauge
cutters which determined the final sizing of the tunnel bore. The outer
perimeter of the cutterhead contained 12 bucket scoops which collected
the muck and dropped it into the conveyor system within the cutterhead
support. The drive torque for the cutterhead assembly was provided by
10 single speed, 3-phase, AC electric motors, producing 200 HP (149 KW)
each. These motors rotated the cutterhead clockwise at 5.75 RPM. The
four main propulsion cylinders, hydraulic jacks, generated horizontal
thrusts at 7.50 outward from the tunnel's longitudinal axis, resulting
in a forward machine thrust and a side thrust on the gripper pads. This
system could generate a total thrust force of 2.64 X 106 lbs.

Two methods of TBM propulsion were provided since it was
anticipated that some of the ground would be too soft, or weak, to
withstand the thrust and shear forces exerted through the side grippers.
In the stronger, stable ground, the four main propulsion cylinders could
propel the machine by pushing the side grippers against the tunnel wall.
This method does not interfere with preparations for segmental liner
erection in the invert area at the back of the tail shield. In ground
too weak to withstand propulsion through the side grippers, the machine
could be propelled by 12 auxiliary jacks shoving against the segmental
liner. However, the shove jacks in this method obstruct the working
area at the back of the tail shield and often break or crack liner.

5-03. Precast Tunnel Liner. The tunnel liner, which also provided the
initial support, consisted of precast concrete segments installed within
the protective covering of the TBM tail shield. There were six segments
in each complete ring of liner, forming an inside diameter of 24 feet 4
inches. Each segment was 4 feet wide by 1 foot thick, weighed 8800
pounds, and extended 13.78 feet along a 600 degree arc on the outside of
the liner. The bottom three segments were identical in shape. The top
three segments were skewed 70 off longitudinal at the two upper joints
to accommodate a trapezoidal "key" segment in the crown. The segments
were cast of 6000 psi reinforced concrete, and contained two, 2-inch
diameter grout holes positioned 4.0 feet lengthwise to each side of the
center. These grout holes were also used for erector handling and for 0
injecting pea gravel into the annular space.

Two types of joints were formed by the segment rings.

Circumferential joints divided the rings at 4-foot intervals along the
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tunnel alignment. Longitudinal or radial joints were formed where the
segments joined at each 600 arc of the ring. These longitudinal joints
were a tongue and groove type, designed by the contractor rather than
the specified knuckle type. All of the joints contained a 3/4-inch deep
by 1/4-inch wide groove on the inside liner surface for sealant
application. The sealant used by the contractor was Sikaflex-iA rather
than the specified Hornseal.

The segment rings were aligned and locked together at the
circumferential joints with "fast-lock dowels" patented by the segment
manufacturer, Sehulster Company, Inc. These dowels were intended to
prevent joint spreading and to make the segment rings free-standing.
Each circumferential joint contained 18 equally spaced dowels, 3 per
segment.

The segmental liner was installed with a circular erector arm at 0
the back of the tail shield. The erector picked each segment up at the
invert and rotated it to its proper position within the ring. As the
TBM excavated forward, exposing 4 feet of invert rock in the cutaway
section of the tail shield, a 3-inch thick piece of flexible styrofoam
was set on the invert about 3 feet, 9 inches in front of the previous
ring. Normally, a bed of pea gravel was placed and graded behind the 0
styrofoam barrier in preparation for the invert segment. At times,
however, when the tunnel bore was too high, the invert rock was
excavated to grade-cut with pneumatic spades, and no pea gravel was
required. The invert segment would then be placed with the erector and
pushed onto the dowels of the previous ring by the auxiliary propel
jacks. This was followed by the placement of each of the two lower rib S
segments, which were backed by the styrofoam barrier and supported by
wood blocking at springline. The upper two rib segments would then be
placed, followed by the installation of the key segment in the crown.
No styrofoam barrier was placed above springline. After the full ring
was erected, pea gravel was blown over and around the back of the
segments or through the grout holes. The pea gravel was intended to •
provide the primary positive structural support. However, final
stabilization of the liner was provided with backpack grouting after the
trailing gear had cleared the segments. Complete grouting of the full
annular space was generally achieved at about 200 to 250 feet behind the
trailing gear (700 feet from heading), although this fluctuated
considerably. •

5-04. Foundation Preparation. The contract requirements for foundation
preparation were specified for the most part under technical provisions
for placing cast-in-place structural concrete. Of course this did not
apply in the tunnel because precast concrete segments were installed
immediately behind the TBM tail shield, rather than lining the tunnel
with cast-in-place concrete. Neither did it specifically apply to the
large diameter shafts (outlet, inlet, and maintenance shafts) because
the rock was initially supported with shotcrete long before the
structural concrete was placed. Nevertheless, the specifications state
that "Shale or clay shale surfaces upon which concrete is to be placed
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shall be clean, free from oil, standing or running water, ice, mud,
drummy rock, coatings, debris, and loose semi-detached or unsound
fragments."

0
Actually, these conditions were generally met before shotcrete

applications, largely due to practical workmanship. The excavation and
support procedures in the large diameter shafts consisted of shotcrete
applications after every 5 to 8 feet of vertical excavation. This
procedure prevented long-term exposure and corresponding deterioration
of the rock. The rock was massive beyond station 30+94, giving a smooth S
roadheader excavation to station 31+89, and demonstrating the lack of
loose blocks or drummy areas in the Taylor. Shafts in the Taylor
required little or no foundation preparation. However, the outlet shaft
was in blocky Navarro ground and required some scaling along the shaft
walls before shotcreting. Since it was imperative to provide full
contact between the initial support and the surrounding rock, all over- S
excavations were fully backfilled with shotcrete as required by the
specifications.

The specifications also required that the excavated surfaces of
the shafts be protected immediately upon exposure with a polyvinyl
acetate emulsion resin containing at least 60 percent (t) total solids 0
by weight. Some effort was necessary in enforcing this requirement as
well as assuring beneficial applications. Aerospray 70 (or an approved
equal product) produced by American Cyanamid Company was specified, but
no water dilution mixture was stipulated. The only application
requirements were given under the specification section on preparation
for cast-in-place concrete placements. An "expert" with the supplier
reportedly recommended a sealer to water ratio of 1:20 with an
application rate of 1/4 gallon per square yard. However, this mixture
appeared too watery with inadequate results, and the contractor
eventually increased the ratio to 1:10. Where the material was more
limy and less susceptible to air slaking, the contractor was allowed to
omit the resin application if shotcreting was conducted expeditiously.

5-05. Outlet Shaft Excavation. The outlet shaft was excavated and
supported according to the contractor's approved design submittals. The
150-foot deep shaft is boot-shaped consisting of an initial vertical
section, an intermediate upstream undercut, and finally a tapering 60-
foot lateral transition to the tunnel. The entire shaft was excavated
by backhoe and roadheader with no blasting required, although the
specifications provided for that option. The backhoe wa: generally used
in the vertical excavations, whereas the roadheader was used for
undercutting or lateral excavations. The initial support was designed
by the contractor for a specified rock pressure of 5 kips.

Prior to the excavation, a shaft collar of interlocking soldier
piers was constructed by augering a ring of 36-inch diameter holes to a
depth of 49 feet and backfilling with 3000 psi concrete. The ring
consisted of 47 piers overlapping each other by 2 inches to form a solid
46.5-foot diameter collar. The interior of the collar was excavated by
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backhoe, and supported by 10, 8 X 48 steel circular ribs installed
horizontally on 5-foot centers.

The next 19 feet of shaft, from the bottom of the collar at
elevation 574, was excavated to a diameter of 42 feet 4 inches, and was
supported with shotcrete and wire mesh. Generally, an 8-inch thickness
of 3500 psi shotcrete was applied below the 49-foot depth with the
reinforcement of two layers of 6 X 6 - W6 X W6 welded wire fabric. At
elevation 554.56, the shaft excavation began to widen and undercut
upstream toward the tunnel portal. As the shaft was progressively
widened with depth, its cross-section in plan view became increasingly
egg-shaped. In plan view, the downstream half of the shaft remained
circular, whereas the upstream portion elongated to form an elliptical
curve. In longitudinal cross-sections, this intermediate undercutting
between the vertical shaft and the horizontal transition had the shape
of an elbow flexure, and thus was called the shaft elbow. The elbow
curvature continued to the crown elevation of the transition, 516.59, or
a depth of 106.4 feet. Below this depth, the shaft was excavated
vertically to invert with a continuous longitudinal diameter of 70 feet
11 inches, and a continuous transverse diameter of 49 feet 6 inches.

The initial support below elevation 554.56 consisted of a 12-inch
thickness of 3500 psi shotcrete reinforced with two layers of 4 X 4 - 0
W4.7 X W4.7 welded wire fabric. Also, 18- to 21-foot long rock anchors
were installed, generally on 4- to 5-foot centers and predominantly in
the upstream elongated portion of the shaft. These anchors were No. 10
Dywidag threadbars, cement grouted into 5-inch diameter holes. The
stress lock off loads were 72 to 88 kips. They were the primary support
where thc radius of curvature exceeded 30 feet, or where the excavation 0

had no curvature. The contractor decided to install 30 additional
anchors below the 108-foot depth due to extensometer movements in the
northeast quadrant in April 1989. Due to shotcrete bulging and cracking
at about the 100-foot depth in the northeast quadrant, 60 additional
rock anchors were installed between 26 September and 15 October 1989, by
contract modification as discussed in para 7-02. 0

The lateral transition excavation extended 60 feet upstream from
the vertical shaft at station 9+96.31 to the tunnel portal at station
10+56.31. The transition crown and invert elevations at station 9+96.31
were 516.59 and 476.34, respectively. The transition crown and invert
elevations at station 10+56.31 were 506.04 and 476.46, respectively. 0
Thus, the diameter of the transition tapered from approximately 40 feet
at the shaft to about 30 feet at the tunnel portal.

The transition was excavated in three benches in conjunction with
the lower 40 feet of vertical shaft excavation. Each of the upper two
10- to 7.5-foot high benches were cut when the vertical shaft had been 0
excavated to the bottom of that respective level. After the full 60-
foot length of the transition was excavated and supported for the first
bench, the vertical shaft was taken down another 10 feet to the bottom
of the second bench, which was at springline. After completing the
shaft excavation, the third bench of the transition was excavated from
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springline to invert.

The transition excavation was supported with W1O X 49 steel ribs
and 12 inches of 3500 psi shotcrete. Wood blocking was used to ensure
that the ribs were making full contact with the surrounding ground; all
other gaps between the ribs and the ground were filled with shotcrete.
There were 16 of the steel ribs labeled A through P, with Rib A set in
the first 1.5 feet of the transition, Ribs B and C set on 3-foot
centers, and the remaining ribs set on 4-foot centers.

The shaft collar was constructed between elevation 623 and 574
from 12 July to 1 September 1988. Thereafter, the excavation proceeded
in 4- to 8-foot vertical tiers, and reached the bottom elevation of
473.0 on 3 May 1989. The lateral transition excavation was completed 12
days later on 15 May 1989. See Plates 5 through 9 for as-built outlet
shaft and transition geology.

5-06. Inlet Shaft Excavation. The inlet shaft excavation followed
lines and grades similar to those presented in the contract drawings,
except that adjustments were made to allow for a 4-inch enlargement of
the final inside diameter. The inside diameter of both the inlet shaft
and the tunnel were changed from 24 feet to 24 feet 4 inches. The shaft
was excavated by backhoe in 4- to 13-foot deep tiers. A hydraulic ram
was attached to the backhoe, when necessary, to break through layers of
harder limy clay shale. The primary support was according to the
contractor's approved design, which allowed for a specified rock
pressure of 5 kips. Although the inlet shaft was located on the east
bank of the San Antonio River, the first work required was the
establishment of a water-free working environment for the shaft 5
excavation. To provide ample working space, the river was diverted
about 50 feet to the south, and the north bank was extended southward on
a 2:1 slope to build a working surface at elevation 658, 18 feet above
the river level at elevation 640. The south slope was protected with a
2-foot thick rip rap layer. To prevent ground-water seepage, a circular
cell of interlocking concrete soldier piers was constructed around the 0
working area. The piers were formed by augering 3-foot diameter borings
to a depth of 36 feet, which was 5 feet into unweathered clay shale, and
backfilling with 4000 psi concrete. Each of the 79 piers overlapped
each other by 3 inches, and formed an oversized protective wall around
the work area, having an inside diameter of 76 feet. A 3.5-foot high
concrete wall was constructed as a barricade on top of the piers at
ground surface; this wall reached 1.5 feet above the 100-year flood
elevation of 660. Once the interior of the piers was excavated by
dozers and backhoe to the top of unweathered shale, elevation 627, the
actual shaft excavation was ready to begin.

The next step was to excavate from the intercell surface elevation 5
of 627 to elevation 608, providing a 3-inch thickness of 3500 psi
protective shotcrete, and pouring a 4.5- to 7.0-foot thick concrete
lining which would serve as a footing for the upper inlet structure.
The concrete upper structure was then constructed from elevation 627 to
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elevation 664, which was 2.5 feet above the concrete barricade circling
the top of the soldier piers.

This upper concrete structure was rectangular in profile, with the 0
longitudinal axis trending N.580 E, and forming a 420 angle with the
tunnel alignment trending N.16°E. The northeast end was square, but the
southwest end was circular, having an outside radius of 17.0 feet and an
inside radius of 12.5 feet. In plan view, the structure was about 65
feet long and 40 feet wide at the squared end. A plunging concrete
spillway sloped downward from the squared end to direct water into the 0
inlet shaft beneath the rounded end.

The next section of shaft excavation from elevation 608 to
elevation 584 was a transition in shape from a half rectangular and half
circular shaft of 34 feet excavated diameter (25 feet I.D.) to an all
circular shaft of 27 feet 4 iniches excavated diameter (24 teet 4 inches
I.D.). This section of shaft was supported with a 7-inch thickness of
3500 psi shotcrete, reinforced with a layer of 6 X 6 - W2.9 X W2.9
welded wire fabric. Type I rock anchors, consisting of 18 feet long,
No. 10 Dywidag threadbars, were installed on 5-foot centers along the
non-circular walls as follows: 12 anchors at elevation 606, 11 anchors
at elevation 601, 8 anchors at elevation 596, 5 anchors at elevation
591, and I anchor at elevation 586.

From elevation 584 to elevation 559.38, the shaft was excavated in
a 27-foot 4-inch diameter circular section. This section was supported
by a 5-inch thickness of 3500 psi shotcrete reinforced with a layer of
6 X 6 - W2.9 X W2.9 welded wire fabric. No rock anchors were required.

Below elevation 559.38, the elbow curvature of the shaft began to
undercut toward the tunnel portal. Unlike the outlet shaft, this shaft
was the same diameter as the tunnel, and required no transitional
tapering between the elbow section and the tunnel portal. The shaft
excavation continued to elevation 516, which left only 6.6 feet for the
TBM to excavate when it holed through into the shaft at invert elevation 6
509.4.

The elbow excavation was supported with shotcrete and rock
anchors. The shotcrete was 8 inches thick and reinfo-ced with one layer
of 4 X 4 - W4.7 X W4.7 welded wire fabric. In the downstream section of
the shaft where the radius of curvature exceeded 15 feet, rock anchors 0
were used for added support. These were 15-foot long, No. 10 Dywidag
threadbars, cement grouted into 5-inch diameter holes. The anchors were
generally spaced on 4- to 5-foot centers and perpendicular to the
shotcreted wall. However, along the edge of the elbow curvature they
were inclined upward at 370.

Construction of the San Antonio River Inlet Shaft began at
elevation 658 with the drilling of the soldier piers on 15 June 1989.
The structure supporting the upper portion of the excavation was
completed to elevation 608 on 14 September 1989. The concrete surface
structure was then constructed after which the shaft excavation resumed
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I on 26 March 1990. The next section, which was a transition to a fully
circular shape, was completed at elevation 584 on 19 April 1990. The
shaft excavation was finished at elevation 516, 6.6 feet above the
invert on 21 June 1990. The TBM hole-through was on 16 March 1992. See •
Plate 4 for as-built geology of the inlet shaft.

5-07. Maintenance Shaft Excavations. The two maintenance shaft
excavations were performed according to the contractor's approved
submittal. The excavations were accomplished primarily by two drilling
subcontractors between 23 May and 30 November 1988. One shaft was 0
located at station 65+89.5 on Water Street, and the other at station
124+35.9 on Brooklyn Avenue. Construction procedures were the same for
both shafts.

Cato Electric and Drilling began the work on each shaft by
drilling a ring of 27 concrete soldier piers around the shaft 0
circumference. These 36-inch diameter piers were intended to provide
initial support through the alluvial overburden into the underlying
weathered, but impervious clay shale. At Ohbayashi's field discretion,
however, the piers were extended through the weathered clay shale into
the underlying unweathered formation at depths of 36 to 42 feet. The
procedure was to auger every other pier, and backfill it with 3000 psi •
concrete. The intermediate piers were then augered with a minimum of I-
inch overlap on the adjacent piers, and likewise, backfilled with 3000
psi concrete. This overlapping established an 8-inch bearing surface
from pier to pier, and provided a ground-water barrier through the
alluvium.

The 21.5-foot wide interior of the soldier pier ring was then
excavated by Ohbayashi with a backhoe. To prevent any possible inward
movement of the piers, W8 X 35 steel rings were installed at ground
surface, at about the 15-foot depth, and at about the 30-foot depth.
The backhoe excavation continued for 5 to 8 feet below the piers,
enlarging the diameter to 22 feet. Below the piers, the excavation was
supported with a 6-inch nominal thickness of shotcrete.

Beck Foundation Company drilled the remainder of both shafts with
a Northwest 5045 crane-type rotary drilling rig. A 3-foot diameter
pilot boring was first drilled to the 122-foot total depth. Then
progressively larger bores of 4 feet, 6 feet, and 8 feet were drilled to
various depths. After reaching an 8-foot diameter, the shafts were
enlarged by progressively reaming to diameters of 11 feet, 16 feet, 19
feet, and finally to 22 feet 4 inches. The 6 inches of shotcrete
support was generally applied when a 7-foot deep tier had been reamed to
the final diameter. The pilot bore served as a catchment for the drill
cuttings, and was cleaned out periodically with an auger. Each shaft
was augered to 7.5 feet below the crown elevation of the unexcavated
tunnel.

The intersection of the maintenance shafts with the tunnel was
then excavated to tunnel springline for approximately 16 feet to each
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side of the shaft centerline. The excavation was done by roadheader,
backhoe, and pneumatic spaders in advance of the TBM tunneling. It was
supported with W8 X 48 steel ribs set on 4-foot centers, shotcrete as
needed, and wooden lagging. The lower half of the tunnel was supported
by the precast concrete liner as the TBM completed the excavation below
springline. Finally, the upper half of the tunnel and the shaft
intersection were formed and cast with 4000 psi reinforced concrete.

Detailed data for these shaft excavations are recorded on boring
logs for Hole No. SA-3 and SA-5 (see Appendix C).

5-08. Vent Shaft Excavations. The vent shafts were excavated and
supported according to the contractor's approved submittal. Three 6-
foot diameter drilled vent shafts were specified for the San Antonio
Tunnel, and were to be lined with a 4-foot inside diameter precast
concrete pipe. However, to connect the tongue and groove pipe joints
with 0-ring gaskets would have been somewhat difficult, as would the
inspection in these deep, narrow shafts. Therefore, the Government
approved the contractor's proposal to install a 4-foot inside diameter,
3/8-inch thick, steel casing from the ground surface. The general shaft
dimensions were not changed.

In May and June 1988, Beck Foundation Company augered all three
vent shafts using a Northwest 5045 crane-type rotary drill rig. The 0
first vent shaft was located just east of St Mary's Street at tunnel
station 51+82.31 and was drilled to the 131.0-foot depth. The second
vent shaft was located on Broadway Street just north of the downtown
area at tunnel station 108+88.28, and drilled to the 131.0 foot depth.
The third vent shaft was located on the east side of the San Antonio
River just south of the Camden Street bridge at tunnel station 0
152+28.50, and was drilled to the 122.0-foot depth.

The general construction procedure for each shaft was to auger an
oversized bore through the alluvial overburden and set a temporary
surface casing into the impermeable clay shale. The remainder of the
shaft was then augered to a minimal 6-foot diameter, and backfilled with S
drill cuttings to the permanent casing depth, about 5 inches above the
projected tunnel bore. The 4.0-foot inside diameter steel casing was
installed with the 1.0-foot wide annular space backfilled with 3000 psi
concrete. The temporary casing was removed as the concrete backfill
approached the ground surface.

No further excavation was required for the intersection of the
vent shafts and the tunnel other than minor spading for a concrete ring
beam at the junctions. The TBM excavated through the bottom of the
shafts removing the backfill cuttings through the mucking system. As
the precast segmental liner was erected through the shaft area, the
crown key segments were omitted and replaced by W6 X 20 steel sets and S
wood lagging. See Appendix C for detailed logs of the vent shaft
borings.
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5-09. Hydraulic Instrumentation Shaft Excavations. The two hydraulic
instrumentation shafts for San Antonio River Tunnel were constructed
according to the contractor's approved submittal. The submittal
provided for a 12-inch inside diameter, Schedule 40 steel-cased shaft as
specified.

Both of these shafts were drilled in May 1988 by Beck Foundation
Company, using a Northwest 5045 crane-type rotary drill rig. One shaft
was located near the outlet shaft at tunnel station 10+73.0. It was
drilled to the 120.0-foot depth, and was backfilled with 1.5 feet of
drill cuttings to provide the permanent casing seating at the 118.5-foot
depth. The other shaft was located near the inlet shaft at station
171+22.5. Its drilled depth was 122.0 feet with permanent casing set a
foot higher on backfilled drill cuttings.

The general construction procedure was first to drill an oversized
hole through the overburden and set temporary casing into the impervious
clay shale. The remainder of the shaft was then augered at a 24-inch
diameter to the total depth. The lower portion of the hole was
backfilled with drill cuttings to provide a casing seating about 5
inches above the projected tunnel bore. This was followed by the
installation of the 12-inch diameter, Schedule 40 steel, permanent
casing. The annular space was backfilled with sand-cement grout, and S
the temporary casing was removed as the grout approached the ground
surface.

No further excavation was required for the intersection of the
shafts and tunnel. The TBM cut through the lower portion of the shaft
and removed the backfill cuttings. A 12-inch diameter hole was cut •
through the precast tunnel liner to access the bottom of the shaft. A
sona tube form was secured between the tunnel liner and the shaft
casing. The annular space behind the tunnel liner was then filled with
pea gravel, and finally grouted around the sona tube. See Appendix C
for detailed log of instrumentation shaft borings.

5-10. Tunnel Excavation. As discussed in preceding paragraphs, the
tunnel was excavated by a modified Robins TBM and supported with a
precast concrete segmental liner. The TBM excavated the 16,200-foot
long tunnel to a diameter of 26 feet 11 inches. The precast liner,
consisting of six segments per ring, was installed within the TBM tail
shield by a circular erector arm located about 38 feet behind the 6
heading. The liner segments were 4 feet wide and 1 foot thick, giving
the tunnel an inside diameter of 24 feet 4 inches, with an outside
annular space of 3.5 inches. The liner was primarily supported with pea
gravel blown into the annular space and later grouted with 1:1 cement
grout (water-cement ratio by volume) about 500 feet or more behind the
heading. The specified lines and grades of the excavation were
controlled by laser beam instrumentation.

The tunnel excavation experienced great difficulties for the first
2000 linear feet from the outlet shaft. This section was ultimately
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completed by top heading excavation with a roadheader as discussed in
detail in PART VI, "CHARACTER OF FOUNDATION OR TUNNELING MEDIUM."

After completion of the first 2000-foot section, the remaining S
excavation was in competent rock and the contractor achieved a very good
rate of advance. The work schedule consisted of two 10-hour shifts per
day which usually included Saturdays. The largest advance in 1 day was
184 feet on 18 November 1991, which included setting of precast liner.
The contractor's average rate of advance in the competent material was
approximately 105 feet per day. S

The backpacking of pea gravel and grout was the primary means of
providing positive structural support for the precast segmental liner.
It was essential to provide a stable circular liner and to secure that
liner with a solid, uniformly grouted contact with the surrounding rock.
The circularity of the liner had to be preserved to prevent differential
pressures developing around the tunnel. The annular void behind the
liner had to be completely filled to prevent deterioration of the
surrounding clay shale and to create a uniform structural contact.
Therefore, a timely and thorough placement of the pea gravel and grout
were crucial not only as initial liner support, but also as final liner
stabiiization. In the San Antonio River Tunnel, the contractor's
backpacking procedures were very good and placement was well within the
specified time constraint. The pea gravel was blown through two pipes
near the crown, resulting in full circumference placement four segment
rings back from last segment placed. Grout placement was maintained
approximately 200 feet from end of trailing gear.

The tunnel excavation began on 19 October 1989, and was completed
on 16 March 1992. See Appendix E for tunneling progress data.

0
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PART VI
CHARACTER OF FOUNDATION OR TUNNELING MEDIUM

6-01. General. The tunneling medium for the San Antonio River
excavations involved two differing ground conditions. Soft, weak,
unstable, blocky clay shale of the Navarro Formation was encountered
from the tail tunnel of the outlet shaft to station 30+94 on the tunnel
alignment. Stronger, competent, massive, soft to moderately hard clay
shale of the Taylor Formation was encountered in all excavations north S
of the station 30+94 fault. Tunneling in the unstable Navarro material
presented a challenge of properly supporting the ground while overcoming
the raveling and fallout of stress relief. In contrast, tunneling in
the structurally competent Taylor material was accomplished with
comparative ease. The Navarro and Taylor were lithologically similar,
and yet, drastically different in ground response to underground S
excavation.

6-02. Tunneling in the Navarro Formation.

a. Character of the Navarro Tunneling Medium. The Navarro
material encountered by the San Antonio River Tunnel is a soft, weak,
clay-based rock generally referred to as clay shale. It is interbedded
with thin, usually 1/16-inch to 1-inch thick, discontinuous layers of
silty sand to sandy silt. These thin, weak, incompetent beds create
horizontal planes of weakness which are crisscrossed by joints and minor
slickensided faults at various orientations. The resulting blocky
ground is susceptible to loosening and fallout due to stress relief
around underground openings. In places, particularly where the
overburden pressure exceeds the shear strength, the material has a
stand-up time of minutes and will ravel if not quickly supported. The
rubble formed by gravity falls and raveling will then "run" into
unsupported excavations or accumulate in rock loads upon unrestraining
(passive) support systems.

These ground characteristics required a rapidly installed and
uniformly tight support system. The contractor's difficulty in
providing such a system, and the grounds drastic response to those
difficulties, will be described in the following paragraphs. However,
the unforeseen severity of ground behavior, such as fallout above and in
advance of the cutterhead, and the formation of 20- to 30-foot high
fallout chambers, obliged the Government to acknowledge a differing site
condition.

b. Full-Face Tunnel - TBM Excavation. The Navarro's response to
the TBM excavations was not fully anticipated, and yet, in retrospect,
is understandable from a working knowledge of the materials in situ
behavior. For one reason or another, the progress of the TBM through
this material was always too slow, usually about 8 to 12 feet per 20-
hour workday. The material excavated in front of the TBM could not be
tightly supported until it reached the back of the tail shield, a
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distance of about 38 feet. This roughly 4-day period between excavation
and support allowed uncontrolled stress relief and raveling to create
cavities to as high as 30 feet above and 10 to 15 feet in front of the
TBM. The resulting rubble clogged the cutterhead and ran into the work
area at the back of the TBM, where the tail shield was cut out below S
springline for liner erection. The rubble in the cutter head and at the
back of the TBM had to be removed by hand. This slowed work progress
tremendously, and allowed time for the propagation of ground relaxation.
Thus, an unending cycle formed of slow progress, relaxing ground,
impeding rubble, which once again produced slow progress.

Of course, there were other factors that also slowed the progress
and, thereby, frustrated the effort to provide tight expeditious support
against the inevitable stress relief. Factors such as mechanical
malfunctions, difficulties in concrete liner erection, operator errors,
and other work problems were generally attributed to an initial learning
curve. However, all of these provided time for the ground Lo relax. 0
The Government acknowledged a differing site condition and met with the
contractor and advisors to develop a method of overcoming the stress
relief problem. A method was needed to hold the material together in
front of the TBM and give the excavation enough momentum to keep the
liner support ahead of the relaxing ground. The differing site
condition was acknowledged when the TBM was halted by a 30-foot high
fallout at station 11+86 just before crossing beneath the San Antonio
River floodplain. The floodplain provided a 150-foot stretch of open
land before the tunnel would extend beneath the restricted surface area
of Brzkenridge High School. The excavation and support operation
needed to reach an estimated rate of 30 to 40 feet per day in order to
proceed ahead of stress relief affects which could create fallouts
beneath the high school buildings.

A method of crown support from the ground surface could be
employed only across the open floodplain, but if the momentum of the
operation could stay ahead of stress relief, surface access would once
again be available beyond the school buildings.

The relatively low cost method of ground support piers was chosen.
The pier borings were drilled to just above the tunnel crown, a depth of
approximately 100 feet. There were 63 piers drilled on 8-foot centers,
having diameters of 18 inches with 54-inch underreamed bells. The lower
50 feet of the piers was 4000 psi concrete, reinforced with a No. 8
rebar cage, having a spiral bar wrapped around four longitudinal bars.
The upper portion of the piers was merely backfill concrete. There were
18 rows on 8-foot spacing alternately containing 3 piers or 4 piers.
The rows extended from station 11+96 to station 13+52, and all of the
piers were installed before tunneling was resumed.

The method proved effective to a point, to station 14+10. As the
piers supported the ground with only minor fallouts, the TBM operation
gained momentum. By the time the tunnel reached the end of the pier
installations, the operation was making about 30 feet per day. However,
a mechanical failure beneath the first high school building, a large
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U gymnasium, broke the momentum. After about 1-1/2 days of downtime,
fallout began with rubble running into the tail shield invert. This
caused additional delay and stress relief gained predominance once
again. After several days, a fallout cavity in front of the TBM
enlarged to about 21 feet above the crown and to about 10 feet up the
alignment. The full-face tunneling operation was halted at this point
(station 14+10). The fallback was a top heading (springline to crown)
relief tunnel excavated back to the TBM from an upstream access shaft.
This will be discussed in Section 6-02.c.

The following is a brief chronicle of the full-face tunneling in
Navarro ground:

On 19 October 1989, the TBM excavated the first 8 feet of the San
Antonio River Tunnel beginning at station 10+56.

On 21 October, the TBM advance was blocked by fallout after
excavating 32 feet to station 10+88. The contractor stopped the TBM at
station 10+88 because it was veering considerably off alignment to the
northeast. As an attempt was made to withdraw the TBM enough for
alignment correction, blocks of rock fell around the cutterhead to about
springline, obstructing its ability to rotate. The cutterhead was being
driven by only 6 of its 10 200 HP engines.

Since the cutterhead was blocked, the contractor decided to
withdraw the TBM completely from the excavation. Concrete gripping pads
had to be constructed along the sides of the outlet transition in order
for the TBM to grip its walls in withdrawing from the tunnel. There 4
were several days of delay while the gripping pads were constructed.

On 27 October, the TBM had been withdrawn 12 feet from the face-
cut at station 10+88. A fallout chamber had developed in front of the
TBM and extended upward in a dome shape to a white bentonite layer at
elevations 522 to 523, 15 feet above the TBM.

On 29 October, the TBM was fully withdrawn into the outlet shaft
transition. More of the crown fell away and enlarged the dome-shaped
chamber to a more stable limy clay shale about 5 feet above the white
bentonite layer. This chamber, extending from the outlet transition to
the face-cut, was about 47 feet high by 32 feet wide by 32 feet long.

On 30 October, the contractor had bulkheaded the tunnel portal and
backfilled the fallout chamber through a 10-inch O.D. boring drilled
from the ground surface. An 8-inch O.D. steel casing was installed
through the boring into the fallout chamber and 2500 psi concrete was
backfilled over the fallout rubble.

TBM tunneling was then resumed through the concrete backfill and
rubble. By 8 November, enough advancement had been made to set the
first precast liner ring at the back of the TEM tail shield.

There was a problem with side fallout from the rubble beneath the
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concrete backfill and overbreak in the deteriorating formation. On

14 November, a shotcrete mix was pumped behind the tunnel liner to
stabilize the first seven precast liner rings.

On 16 November, a fallout area developed to an estimated distance
of 15 to 20 feet into the east tunnel wall between liner rings No. 7 and
No. 10. Also, at this time, a fallout chamber developed in front of the
TBM to a height of about 15 feet and extending about 10 feet upstream.
Its western wall was formed by a siLckensided shear plane dipping at
about 55cNW.

On 21 November, a wet shotcrete mix was pumped behind liner ring
No. lo for stabilization.

On Friday, 24 November, the day following a Thanksgiving shut-
down, the TBM cutterhead was stuck at about station 11+62. Fallout had
blocked the cu-terhead and formed anotht.r cavity in front of the TBM.
This cavity reached a height of 12 feet above the TBM and extended 6.5
feet upstream.

On Monday, 27 November, after the Thanksgiving weekenu, Whe
fallout chamber at station 11+62 had enlarged to about 15 feet above the
TBM a: d to about 10 feet upstream. Crown material was resting directly
on the TBM behind the cutterhead. Fallout blocks were cleared from the
cutterhead scoop buckets and tunneling resumed before noon.

On the morning of 29 November, a considerable amount of rubble ran
into the invert as liner ring No. 23 was being installed. The fallout
rubble entered the tunnel on the east side beneath the TBM shield,
although most of the rock below springline stood well. An inspection
through the TBM cutterhead revealed a fallout chamber extending about 15
feet upstream and reaching a height of about 15 feet above the TBM.
Adjoining this 15-foot high chamber, to the east and back over the TBM,
was a chimney-type chamber extending upward for at least another 15
feet. This was a total fallout height of 30 feet or more above the 27-
foot high TBM. The TBM cutterhead was at station 11+86, or about 45
linear feet south of the San Antonio River.

On 30 November, the contractor proceeded to backfill the fallout
chamber with pea gravel, followed by lean concrete through a surface
boring. Pea gravel was also placed behind the tunnel liner and grouted
until everything was stabilized downstream from liner ring No. 23.

Tunneling was otherwise halted until a meeting was held with the
contractor and advisors in early December to decide on how to proceed in
the difficult ground,

On 8 December, managers and consultants from both the Government
and the contractor met at the resident construction office to select a
mutually agreeable plan for continuation of the Navarro tunneling. The
concrete belled piers described in previous paragraphs evolved from this
meeting. The piers were the most economical plan with merit. The
contractor proposed a top headir.g tunnel from an upstream shaft back to
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the TBM and also up the alignment until it crossed the Navarro/Taylor
fault. This was chosen as an alternative procedure in the event that
the ground support piers did not work. The top heading tunnel would
form a steel rib and shotcrete canopy in the upper half of the tunnel
and, thereby, allow the TBM to excavate the lower half without fallout
from overhead.

On 22 December, the "Notice to Proceed" for Modification No.
P00039 the mod to construct the ground support piers above the tunnel
crown between stations 11+96 and 13+32 was issued. The pier
installations were completed on 13 January 1990.

On 18 January, TBM excavation was resumed. There was some initial
fallout around the first two rows of piers due to loosened rock adjacent
to the fallout chamber at station 11+86. Fallout loading accumulated on
the tunnel liner and crown segments suffered considerable cracking,
especially in liner rings No. 31 through No. 34. Steel ribs and plates
were used to provide additional support to the liner segments above
springline. By 23 January, the TBM was beneath pier row No. 5 and the
ground was standing well.

On 31 January, a 12-foot high fallout chamber developed in front
of the TBM between stations 13+09 and 13+25. Portions of the overhead
belled piers were exposed, but tunneling continued without much
hinderance.

On 3 February, the TBM had progressed past the last support piers
and was located at station 13+85 beneath the boy's gymnasium of
Brackenridge High School. The liner erection rate had increased to as
much as seven or eight rings per day, which represented about 28 to 32
feet of tunneling per day. Although the piers did not totally prevent
fallout, they appeared to limit the propagation of fallout where it
occurred. The TBM operation had apparently gained enough momentum to
stay ahead of the relaxing ground. However, mechanical problems caused
an unfortunate delay at station 13+85.

On 4 February, stress relief activity in the ground once again
started fallout problems. As the side grippers on the TBM were released
to set liner ring No. 74, 24 cubic yards of material ran into the tail
shield invert. This caused hours of additional delay.

On 5 February, a 16-foot high fallout chamber had developed in
front of the TBM. It reached the white bentonite layer at elevation 522
and extended 15 feet up the alignment to station 14+04.

From 6 through 8 February, the fallout continued to propagate up
the alignment as tunneling proceeded slowly from station 13+89 to
station 14+10. With the TBM cutterhead at station 14+10, the fallout
chamber extended to station 14+20 and reached a height of about 21 feet
above the crown. When additional fallout covered the TMB cutterhead, it
was decided to backfill the chamber with concrete.
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On 10 February, an angle boring was drilled beneath the high
school gymnasium and the fallout chamber was backfilled with pea gravel
followed by 4000 psi concrete.

Between 10 February and 22 February, the fallout rubble was
cleared away beneath the concrete backfill to free the TBM cutterhead.
This left a void in front of the TBM which extended about 10 feet up the
alignment and about 8 feet above the crown. The view provided by this
void revealed that the ground was still loosening with overbreak
occurring on the sides around the concrete backfill. The contractor
stabilized the exposed ground with shotcrete. 0

With these renewed fallout problems, it was apparent that an
alternative tunneling method was needed, and on 23 February, the
Government issued the contractor a "Request for Proposal" top heading.
On 27 February, Modification P00043 was issued to cease work until a new
method could be employed. On 28 February 1990, the contractor subimitted •
his proposal to design and construct the top heading relief tunnel as
discussed in the 8 December consultant/managers meeting. See Plate 3
for profile of fallout chambers between tunnel stations 10+59 and 14+00.

c. Top Heading Tunnel - Roadheader Excavation. Ground behavior
in the Navarro continued with the top heading as had been experienced in S
previous excavations in the outlet shaft, tail tunnel, and TBM tunnel.
Blocks slid inward along slickensided joints, slabs broke off along
silty sand layers, and raveling continued from place to place. If not
quickly supported, loosening ground would work upward in this manner
until it reached the elevation 522 bentonite or the overlying limy clay
shale, respective heights of 11 and 18 feet above the crown. Fallout 0
chambers developed similar to those experienced in the downstream
excavations. The smaller chambers developed along perimeters set by
slickensided joints. If not controlled, they could form a large arching
dome as experienced in the initial TBM boring and beneath the high
school gymnasium. Such a domed chamber developed in the top heading at
downstream Rib No. 8. Photographs of the domed fallout chambers at S
these three locations are difficult to distinguish from one another.
The character and behavior of the material remained unchanged throughout
the Navarro fault block.

The ground had controlled the TBM excavations, but the top heading
approach with the roadheader was intended to allow the contractor to S
control the ground. The top heading excavation had the advantage of
giving the miner direct access to the ground, whereas nothing could be
done to control the unsupported ground in front of the TBM. The direct
access of the top heading allowed the miners to respond appropriately to
observed ground behavior; this was not possible in front of the TBM
cutterhead. When unfavorable ground conditions developed in the top
heading, wary miners could quickly apply controlling measures such as
shotcrete, rock bolts, steel ribs, etc. Neither would fallouts block
the roadheader as it had with the TBM, and rubble could be quickly
removed with machinery rather than by hand. However, to control the
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ground required an active support system that tightly restrained ground
movement and restricted the three dimensional effects of stress relief
loosening. It was not only important to control fallouts in the face

excavations, but tight, expeditious support was necessary to control •
ground relaxation and the development of gravity loads above the tunnel.

The contractor was not effective in controlling Navarro ground
until after a total collapse in the initial top heading excavations.
The top heading support failed on 30 July 1990, between Rib No. 24 and
No. 49, downstream from the access shaft at station 23+63. The major •
deformation was between Ribs No. 39 and No. 49, with the most distortion
in Ribs No. 42 through No. 46. The collapse is discussed more fully in
Section 6-02.d.

The following are major chronological events of the top heading
excavations in the Navarro: 0

Between 22 March and 30 April 1990, Beck Foundation Company
drilled a 22-foot diameter, 136-foot deep shaft at tunnel station
23+62.9 in front of Brackenridge High School. The shaft was drilled 953
feet upstream from the TBM to provide access for the top heading tunnel
construction. It was also 731 feet downstream from the Navarro/Taylor 0
fault contact at station 30+94. The top heading excavations were to
proceed downstream and upstream from this shaft throughout the Navarro
section of the alignment.

In early May, the bottom of the access shaft was excavated to the
top heading diameter of 32 feet and extended to the 138-foot depth. 0
Rock anchors were grouted into this enlarged section of the shaft.

A construction staging chamber was the first excavation from the
bottom of the access shaft. The chamber extended 32.7 feet upstream and
24.7 feet downstream. It was excavated in two stages with a small
Mitsui roadheader. The upper half was excavated and supported with nine
steel ribs upstream and seven steel ribs downstream. The lower half was 0

then excavated and supported with the lower post of each rib. Wooden
lagging and shotcrete provided support between the ribs. The staging
chamber was completed by mid-June 1990.

On 22 May 1990, there was fallout in the crown just beyond
upstream Rib No. 4; no crown spilings had been installed to this date. 0

The fallout extended about 8 to 10 feet above the crown to the white
bentonite layer at elevation 522. The fallout area was stabilized with
wooden cribbing and later backfilled with a shotcrete mix. Crown
spilings were used after this fallout.

On 18 June, the top heading excavation proceeded downstream from 0

Rib No. 7 of the staging chamber. This was the first use of the larger
S-90 Mitsui roadheader which excavated to a full radius of 16 feet.

On 19 June 1990, fallout began in the face-cut just beyond
downstream Rib No. 8. The fallout soon undermined the 14-foot long
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spilings which fell inward with loosened blocks of rock. A fallout
chamber initially developed to 14 feet above Rib No. 8 and to
approximately 15 feet downstream. This was a height of 4 feet above the
elevation 522 bentonite. The dome of the chamber eventually raveled out
to the harder limy beds at a height of 17 feet above the crown.

The period 19-21 June was spent in removing fallout rubble and
backfilling the chamber. The lower portion of the fallout chamber was
first filled with sand to act as a bulkhead. Then the remaining void
was backfilled with concrete by pumping through pipes installed in the
sand.

On 19 July 1990, Dr. Ralph Peck, the government's geotechnical
consultant, visited the top heading excavation which was at Rib No. 36
downstream from the access shaft. Dr. Peck reported "... that each rib,
when erected, was blocked against the shotcrete (a thin flash-coat) with
timber, and that timber lagging was inserted intermittently between
ribs. Subsequently, shotcrete was placed around the blocking and
through the lagging. In our discussion I suggested that it would be
desirable, if possible, to eliminate the timber lagging and blocking, or
at least to reduce it substantially, and to use shotcrete for blocking
the ribs... This procedure would have the highly desirable effect of
eliminating timber, which is not only subject to deterioration, but
which obstructs final shotcreting in the spaces behind the lagging."
Dr. Peck suggested secondly "... to grout the spiling in the pre-drilled
holes. Spiling is notoriously inefficient in bending. It provides its
most beneficial effects by furnishing tensile resistance developed as a
result of the bond due to friction and adhesion between the rock and the
spiling. This bond can be achieved only if the spiling is grouted in-
place..."

On 30 July 1990, the top heading excavation collapsed with total
failure of the 8-inch steel ribs between downstream Ribs No. 35 and No.
49. Resident Engineer, Keith Allen, and Geologist, Roy Crutchfield,
were in the top heading just before the collapse. They noticed chunks
of shotcrete falling from the crown at a slow but steadily increasing
rate. On closer inspection, Mr. Allen noticed cracks developing in the
shotcrete support and then bits of rock beginning to fall through the
open cracks. He informed the tunnel supervisor and they stopped all
work to remove the workers from the face-area just before shotcrete
started crumbling and falling on a large scale. Within a few minutes,
the ribs begin to fail and depress inward from the crown. The drilling
jumbo was crushed at the face where it had been drilling spiling borings
beyond Rib No. 49, the last rib. No one was injured.

On 31 July, remedial work on the top heading was underway. Sand
had been pushed into the fallout area to act as a bulkhead for concrete
backfill. The drilling of backfill borings began on the ground surface.
Stabilization work began within the top heading which would consist of
rock bolting, shotcreting, and grouting. Preparations were made to
construct a reinforcement collar at downstream Rib No. 25 to ensure that
the rock loosening did not propagate back to the access shaft.
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On 31 July, and 1 August, three holes were drilled from the ground
surface to backfill the collapsed area. The first two holes were
drilled on 31 July and the last on 1 August. These were 8-inch diameter
borings with 6-inch, ungrouted casings. The ground surface elevation S
was 633, and the top heading ribs normally crowned at elevation 510.
The borings were designated as numbers I through 3, successively, from
the upstream direction, and were located respectively at stations 22+17
(between Ribs No. 34 and No. 35), 21+89 (between Ribs No. 42 and No.
43), and 21+60 (between Ribs No. 48 and No. 49). The borings
encountered the top of the fallout chamber at respective depths of 97.7 S
feet (elev 535.3), 99.0 feet (elev 534.0), and 105.0 feet (elev 528.0).
The limy clay shale layers that usually disrupted the upward propagation
of fallout were located between depths of 89.0 feet and 104.0 feet (elev
544.0 and 529.0).

Also, on 1 August, water was discovered flowing into the top •
heading excavation from behind the sand and muck bulkhead placed against
the collapsed ribs. Water was flowing through the bulkhead at a few
gallons per minute with an accumulation of 5 inches of water in the
invert. The water level behind the bulkhead was measured through
backfill borings No. I and No. 2. The water was at the top of the
fallout void at elevation 534, the 99-foot depth. Running water could
be heard through the open ungrouted casings of these borings. This was
2 days after the top heading collapse, and the day after the first two
backfill borings had been drilled through an upper alluvial aquifer.

On 3 August 1990, a construction management meeting was held
between the Government and the contractor at the Resident Office.
Mr. Al Mathews attended as consultant for the Government, and Mr. James
Wilton of Jacob's Associates attended as the contractor's consultant.
Mr. Mathews advised that methods of active support be used in all
further work rather than the passive support procedures of the previous
work. It was agreed that the contractor would submit their proposed
plans for the remedial work and resume excavations.

On 24 August 1990, a management and consultants meeting was held
at the Resident Office to discuss proposed plans for the top heading
remedial work and future tunneling. The Government's consultants were
Dr. Ralph Peck, Dr. Ed Cording, and Mr. Al Mathews. Mr. James Wilton
was present as the contractor's consultant. Also, Mr. Begnt Stillborg,
a representative of Atlas Copco, attended to suggest a small diameter
pilot drift, using their product, Swellex Rockbolts (water expanded
hollow bolts). There was agreement among Government consultants that an
active support system, using proper shotcreting and rockbolts, was
needed, regardless of the future tunneling method chosen. Several such
methods were discussed. A decision on the best method would be made at
a later date by the Contracting Officer.

On 4 October 1990, the remining of the collapsed top heading was
completed to downstream Rib No. 51. This was two ribs, or 8 feet,
beyond the collapsed section, which ended at Rib No. 49.
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On 9 October 1990, the top heading excavation was resumed in the
upstream direction from Rib No. 9 of the staging chamber. The
contractor was now using a modified "New Austrian" method of tunneling.
His new method blocked the ground to the steel ribs with shotcrete
rather than extensive wooden lagging. Spilings were drilled and grouted •

ahead of each rib, and approximately 18 rockbolts were installed in the
crown between ribs.

On 16 October, fallout occurred to about 6 feet above the crown,
and about 12 feet beyond upstream Rib No. 14, on the east side of the
excavation. An extra rib was installed between Ribs No. 14 and No. 15, 0

and the fallout cavity was backfilled with shotcrete.

On 1 November, a fallout chamber developed above and forward of
upstream Rib No. 24, extending above the bentonite layer at elevation
522. Fallout blocks slid into the excavation along a slickensided
plane, dipping at about 500 downstream. The resulting cavity extended •
to 12 feet above the crown and 13.5 feet up the alignment. The cavity
was backfilled with a shotcrete mix.

On 16 November 1990, the top heading had been extended upstream
from the access shaft to Rib No. 35. The excavation was then resumed
beyond downstream Rib No. 51, toward the TBM. 0

At the end of December 1990, the top heading had been extended to
Rib No. 107 downstream with no large fallouts or serious problems.

On 24 January 1991, fallout occurred during the excavation beyond
downstream Rib No. 150. The ground fell inward along slickensided joint S
planes leaving a void which extended to a height of 5 feet above the
crown and about 15 feet downstream. The contractor's prompt and much
improved shotcreting procedures (which included a shotcreting robot)
stabilized the loosening ground and prevented further fallout.

On 20 February, there was fallout along an inward dipping 0
slickensided joint at Rib No. 208 downstream. The resulting cavity
extended to 4.5 feet above the crown and about 18 feet downstream.
Further fallout was prevented by prompt shotcreting with the robot.

The top heading excavation reached the TBM at downstream Rib No.
236 on 8 March 1991. The ground stood relatively well as the TBM was
approached. There were no signs of previous stress relief to within
about 30 feet of the fallout cavity in front of the TBM. A small
portion of rubble from this fallout cavity was first encountered at Rib
No. 231, but the rubble had been well grouted through pilot borings. No
problems occurred in this reach of the excavation.

Between 12-19 March 1991, a staging chamber was excavated in front
of the TBM to the full tunnel diameter. The chamber was about 40 feet
long between Ribs No. 226 and 236. It was supported with steel ribs and
shotcrete. A concrete mud slab poured in the invert also acted as a
strut between the base of the ribs.
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During the last of March, the TBM was slowly moved forward onto
steel cradle beams installed in the mud slab of the staging chamber.
Once on the beams, refurbishing began on the TBM in preparation for the
upstream excavation of the lower half of the tunnel. •

On 28 March 1991, the top heading excavation started upstream once
again from where it had left off at Rib No. 35.

On 11 May, fallout occurred in the excavation beyond upstream Rib
No. 134. The fallout chamber extended about 7 feet above the crown and S
about 8 feet up the alignment. Shotcreting was effective, and the
ground was stabilized.

On 24 May, fallout occurred along converging slickensides, dipping
inward at about 500 during the excavation to set upstream Rib No. 163.
The resulting fallout chamber extended an estimated 20 feet above the 0
crown and about 20 feet upstream. The void was backfilled with a
shotcrete mix.

On the evening of 6 June 1991, the major fault separating Navarro
and Taylor ground was encountered during the excavation to set upstream
Rib No. 182. A slickensided fault plane extended across the face-cut at 0
station 30+90 and dipped downstream into the excavation. The altitude
of the fault was N.72°E.57°SE. There were 4 feet of fault breccia
between this slickenside and a parallel slickenside on the upstream
(Taylor) side. The Taylor slickenside had the same strike of N.720 E,
but dipped at 59 0 SE. Although the fault breccia tended to run into the
excavation, it was effectively controlled with shotcrete and grout. 0

On 11 June, after grouting the breccia, the excavation advanced
beyond the fault intercept in the crown at station 31+04, Rib No. 185.
The Taylor clay shale on the upstream side of the fault was soft, but it
was massive and firmly stable. As expected, there were no silty sand
seams as in the Navarro, and only one joint was noted on the Taylor side 0
of the fault. The Taylor clay shale was so firm that excavation with a
hydraulic spade was too difficult to be practical, as it had been in the
blocky Navarro. In the Taylor, the spade only bounced on the rock
surface with negligible penetration, whereas the Navarro had broken
apart easily. However, the Taylor material was easily cut by the
roadheader and stood without even minor fallouts. 0

On 18 June 1991, the last rib in the upstream top heading, Rib No.
200, was set at tunnel station 31+64. The excavation continued upstream
for 25 more feet to observe ground stability in the Taylor clay shale.
The first 17 feet beyond Rib No. 200 was supported with only 3 or 4
inches of shotcrete, and the final 8 feet was not supported in any •
manner. The 8-foot length of unsupported ground was reduced by about 3
feet in excavated radius to 13 feet. This unsupported section was left
open for 6 days before it was shotcreted. There was no fallout and no
obvious desiccation fractures. The rock surface showed only minor
drying.
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On 24 June 1991, the TBM began excavating the lower half of the
tunnel with no significant problems. See Plates 10 through 15 for as-
built geology of the top heading excavation.

d. Collapse of the Top Heading. As described in the foregoing
section, a 100-foot long reach of the top heading tunnel collapsed
between downstream Ribs No. 24 and No. 49 on 30 July 1990. The major
failure occurred between Ribs No. 39 and No. 49 where the rib supports
separated at the crown and squatted downward about 12 feet, crushing the
drill jumbo at the face. Some of the rib footings were actually pushed •
several feet into the ground. Ribs No. 42 through No. 49 were forced
backward in the downstream direction, and Ribs No. 41 through No. 39
were forced upstream in the opposite direction. As would be expected,
the greatest rock deformation was also in this area. Remining at Ribs
No. 45 and No. 46 revealed that the normally horizontal bentonite bed at
elevation 522-523 was now located in the remined face and distorted into
a "vee" shape. Backfill boring No. I (above Rib No. 34) encountered the 0
resulting fallout void at the 97.7-foot depth; this would be about 25
feet above the top heading crown, about 14 feet above the elevation 523
bentonite, and abouL 6 feet into the overlying limy zone. The fallout
void was 24 feet above the crown in backfill boring No. 2 (above Rib No.
42), and 18 feet above the crown in backfill boring No. 3 (above Rib No.
49). ,

The hands-on approach of the top heading procedure was intended to
control the characteristic Navarro behavior which had previously
dominated the TBM tunneling methods, and yet, the ground prevailed. The
top heading collapse was obviously a failure to control the Navarro
ground.

The control of stress relief in weak blocky ground requires
relentless vigilance and aggressive ground restraint measures. A
passive support method was employed in the top heading construction.
This method primarily involved compressible wooden lagging placed
randomly, as needed, between 8-inch wide steel ribs erected on 4-foot S
centers; little to no shotcrete was used in the initial support. Such a
passive method, rather than exerting an active, uniform, outward force
to restrain ground relaxation, allows the rock to settle onto the
support system. Wooden lagging and cribbing makes the support itself
somewhat compressible. Initial settlement onto the support actually
induces stress relief movements which can propagate further, if an S
equilibrium is not achieved.

The top heading collapse occurred when the upward and outward
propagation of loosening rock created excessive gravity loading upon the
support system. Random, non-uniform direction of these loads, through
excessive wooden lagging, may have created bending moments which would S
reduce the load capacity of the ribs. In any case, as the gravity loads
became excessive, it is certain that bearing failure occurred in the rib
foundations. The foundation bench upon which the ribs sat consisted of
inherently weak material (5 TSF to 20 TSF). Unfortunately, this bench
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of material was allowed to deteriorate with desiccation; it was
overexcavated, and it was not protected from machinery damage. Also,
the top heading was designed to be a composite shell of ribs and
shotcrete with continuous 1.5-foot wide strip footings in the wall 0
plate; the contractor delayed the shotcrete, resulting in individual rib
footings which proved inadequate.

A number of the construction procedures in the top heading may
have ultimately contributed to the collapse. The effects of stress
relief are three dimensional in the ground mass; therefore, every 0
stimulus to ground relaxation may contribute to the overall loosening of
rock loads upon the support system. Spilings were ungrouted and
provided no tensional support to the rock. As mentioned above, large
amounts of irregularly placed wooden lagging was used, and it was of
itself compressible enough to allow some support deflection with a
corresponding loosening of the rock. The physical placement of wooden
lagging and cribbing was relatively slow, allowing more time for stress
relief. Overexcavations, overbreaks, and fallouts required stacking of
the lagging and cribbing which created a junbled barrier to the small
amount of shotcrete being used. The light shotcreting over this jumbled
lagging was improperly applied by personnel standing or sitting in the
invert. Shotcreting response to fallouts during excavation was
notoriously slow due to mechanical and mixture problems; this
contributed to larger fallouts. (A shotcreting robot and improved
mixture design during later excavations showed marked improvement in
fallout control.) A substantial portion of the designed shotcreting was
delayed by the contractor in the interest of production rate.

Dr. Edward Cording, a Government consultant for the tunnel, 0

concluded in his report (see Appendix D) "Collapse of the top heading
occurred because the support system installed allowed loosening of the
rock and did not have the stiffness or capacity to carry the loosened
loads and prevent bending and bearing failure of the ribs." Dr. Cording
also reported that "The use of shotcrete of adequate thickness, in
contact with the rock and blocked to the ribs would have minimized the 0

initial loosening that allowed the rock loads to develop. Blocking of
the rock to the rib with shotcrete would have also increased both normal
and shear stiffness acting on the steel ribs, thus reducing bending
stresses and the thrust transmitted to the footings. Filling of
shotcrete around and between the ribs would have allowed the shotcrete
to become a part of the structural support and carry a major portion of 0

the moments and thrusts; it would also have increased the bearing area
at the base of the arch. These conditions would have allowed the ribs
to remain stable, even if rock loads had developed."

Dr. Ralph Peck, also a Government consultant on the tunnel, stated
in a letter dated 25 February 1991, that he thought it "likely that the 0

collapse was a direct consequence of relaxation and consequent
deterioration of the rock resulting from the lack of prompt shotcrete
support and excessive use of timber cribbing and lagging..."
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e. Lower-Face Tunnel - Resumed TBM Excavation. The resumed full-
face TBM excavation was quite successful, and no significant problems
developed. The TBM excavation of the lower half of the tunnel began at
station 14+60 on 24 June 1991. The tunneling rate quickly accelerated 0
to 40 feet per day and reached as high as 60 feet per day. The
accelerated advancement reduced the required stand-up time for the

material and allowed the tunneling operation to stay ahead of stress
relief problems. Of course, the overhead canopy of shotcrete and steel
ribs eliminated fallouts above springline, but there was still the
possibility of material sliding into the excavation on the sides.

There had been some concern about failure of the clay shale bench
beneath the steel ribs. Therefore, as a precaution, the contractor had
constructed a reinforced shotcrete wall plate along the lower portion of
the ribs. The purpose of the wall plate was to help cantilever loads
upstream as the TBM excavated beneath the top heading canopy. However, 0
the ground stood well even though fractures and slickensided joints
persisted below springline.

The TBM excavation was stopped for about a month from mid-July to
mid-August at station 21+78, downstream Rib No. 44; this delay was to
allow for the installation of the trailing gear. The TBM then continued
to the access shaft at station 23+63, where the tail shield was replaced
before proceeding upstream. The tail shield had been removed during the
TBM refurbishing and had not been required beneath the top heading
canopy.

Another concern was that the TBM would have difficulty excavating
through wet ground along a 550-foot stretch of the upstream top heading. 0

On 12 July 1991, a waterline had broken and completely inundated this
stretch of ground. The water had filled foundation fractures and joints
opened by stress relief and the disturbance of tunneling machinery,
especially the loaded S10 mucking vehicles. Some of this water migrated
downstream through open fractures to the TBM setting at station 21+78.
On 1-2 August, seven shallow borings were drilled in the top heading 0
invert to evaluate the water migration and then to pump the water out of
the ground. Afterward, the ground had approximately a month to dry
before the TBM excavation reached the inundated area. Also, the water
had only seeped along joint and fracture conduits with little
penetration into the clayey material itself. As a result, the TBM
actually had no problems through the wetted area.

Some precautionary thought was given to grouting the 4-foot wide
breccia zone between station 30+90 and station 30+94. However, it was
decided that the TBM would span over this relatively narrow zone, and
have no problems such as nose diving into the weaker ground. Such was
the case, and the TBM crossed into stable Taylor ground with no 0
problems. On 12 September 1991, the TBM once again began full-face
tunnel excavation at station 31+89.

f. Outlet Shaft Tail Tunnel - Roadheader Excavation. The 14.8-
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foot diameter tail tunnel extended 147 feet S,13'W. from the south or
backside of the outlet shaft. It was, therefore, the furthest of the
tunnel excavations to the south, and remained totally in characteristic
Navarro material. The formation consisted of gray to dark gray clay 0
shale, with interbedded thin, 1/16-inch to 1-inch thick layers of
grayish white silty sand to sandy silt. The weak horizontal silt and
sand layers were crisscrossed by fractures and joints which were
frequently slickensided. The 1-inch thick white bentonite layer at
elevation 492 in the outlet shaft also extended along most of the tail
tunnel. However, it was faulted upward in several places until it
vanished above the crown at 111.5 feet into the tunnel. Most of the
major joints dipped southward, although a few were northward. The
average dip of the joints was about 430 which was slightly less than the
usual 450 to 75' dip of the outlet shaft.

Since the tail tunnel was only about half the size of the main
tunnel, the effects of stress relief were less and more easily
controlled. The occasional small fallouts hardly presented an obstacle
to work progress. The largest- fallout occurred 100 feet into the
tunnel; it was only about 5 feet in length and extended about 4.5 feet
above the crown. Other fallouts were little more than overbreak in the
excavation and were controlled with shotcrete. The hands-on approach of
roadheader tunneling allowed the miners to quickly respond to ground
conditions. Also, daily excavations of about 5-foot lengths were fully
supported with wire mesh and 5 inches of shotcrete before quitting.
Therefore, the ground was tightly supported in a timely manner, and
relaxation was not allowed to propagate. The Navarro was effectively
controlled in the smaller tail tunnel. 0

6-03. Tunneling in the Taylor Formation. The Taylor Formation provided
a more suitable tunneling medium for the TBM operations. This had been
anticipated, although there was moderate trepidation as to the extent of
structural deformation and ground stress beyond the Navarro fault block.
The Taylor's persistent massive stability had been experienced
throughout project explorations in all of the San Antonio River shafts
which had been excavated before tunneling, and in the previously
constructed San Pedro Creek Tunnel. The San Pedro Creek Tunnel had been
excavated through the same sequence of Taylor materials only about a 1/2
mile away. When the TBM crossed out of the Navarro fault block into the
Taylor Formation at station 30+94, it was excavating just above the M-1
marker bed at nearly the same horizon as the initial San Pedro Creek
Tunneling. The massive character of the Taylor was not even affected by
over 150 feet of displacement along the Navarro fault contact.
Therefore, as in the San Pedro Creek Tunnel, the Taylor provided a
stable tunneling medium.

North of station 30+94, the massive Taylor strata was the only
formation encountered. The material was soft enough to be readily
excavated by mechanical means, and yet stable enough to stand well.
Only occasional minor crown fallouts or ravelings occurred before the
liner support could be provided at the back of the tail shield; these
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were indeed minor and of little construction consequence. Stress relief 4
fracturing was inevitable to some degree, but proved rather sparse. The

Taylor Formation was consistently massive and stable throughout the
remaining 14,175 feet of tunnel. 0

It should be mentioned, however, that some change occurred when
the TBM crossed out of the upper M-2 stratum into the lower M-3 stratum

at the station 98+15 fault. As discussed previously in Part III, the
M-1 and M-2 materials are more clayey and not as strong as the better
indurated limy materials of the M-3 through M-5 strata. The 0

stratigraphic changes in the clay to calcium carbonate ratio presented a
rather pronounced contrast across the fault at station 98+15, as it did
across the same fault at station 171+50 in the San Pedro Creek Tunnel.
The M-1 and M-2 strata, downstream of the fault, were dark gray,
unctuous, massive, soft to moderately soft, weak clayey material having
unconfined compressive strengths normally around 25 TSF (only slightly 0

stronger than the M-0 material of the Navarro). The M-3 through M-5
strata, upstream of the fault, were gray to light gray, earthy, massive,
moderately soft to moderately hard with occasional hard lenses, limy,
well indurated, having unconfined compressive strengths averaging about
43 TSF and reaching as high as 77.7 TSF. Actually, much of this lower
Taylor has the high carbonate/clay mixture of an indurated marl and 0
could be classified as a marlstone, or an argillaceous limestone where
the calcium carbonate predominates. This is the strongest material of
the formation.

These material descriptions on each side of the station 98+15
fault give the predominant characteristics of the strata. It should be 0
noted that stringers of limy shale occur occasionally in the upper
strata, and occasional clayey shale layers occur in the lower strata.
However, throughout the upper and lower Taylor, the formation was
persistently massive and structurally stable.

6-04. Outlet Shaft Foundation. The 150-foot deep outlet shaft was 0
excavated through 21.5 feet of overburden, 26 feet of weathered Navarro

Formation, 12 feet of moderately weathered Navarro, and 90.5 feet of
unweathered Navarro. Ground surface was at elevation 623.

The overburden soils varied around the shaft. The overburden on
the east side of the shaft was entirely a gravelly clay fill which 0

formed a man-made terrace adjacent to the San Antonio River. Refuse,
such as glass, metal, brick, and wood, were scattered throughout this

gravelly clay, which extended westward to also form the upper 7 to 11
feet of overburden on the other side of the shaft. Beneath the fill
material on the west side were intertonguing lenses of silty sand and

gravelly sand overlying a clayey gravel containing numerous calcareous
concretions. This lowermost layer of clayey gravel is a locally
widespread alluvial aquifer which produced 200 GPM of water in the San

Pedro Creek Outlet Shaft. However, the aquifer was very clayey at this
location and produced only trickling flows. The gravelly clay fill of
the man-made terrace varied from dry to moist with no water flows. No
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ground water was encountered in either of the sand lenses.

Two stages of weathering were observed in the upper rock
formation. From the top of rock at the 21.5-foot depth to the 47.5-foot 0
depth, the Navarro was a soft, weathered, tan clay shale with gray
mottling. It had a blocky structure with numerous joints and fractures.
However, there was a transition from weathered to unweathered clay shale
between depths of 47.5 feet and 59.5 feet. This was a zone of
moderately weathered, soft, gray clay shale, having frequent iron-
stained joints and fractures. 0

For the most part, the unweathered Navarro in the outlet shaft was
a gray to dark gray, predominantly soft clay shale. An exception was a
lighter gray, moderately soft to moderately hard limy clay shale betTeen
depths of 77 and 95 feet, elevations 546 and 528, respectively. The
formation appeared generally massive to the base of this limy zone. 0
Below the limy zone, fractures, joints, and slickensided planes were
encountered. Some of the slickensides occurred along extensive linear
planes, having minor fault displacements of several inches. Other
slickensides were short, irregular, discontinuous, shear surfaces.
Scattered concentrations of greenish gray to brownish gray bentonitic
clay shale underlay the limy zone to a niearly 1-foot thick, white 0
bentonite layer at elevation 523. There was also a 1-inch thick white
bentonite layer at elevation 492, which extended just below springline
through the transition and just below the crown in the tail tunnel.
Below the elevation 523 bentonite, the clay shale was interbedded with
thin, 1/16 to 1-inch thick layers of grayish white silty sand to sandy
silt layers. These silty and sandy layers created horizontal planes of 0
weakness which were crisscrossed by fractures, joints, and slickensides
to form blocky ground below the 100-foot depth.

The blocky ground did not appear to be controlled by particular
joint sets, but rather was truly crisscrossed with joints of a wide
variation in attitude. Although there were equal variations in strike, 0
there were 48 percent more southward dips. About 70 percent of the
joints were high angle, above 450, but they were also generally less
than 75'. See Plates 5 through 9 for as-built gDlogy of tkie outlet
shaft and transition.

6-05. Inlet Shaft Foundation. The 149-foot deep inlet shaft was 0
excavated through 25 feet of overburden, 6 feet of weathered Taylor
Formation, and 118 feet of unweathered Taylor For:T.ation. The ground
surface was at elevation 658.

The overburden from ground surface downward consisted of 9 fett of
brown sandy clay, 14 feet of gray to buff fat clay, and 2 fee- of
saturated clayey gravel. Ground water was encountered a.t elevation 644
in the fat clay due largely to secondary permeability of blocky
structure.

The weathered Taylor Formation was at the 25-foot depth. It was a
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soft, blocky, tan clay shale with some buff and gray mottling. Frequent
joints and fractures formed the blocky structure, and were often iron 4
stained. Healed fractures or joints were noted in places. Some
moisture was noted, but no free water was apparent.

0
The unweathered Taylor was predominantly gray to light gray,

moderately soft to occasionally hard, limy, -lay shale, or marlstone
that possibly graded to argillaceous limestot. in places. There was a
softer, less calcareous clay shale in thc upper 5 feet between
elevations 627 and 622, and a similar 12-foot thick layer about 5 feet
below it. Otherwise, the material was the hardest and most stable of •
the project.

Being on the upthrown side of the mid-alignment fault at station
98+15, the inlet shaft was excavated through the lower and more limy
strata of the Taylor. The top of the unweathered formation was only 5
feet above the M-3 marker bed at elevation 622. The M-4 and M-5 marker 0
beds were not perceptible i.i the excavation, but correlated to
approximate elevations of 565 and 535, rcspcctively. The increased
carbonate to clay ratio of these strata made the rock harder and more
brittle, but also less susceptible to desiccation, air slaking, and
sloughing. Percussion excavation by hydraulic ram was the preferred
method in this harder material. Although the excavation was controlled 0
somewhat by indistinct horizontal bedding, the material would often tend
to break in conchoidal, angular patterns. Tight, discontinuous
fractures developed along horizontal bedding planes between elevations
613 and 615, at elevation 605, and between elevations 560 and 570.
However, the formation was persistently massive throughout the shaft.
Except for the two soft more clayey layers above the 53-foot depth, the •
unweathered formation was the massive, limy, well indurated rock typical
of the lower Taylor. See Plate 4 for -built geology of the inlet
shaft.

6-06. Maintenance Shaft Foundations. The two maintenance shafts for
the San Antonio River Tunnel were drilled on each side of the mid- 0
alignment fault at station 98+15. The shaft on Water Street at station
65+90 is on the downthrown side of the fault and in the soft clayey
upper Taylor Formation. Thc top of the M-1 strata is at elovation
514.5, the 131.5-foot depth, or 3.5 feet above the bottom of the shaft
excavation. The Brooklyn Avenue shaft at station 124+36 is on the
upthrown side of the fault and extends through the softer, clayey 0
M-2 materials into the harder, limy M-3 and M-4 strata. The contact
between the M-2 and M-3 strata is at elevation 580, the 71-foot depth,
and the M-4 correlates to elevation 535, the 116-foot depth, or 12 feet
above the bottom of the excavation.

The Water Street maintenance shaft at station 65+90 extends
through 15.0 feet of overburden, 22.0 feet of weathered Taylor S
Formation, and 98.0 feet of unweathered Taylor Formation. Progressively
downward, the overburden includes 1.0 foot of street materials, 4.0 feet
of gravelly clay, and 10.0 feet of clayey gravel. The weathere- Taylor
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consists of tan and gray, soft, fractured clay shale. The unweathered
Taylor is gray to dark gray, soft to moderately soft to occasionally
moderately hard, massive, variably calcareous clay shale. The formation
stood well with no sloughing during the shaft sinking. No free water 0
was encountered in the overburden or rock formation.

The Brooklyn Avenue maintenance shaft at station 124+36 extends
through 24.0 feet of overburden, 11.0 feet of weathered Taylor
Formation, and 93.0 feet of unweathered Taylor Formation. From ground
surface downward, the overburden consists of 2.5 feet of clay fill, 2.5
feet of organic clay fill, 5.0 feet of sandy clay, 8.0 feet of lean to
fat clay, and 6.0 feet of gravelly clay. Free water was encountered at
the 18.0-foot depth, at the top of the gravelly clay. The weathered
Taylor is tan and gray, soft, fractured clay shale. The upper 36 feet
of the unweathered Taylor is gray to dark gray, soft to moderately soft
clay shale with the remainder of the formation being light gray, 0
moderately soft to moderately hard, limy clay shale. The formation was
massive througnout, and stood well without sloughing. See Appendix C
for detailed geologic log of the maintenance shaft excavations.

6-07. Vent Shaft Foundations. Of the three vent shafts for the San
Antonio River Tunnel, one was drilled downstream and two were drilled
upstream of the mid-alignment fault at station 98+15. The shaft at
station 51+82 on St Mary's Street, is on the downthrown side of the
fault, placing it in the soft, clayey, upper Taylor Formation. The top
of the M-1 strata correlates to elevation 527, the 116.8-foot depth, or
14.2 feet above the bottom of the excavation. The shaft at station
108+88 on Broadway Street is on the upstream side of the fault, and
extends through the softer, clayey M-1 and M-2 strata into the harder, 0

more calcareous M-3 strata. The contact between the M-1 and M-2 strata
is at elevation 605.8, the 47.8-foot depth, and the top of the M-3
correlates to elevation 570, the 83.6-foot depth. The Camden Street
shaft at station 152+29 is also on the upthrown side of the fault and
considerably updip from the Broadway Street shaft. Therefore, nearly
all of the shaft is in the harder, limy clay shale of the M-3 and M-4 0

strata. The top of the M-3 is at about elevation 610, the 43-foot
depth, or just 5.3 feet into the unweathered formation. The top of the
M-4 correlates to elevation 543, the 110-foot depth, or 12 feet from the
bottom of the excavation.

The St Mary's Street vent shaft at station 51+82 extends through 0

23.0 feet of overburden, 23.0 feet of weathered Taylor Formation, and
85.0 feet of unweathered Taylor Formation. From ground surface
downward, the overburden includes 1.0 foot of pavement materials, 3.0
feet of lean clay, and 19.0 feet of clayey gravel. Free water was
encountered in the clayey gravel at the 17.0-foot depth. The weathered
Taylor consists of buff and gray, soft, fractured clay shale. The 0

unweathered Taylor is gray to dark gray, soft to moderately soft to
occasionally moderately hard, massive, variably calcareous clay shale.
The formation stood well with no sloughing during the shaft sinking.
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The Broadway Street vent shaft at station 108+88 extends through
14.0 feet of overburden, 32.0 feet of weathered Taylor Formation, and
85.0 feet of unweathered Taylor Formation. The overburden consists of a
foot of pavement materials overlying 13.0 feet of clay and sandy clay. 0
The weathered Taylor is tan and gray, soft, fractured clay shale. The
unweathered Taylor is gray to dark gray, soft to moderately soft to
occasionally moderately hard, massive, variably calcareous clay shale in
the upper third. The lower two thirds is light gray, predominantly
moderately hard, massive, limy clay shale. No free water was
encountered in the overburden or rock formation. The formation stood 0
well without sloughing.

The Camden Street vent shaft at station 152+29 extends through
17.0 feet of overburden, 20.7 feet of weathered Taylor Formation, and
84.3 feet of unweathered Taylor Formation. Progressively downward, the
overburden consists of 4.0 feet of clay fill, 2.0 feet of gravelly clay, 0
and 11.0 feet of lean to fat clay. A trickling flow of free water was
noted in the overburden at the 16.2-foot depth. The weathered Taylor
consists of tan and gray, soft, fractured clay shale. The unweathered
Taylor, being in the M-3 and M-4 strata, is light gray, moderately hard,
massive, well indurated, limy clay shale throughout. The material
excavated at this shaft was very similar to that at the inlet shaft; it 0
stood exceptionally well. See Appendix C for detailed geologic log of
the vent shaft borings.

6-08. Hydraulic Instrumentation Shaft Foundations. The two hydraulic
instrumentation shafts for the San Antonio River Tunnel were drilled on
each end of the alignment. Therefore, the shaft near the outlet is in
the Navarro Formation south of the fault at station 30+94, and the shaft
near the inlet is in the lower Taylor Formation. In the shaft near the
outlet, the top of the M-0 strata of the Navarro is at elevation 546,
the 77.1-foot depth, or 42.9 feet from the bottom of the shaft. In the
shaft near the inlet, the top of the M-3 strata of the Taylor is at
elevation 621, the 37-foot depth; the M-4, though not distinguished in
drill cuttings, correlates to about elevation 564, the 94-foot depth;
and the M-5 correlates to elevation 534, or about 2 feet below the
bottom of the shaft.

The hydraulic instrumentation shaft at station 10+73, near the
outlet, extends through 26.0 feet of overburden, 22.0 feet of weathered
Navarro Formation, and 98.0 feet of unweathered Navarro Formation. From 0
ground surface downward, the overburden consists of 15.0 feet of clay
fill, 6.0 feet of fat clay, and 5.0 feet of clayey gravel. Free water
was encountered at the 21.0-foot depth at the top of the clayey gravel.
The weathered Navarro is tan and gray, soft, fractured clay shale with
occasional sandy layers. The unweathered Navarro is light gray to dark
gray, soft to moderately soft, and becoming moderately hard where limy, 0
between depths of 77.1 and 95.1 feet, massive above the 95.1-foot depth,
and jointed with slickensides below the 95.1-foot depth. A white
bentonite layer was present at the 100-foot depth.
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The hydraulic instrumentation shaft at station 171+23, near the
inlet, extends through 26.0 feet of overburden, 6.0 feet of weathered
Taylor Formation, and 90 feet of unweathered Taylor Formation. The 26.0
feet of overburden consists of lean to fat clay, and contained a trace 0
of free water at the contact with the underlying clay shale. The
weathered Taylor consists of tan and gray, soft, fractured clay shale.
The unweathered Taylor is light gray to gray, soft to moderately hard,
massive, well indurated, limy clay shale. See Appendix C for detailed
geologic log of the instrumentation shaft borings.

6-09. Top Heading Access Shaft Foundation. The access shaft for the
top heading was excavated in the Navarro Formation at station 23+63, or
731 feet south of the fault at station 30+94. The limy clay shale of
the M-0 stratigraphic marker occurred between elevations 544 and 529,
respective depths of 90 and 105 feet. This limy zone was encountered
between elevations 546 and 528 in the outlet shaft. The white bentonite
layer between elevations 523 and 522 in the outlet shaft occurred
between elevations 522.4 and 522.0 in this shaft, at respective depths
of 111.6 feet and 112.0 feet. These prominent strata correlate well
horizontally in the 1300 feet between the two shafts.

The access shaft extended through 27.0 feet of overburden, 35.5
feet of weathered Navarro Formation, and 75.0 feet of unweathered
Navarro Formation. Progressively downward, the overburden consisted of
1.5 feet of gravel, 17.5 feet of gravelly clay, and 8.0 feet of fat
clay. The weathered Navarro was tan and gray, soft, fractured clay
shale. The unweathered Navarro was gray to dark gray clay shale which
was mostly soft to moderately soft. However, it became light gray and 0
moderately hard in the limy M-0 marker bed. It was massive in the upper
shaft, but became frequently fractured and jointed with slickensides
below the base of the limy strata at the 105-foot depth. Below the
elevation 522 bentonite, it contained numerous thin whitish gray silty
sand to sandy silt seams along horizontal bedding planes. No free water
was encountered in the overburden or rock formation. There was some
overbreak in the lower shaft excavations, but these were relatively
small. The ground stood suitably, and there were no significant
construction problems.

6-10. Top Heading Alignment Shaft Foundation. This 24-inch O.D., 12-
inch I.D. shaft was drilled at station 21+55 by the contractor to help 0
align the top heading excavation. It was located 208 feet downstream
from the access shaft and 939 feet south of the fault at station 30+94.
The limy M-0 was encountered between elevations 543.7 and 528.7,
respective depths of 89.0 and 104.0 feet. The white bentonite layer
occurred between elevations 521.7 and 521.1, respective depths of 111.0
and 111.6 feet. The elevations of these beds in the alignment shaft
correlate with those in both the access shaft and the outlet shaft.

This alignment shaft extended through 26.0 feet of overburden,
28.5 feet of weathered Navarro Formation, and 68.5 feet of unweathered
Navarro Formation. Progressively downward, the overburden consisted of
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0.2 foot of lean clay, 5.8 feet of gravel, 8.0 feet of silty sand, 4.0
feet of gravelly clay, and 8.0 feet of fat clay. The weathered Navarro
was tan and gray, soft, fractured clay shale. The unweathered Navarro
was mostly gray to dark gray, soft to moderately soft clay shale. It
became light gray and moderately hard in the limy M-0 marker bed. It
appeared massive to the white bentonite layer at the 111.0-foot depth,
after which slickensided drill cuttings indicated frequent fractures.
Also, silty sand to sandy silt partings were noted in the cuttings below
the bentonite layer. No free water was encountered throughout the
shaft, and the ground stood suitably for the installation of the 12-inch
diameter steel casing. 0

*
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PART VII
FOUNDATION TREATMENT

7-01. General. Contractually, there was no major foundation treatment
required for the tunnel or shafts. However, two of the support
procedures may also be considered methods of foundation treatment.
These two operations were the rock anchor installations in the shafts
and the grouting of the tunnel liner. Although both the rock anchors
and the grouting were required as part of the excavation support, they
may also be considered foundation treatment in that they enhanced the in
situ stability of the rock formation. This is also true of the rock
anchors, spilings, and grouting used as remedial measures in the top
heading construction. These operations have been described as support
procedures in Parts V and VI, but are further discussed in this section.

7-02. Rock Anchors. There were four general types of rock anchors used
on the San Antonio River project. Type I and Type II rock anchors were
used in the outlet shaft. Type I and Type III rock anchors were used in
the inlet shaft. Type V rock anchors were used in the top heading
construction. (Type IV rock anchors were used on San Pedro Creek
project.) The type differences consisted of variations in length and
corresponding bonding capacities. The rock anchors were normally
stressed to design loads and then locked off at 80 percent of that load
which varied with the length of the rock anchor. Type I rock anchors
were 18 feet long, had a design load of 90 kips, and a lock-off load of
72 kips. Type II rock anchors were 21 feet long, had a design load of
110 kips, and a lock-off load of 88 kips. Type III rock anchors were 15
feet long, had a design load of 100 kips, and a lock-off load of 80 S
kips. The Type III anchors were used exclusively in the better
indurated rock at the inlet shaft, and thus had a higher bonding
capacity for the shorter length of anchor. Type V rock anchors were 14
feet long, had a design load of 28 kips, and a lock-off load of 20 kips.

All four types of rock anchors were similar in materials and
construction. The first three were No. 10 Dywidag threadbars, and were
cement grouted into 5-inch diameter holes. The anchor grout was a non-
corrosive expansive admixture with a minimum 28-day compressive strength
of 3000 psi. The recommended pumping pressure for the grout was 30 psi.
PVC spacers were used at equal distances along the boring to keep the
anchor in the center of the hole. A 2-inch thick, 5-inch diameter S
styrofoam donut was placed around the anchors at the 1.0 to 1.5-foot
depth to act as a grout barrier; the styrofoam was also supposed to
provide a compressible cushion which would allow the anchor bar to move
if the bonding capacity was exceeded during the stress loading. The
outer foot or so of hole beyond the styrofoam donut was backfilled with
dry-pack cement around a PVC bond breaker covering the anchor bar. An S
8- to 10-inch square, 1.5-inch thick Dywidag bearing plate was installed
against the shotcreted shaft surface at the outer end of the anchor bar.
Type V anchors were No. 8 Dywidag threadbars, cement grouted into 3-inch
diameter holes, but were otherwise similar to Types I through III.
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The design of these rock anchors provided a support effect similar
in principal to "soil nails" rather than typical rock bolts. Soil nails
are normally relatively short steel bars of a fully bonded length
installed as reinforcing inclusions to the in situ ground. Usually
closely spaced, they produce a zone of reinforced ground which performs
in a manner similar to a retaining wall. Soil nails are not stressed,
although it is common to apply a small seating load. Unlike soil nails,
rock bolts are stressed after installation, with the load transferred
along a distal, fixed anchorage length; this distal anchorage binds the
unbonded outer rock to the more stable ground mass at depth. These rock
anchors were stressed like rock bolts, and yet, like soil nails, they
were bonded for nearly their entire length. Only the outer 1.0 to 1.5
feet of bar length was unbonded. Considering the thickness of
shotcrete, this left only the outer few inches to 1.0 foot of rock
unbonded, and the stressing load was distributed along the rest of the
bar. Therefore, the rock anchors -cted as stress loaded soil nails
rather than bolts anchored at depth.

In any case, these rock anchor "nails" apparently provided an
effective reinforcement in the massive rock of the inlet and upper
outlet shafts and no support problems developed. However, in jointed,
more thinly stratified, blocky ground in the lower elevations of the San
Antonio River Outlet shaft, these anchor nails possibly were less
effective than longer typical rock bolts having a distal anchorage at
depth. Apparent block movements occurred below the 100-foot depth in
the northeast quadrant, bulging and cracking the shotcrete lining, and
requiring 60 additional 40-foot long anchors. These anchors were
installed by contract modification and consisted of 40-foot long, No. II
rebar grouted in a 5-inch diameter drilled boring. The anchors were
installed perpendicular to the shaft face. The anchors were installed
in the northeast quadrant of the shaft on approximate 10-foot centers
between existing rock anchors and between elevations 500 and 528. In
addition to the rock anchors, the modification provided for removal of
spalled shotcrete and repair with epoxy grout and grouting of existing
cracks. The modification also provided for installation of two
additional 3-position MPBXs at elvation 518, and one rock bolt load cell
at elevation 523. Upon completion of the above modification, no further
cracking was noted in the shotcrete, and no unusual rock movement was
detected by the instrumentation. It is significant to mention that
random failure and creep tests performed on Type I rock anchors in the
lower outlet revealed load capacities of only 16 to 38 kips in the soft S
blocky rock.

In the top heading construction, rock anchors, and spilings as
well, appeared effective in controlling weak, blocky ground when used
with proper shotcreting techniques. It was found that expeditious,
knowledgeable, coordinated applications of these measures, created an 0
active support system that restrained the propagation of ground
movements, and helped the ground itself to maintain a supportive
equilibrium. However, efficient shotcreting in time and methodology was
crucial.
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7-03. Tunnel Liner Grouting. Grouting of the annular space between the
tunnel liner and the surrounding rock was primarily to establish a solid
contact between the liner and the rock, but it also consolidated the
surrounding rock by filling open fractures, joints, and occasional 0
elongated voids left by block settlements in the crown. Grouting behind
tunnel liners is usually called backpack grouting, and is largely for
support. The grouting of fissures and voids in the loosened rock
surrounding tunnels is referred to as consolidation grouting, and is
predominantly a stabilization treatment. Consolidation grouting often
requires the drilling of grout holes to the depth of formation 0
disturbance, and this was done in the San Antonio River Tunnel where
substantial ground movements occurred in the blocky Navarro material.
However, the backpack grouting also provided ground consolidation.
Therefore, backpack grouting and consolidation grouting were effectively
accomplished in the same operation as the grout pumped behind the liner
penetrated well into the adjoining joints and fractures. Further 0
consolidation was required only in fallout zones.

The grouting procedure proved to be reasonably thorough, although
it was done in patchwork fashion. The procedure was to grout in
horizontal strips at various locations with a general upward progression
from the invert holes. Two, 2-inch diameter grout holes were precast 0
into each liner segment which allowed the upper holes to provide venting
and observation ports. Injection holes were moved vertically and
horizontally beyond holes which were plugged due to previous grout
flows. Adjoining grout sections would overlap previous grouting, or
upstream grouting sections would merge with advancing downstream
sections. Grouting at the crown flowed ahead and required sustained 0
pumping at gravity flow until pressure could be obtained. In some areas
a secondary grouting which could maintain pressure was required. This
method eventually produced a forward slope of grout from a downstream
injection point in the crown to an upstream edge in the invert, covering
approximately 200 feet of alignment. The grout was a 1:1 cement to
water ratio by volume, and was pumped at a maximum pressure of 28 psi. 0

Quantitative data on the pea gravel and grout placement show that
the primary backfilling extended well around the liner into the crown
annular space. The volume of the 3.5-inch wide annular space was
calculated to be 98 cubic feet per 4-foot liner ring; however, it should
be noted that part of this void was no doubt filled with rock cuttings 0
or rubble in places. A pea gravel density of 95 pounds per cubic foot
was used to compute the amount of pea gravel backfilled behind the
rings, which averaged 46 cubic feet per ring. The average placement of
grout per ring was estimated at 55 cubic feet. The pea gravel volume
included approximately 40 percent voids which would consume part of the
grout placement. Therefore, of the 98 cubic feet of annulus behind each
ring, 46 cubic feet were filled with pea gravel and 37 cubic feet were
filled with grout. This gave an average of 83 cubic feet of backfilled
pea gravel and grout which was 85 percent of the annular space. Since
much of the invert liner was placed directly on the excavated surface,
most of the void was in the crown rather than arranged concentrically
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into a 3.5-inch wide annular space. Thus, the 85 percent backfill would
extend well into the crown area after the primary pass of grouting.

The 85 percent backfill estimate may be considered a best case
scenario since it is based on bulk placement quantities and ignores
material wastage. On the other hand, this wastage would be partially
offset or possibly exceeded in places by the volume of rock settlement
and ravelings. Also, the amount of grout required to fill the pea
gravel voids is somewhat speculative and subject to variables such as
the presence of extraneous moisture and granular fines. In any case,
the remaining annular space was filled by secondary pressure grouting
conducted in crown borings spaced on 50-foot centers along the entire
tunnel alignment. When the TBM resumed full-face excavation after
crossing the fault at station 30+90, placement of pea gravel and liner
grouting progressed very well with full circumference grouting completed
within 200 feet of the TBM trailing gear.

As discussed in previous sections of this report, considerable
remedial drilling and grouting were done between stations 10+60 and
14+10 where numerous fallouts were experienced in the soft Navarro
Formation. Grout/exploratory holes were drilled through the liner,
primarily in areas of major fallouts, and encountered pea gravel
backpacking, mass concrete used to fill the fallout void, and then
penetrated from 2 inches to 10 feet into the clay shale. A pattern of
six holes spaced evenly around the upper third of the lining was drilled
in designated liner segments. Moderate to high grout takes were
experienced in the following liner segments:

Segment No. Cubic Feet of Grout Placed
2 405 •
3 127
4 405

10 1,747
L • 157
17 283
19 154 •
20 834
27 432
29 780
30 141
33 251
34 2,161 5
47 845
55 307
61 320
62 155
73 698
75 274 •
78 190
82 353
88 197
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See Plate 3 for location of above liner segments in relation to the
excavation fallouts/overbreak.

Grouting and concrete filling of fallouts in the top heading reach
are discussed in detail in PART VI, "CHARACTER OF FOUNDATION OR
TUNNELING MEDIUM."

On 4 February 1992, the tunnel excavation encountered a heavy
ground-water inflow at approximate station 144+20 (liner segment No.
3322). The flow was coming from an apparent artesian well and entered
the excavation on the right side above the springline. The flow was
estimated at ±300 GPM. Excavation was halted and the Haliburton Company
was called in to construct a "bulkhead" behind liner segments No. 3322
and segment No. 3332 using a chemical grout. The chemical grouting met
with limited success. The contractor then managed to control the flow
with pipe headers and the water was discharged to the surface via the
Brooklyn Street maintenance shaft. The tunnel excavation continued on
12 February and the contractor eventually reduced the inflow through the
liner to less than 5 GPM by grouting through the pipe headers. In July
1992, the contractor performed systematic drilling and grouting on 4-
foot centers between liner segments 3325 and 3330 to completely seal
leakage through the concrete liner. Each grout ring consisted of eight
grout holes, two each in right and left segments below springline and
two each in right and left segments above springline. All holes were
drilled to a depth of 15 feet. The grout consisted of a 3:1 water-
cement ratio and was pumped at a maximum pressure of 50 psi. The grout
communicated through the segment joints, which were subsequently packed
off. Very little grout was placed behind the concrete liner. Upon
completion of grouting, leakage through the liner was reduced to a
"trickle" in one spot located in the tunnel invert.

e
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PART VIII 4
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

The earth materials used in the Phase II tunnel construction 0

consisted of pea gravel and concrete aggregate. These materials were
obtained from local San Antonio suppliers. The pea gravel used as
tunnel liner backfill was supplied by Capitol Aggregates, Inc., 11551
Nacogdoches. Cast-in-place and backfill concrete were obtained from
Pioneer Concrete of Texas, Inc., 15080 Tradesmen, and contained
aggregate supplied by Redland Worth Corporation, located at 17910 IH-1O
West. The concrete for the precast liner segments, manufactured by
Sehulster Corporation, 7386 Grissom Road, was supplied by Meader

Construction Company, Inc., whose plant was nearby at 7510 Grissom Road.
Aggregate for the Meader concrete was provided at first by Redland Worth
Corporation, but later by Vulcan Materials Company. The Vulcan
Materials Office was located at 800 Isom Road, however, the aggregate 0
came from a limestone quarry on Huebner Road, relatively close to the
precast plant. Concrete aggregate analyses were included in the mix
design submittals which were reviewed and approved by the Government.

0
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PART IX
GEOTECHNICAL INSTRUMENTATION

9-01. General. The contract specifications provided for a geotechnical
instrumentation program to monitor ground behavior at the outlet shaft,
inlet shaft, and six designated stations in the San Antonio River
Tunnel. The Contractor, Ohbayashi Corporation, retained the services of
Woodward-Clyde Consultants to implement the program. The
instrumentation was designed to monitor any ground movements and/or
stress developments around the excavations with the intent to provide
data for safety observations, design verification, and future design
applications. Immediate notification of the Government was required
during construction when ground movements exceeded 0.25 inch, or when
stress exceeded 5 kips (34.7 psi) in the outlet and inlet shafts, or
when stresses greater than 5 tsf (69.4 psi) were indicated in the
tunnel. These parameters were not exceeded in the inlet shaft.
However, they were exceeded in the outlet shaft and in the tunnel. Due
to excessive extensometer movements with bulging and cracking shotcrete
lining in the northeast quadrant of the outlet shaft, 60 additional
rockbolts were installed and epoxy grouting was performed to repair the
shotcrete cracks. Other than the obvious Navarro ground disturbances in
the lower reach of the tunnel, movements in tunnel instrumentation were
generally considered the localized effects of the tunneling operations.
A detailed discussion and interpretation of the instrumentation data can
be found in referenced Woodward Clyde report. The following paragraphs
describe each instrument installation.

9-02. Outlet Shaft Instrumentation. The outlet shaft instrumentation
consisted of 3-position extensometers and rockbolt load cells, 6
designated for installation at three elevations - 598 (25-foot depth),
557 (66-foot depth), and 523 (100-foot depth). However, since the shaft
collar of interlocking soldier piers extended to a depth of 49 feet. the
instrumentation planned for 598 elevation was eliminated.

Four multiple position borehole extensometers (MPBX) were 0
installed horizontally and 900 apart at a length of 26 feet at elevation
556 and at a length of 36 feet at elevation 523. These were 3-position
MPBXs having three measurement rods anchored successively at depths of 3
feet, 11 feet, and 26 feet or 5 feet, 11 feet and 36 feet. The rods
were cement grouted into 27 to 37-foot deep, 3-inch diameter boreholes.
The outer ends of the rods were encased in an electrical sensor head 0
installed in a 1-foot diameter by 2-foot long blockout in the shaft
wall. These instruments were designed to measure any horizontal
movements in the surrounding ground.

Four 1-inch diameter rockbolts with load cells (RBLC) were
installed horizontally and 900 apart at a length of 39 feet at elevation S
556 and at a length of 45 feet at elevation 523. These installations
were offset 450 from the MPBX locations. The back 15 to 25 feet of the
rockbolt was anchored with resin or cement grout, and the outer 20 to 24
feet of the bolt was unbonded in a 3 to 5-inch diameter boring; this
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part of the bolt was wrapped with two layers of bituminous tape and
covered with 2-inch diameter PVC pipe. The outer 6 inches of the bolt
extended through a 1-inch thick steel bearing plate into a I foot
diameter blockout cut into the outer foot of the shaft wall. This outer
end of the bolt was mounted with a load cell which was wired for 0
electronic readings and secured with an outer seating nut. The purpose
of the RBLCs was to detect rock loads or stresses developing in the
shaft walls.

Due to ground movements in the NE quadrant of the outlet shaft by
contract modification, two 3-position extensometers and one rockbolt
with load cell was installed at elevations 518 and 524, respectively. 0
These were 36-foot long extensometers and were installed in the NW and
NE quadrants of the shaft, on each side of the transition portal. The
rockbolt with load cell was 45 feet long in a 5-inch diameter boring,
and was installed on tunnel centerline above the shaft transition.

9-03. Inlet Shaft Instrumentation. - The inlet shaft instrumentation 0

consisted of three 3-position extensometers and three rockbolts with
load cells installed at approximate elevation 580.4 (77.6-foot depth).
Installation was in the same horizontal plane for both extensometers and
rockbolts, which were alternately positioned at 600 apart starting at
tunnel centerline.

The three extensometers were located 1200 apart beginning on
tunnel centerline at the back of the shaft. They were 36 feet long with
anchors set with cement grout in a 3-inch diameter borehole at depths of
5, 11, and 36 feet. The installations were similar to those in the
outlet shaft.

The three rockbolts with load cells were also located 1200 apart
beginning on tunnel centerline above the tunnel portal. They were 42-
foot long, 1-inch diameter bolts installed in a 5-inch diameter boring.
The back 24.5 feet of the bolt was anchored and bonded with cement
grout; the forward 17.5 feet was unbonded and protected by two layers of
bituminous tape and a 2-inch diameter PVC sleeve. The installations S
were similar to those in the outlet shaft.

9-04. Tunnel Instrumentation. The tunnel instrumentation was
designated for installation at Stations 10+50, 12+20, 23+83, 82+16,
98+00, and 118+83. The instrumentation that was installed consisted of
a 6-position MPBX installed vertically from ground surface at each S
station, one RBLC, at station 10+50, three total pressure load cells at
station 12+20, three reinforced concrete strain meters at station 12+20,
and six tape extensometer eye bolts at station 12+20. In addition, 12
survey reference/displacement markers were installed on the ground
surface between stations 10+70 and 13+23.

A 6-position MPBX was installed in a surface boring above the
tunnel at each of the six instrument stations. These MPBXs had six
measurement rods cement grouted into 3-inch diameter borings which
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extended to within 3 feet of the tunnel crown. The rods were anchored
at various depths in the lower half of the hole, and were spaced at
intervals of 5, 7, 10, 10, and 20 feet from the bottom anchor upward.
The upper ends of the rods were encased in an electrical sensor head

installed in a 10-inch diameter by 3.0-foot deep manhole. The purpose
of these MPBXs was to measure any vertical movements over the tunnel
excavation.

A 1-inch diametcr rockbolt with load cell was specified for each
tunnel instrumentation station; however, due to bad ground and difficult
working conditions, only one RBLC was installed at station 10+50. This
RBLC was constructed in the same manner as those described for the
outlet shaft. The RBLC was 45 feet long, and had a 5-inch diameter
boring with 25 feet of cement grout anchorage. The RBLC was installed
through the tunnel liner at about 15'W. of the crown centerline. Like
those in the outlet shaft, this instrument was intended to detect rock
loads or stresses developing in the tunnel wall. 0

Three total pressure load cells and three reinforced concrete
strain meters were installed at tunnel station 12+20. These instruments
were installed on a 1200 spacing around the tunnel liner with a 2-foot
offset from the centerline. At each location a total pressure load cell
was installed in a blockout at the back of the liner with a reinforced 5
concrete strain meter embedded within the liner concrete at the same
position. The purpose of these instruments was to detect load
distributions and stress developments on and within the liner.

Tape extensometer eye bolts were installed at tunnel station 12+20
for liner convergence measurements between opposing reference points. 0
There were six reference points at this station spaced from the center-
line at 450 intervals.

Although no measurable surface movements were anticipated or
actually occurred, survey reference points were established on the
ground surface above the tunnel to document that such expectations were
valid. There were 12 survey reference points established between
stations 10+70 and 13+23. Survey points consisted of a 3/4-inch bar, 4
feet long, driven flush with the ground surface.

The contract allowed for borescope observation to be made in 8-
foot deep by 3-inch diameter core borings drilled at designated tunnel S
stations; however, these were eliminated due to obvious ground
conditions. Reference Woodward Clyde's Final Instrumentation Report
dated June 1992 for detailed instrumentation data.
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PART X 4
FOUNDATION PFOBLEM AREAS

The foundation of the completed tunnel is stable and competent
ground which should present no future proble.-,. Over 14,000 feet, or
7/8, of the tunnel was constructed in the Taylor Formation with relative
ease. The massive Taylor material was soft enough to excavate easily,
and yet, stood well throughout both tunnel and shaft excavations.
Altf-,igh the weak, blocky Navarro ground downstream from Station 30+90
presented construction problhn, it also induced massive reinforcement
of the tunnel structure as well as intensive ground stabilization
measures. Enormous amounts of steel, concrete, and cement grouting were
expended to establish the immediate safety of the working environment
and the long-term integrity of the structure. Extensive remedial
grouting consolidated the surrounding rock and pea gravel around the
tunnel liner. Thus, a solid, uniform radial contact was provided
between the gro ind and the tunnel liner to ensure that no differential
pressures develop and that the ground remains stable. Both Taylor and
Navqrro clay shale are expansive in places, but the tunnel liner has
been designed for potentially high radial swell pressures. Therefore,

no foundation problems are anticipated. 0

Due to the variably expansive nature of the clay shale, an effort
was made to keep the excavated surfaces dry to prevent moisture induced
swelling. However, it was inevitable that some of the rock would be
exposed .o water from grout bleed-off or unforeseen sources. There
were, in fact, three particular places along the alignment where the
formation was notably wetted: 0

1. The top heading collapse - Water flowed into the top heading
from the overlying alluvium along t.e annular space of three backfill
borings. Water was impounded in the collapse cavity behind the
emergency bulkhead between Stations 21+62 and 22+15.

2. Broken water line in top heading - A broken water line during
a night shift inundated about 550 feet of the top heading alignment
upstream from the access shaft. This water migrated through fractures
to cause seepage in the lower face cut of the TBM which was 185 feet
downstream. The ground was, therefore, wetted to some extent between
Stations 21+78 and 29+13. 0

3. The excavation apparently encountered an artesian well at
approximately station 144+20 where ±300 GPM flow entered the excavation
on the right side. The flow was controlled by header pipes and
subsequently grouted as described in PART VII, "FOUNDATION TREATMENT."

Even though these areas were substantially wetted, it is not
inevitable that high swell pressures will develop. High swell potential
occurs in these formations only where the content of expansive clay
minerals is high, which is not the case everywhere. The wetting due to
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the well seepage is not expected to produce serious swelling because
that section of tunnel is in the lower more calcareous portion of the
Taylor; this usually means a correspondingly lower clay fraction with
less significant amounts of montmorillonite or other expansive clays. S
Also, early swell pressures would be dissipated by expansion into stress
relief fractures, which is particularly true where the fractured Navarro
ground was wetted. In any case, the tunnel liner has been designed with
consideration for the swelling potential of these formations, and no
problems should develop.

0
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PART XI
RECORD OF FOUNDATION INSPECTIONS AND GEOLOGIC DOCUMENTATION

Rock exposures in all shaft excavations were inspected, mapped or 0
logged, and photographed by a geologist. The excavated tunnel bore was
observed periodically by the geologist at the tail shield cut-away
section below springline. However, no attempt was made to map the
tunnel from the tail shield due to incomplete exposure and congested
working area. The roadheader excavations provided good exposures in the
tail tunnel and top heading which were also mapped and photographed. S
The following is a list of mapping and logging dates during each
excavation.

Depth Interval (ft)
Feature Date Mapped or Logged Geologist

Hydraulic Inst. 26-27 May 88 Logged to 120.0 R. Burns S
Shaft, SA-I

Hydraulic Inst. 9-10 May 88 Logged to 122.0 R. Burns
Shaft, SA-7

Vent Shaft 10-15 Jun 88 Logged to 131.0 R. Burns 0
SA-2

Vent Shaft 6-8 Jun 88 Logged to 131.0 R. Burns
SA-4

Vent Shaft 17-19 May 88 Logged to 122.0 R. Crutchfield 0
SA-6

Maintenance 23 May 88 - Logged to 128.0 R. Burns -

Shaft SA-5 20 Sep 88 R. Crutchfield

Maintenance 13 Jun 88 - Logged to 135.0 R. Crutchfield 0
Shaft SA-3 30 Nov 88

Top Heading 22 Mar 90 - Logged to 137.5 R. Crutchfield
Access Shaft 30 Apr 90
SA-8 (temporary)

Top Heading 27 Apr 90 Logged to 123.0 R. Crutchfield
Alignment Shaft
SA-9 (temporary)

Outlet Shaft 14-28 Jul 88 Logged to 50.0 R. Crutchfield
(Mapped) 8 Sep 88 50.0 to 56.5

13 Sep 88 56.5 to 61.0
15 Sep 88 61.0 to 65.0
19 Sep 88 65.0 to 70.0
3 Oct 88 70.0 to 74.0
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Depth Interval (ft)

Feature Date Mapped or Log2ed Geologist

Outlet Shaft 10 Oct 88 74.0 to 79.0 All mapping by S

(Mapped) 18 Oct 88 79.0 to 84.0 R. Crutchfield

27 Oct 88 84.0 to 89.0

9 Nov 88 P9.0 to 95.0
22 Nov 88 95.0 to 101.0

6 Dec 88 101.0 to 106.0
20 Dec 88 106.0 to 112.0 0

6 Jan 89 112.0 to 118.0

7 Mar 89 118.0 to 123.0

16 Mar 89 123.0 to 128.0

20 Apr 89 128.0 to 135.0

28 Apr 89 135.0 to 141.0

2 May 89 141.0 to 145.0 S

15 May 89 Completed to 150.0
with transition

All mapping by

Tail Tunnel I Jun 89 0 to 6 R. Crutchfield

(Mapped) 2 Jun 89 6 to 13 0

5 Jun 89 13 to 18
6 Jun 89 18 to 26
12 Jun 89 26 to 38

Not mapped 38 to 54
21 Jun 89 54 to 62
22 Jun 89 62 to 67
23 Jun 89 67 to 73
27 Jun 89 73 to 81
28 Jun 89 81 to 89
30 Jun 89 89 to 92

5 Jul 89 92 to 100

8 May 91 100 to 105
9 May 91 105 to 110

13 May 91 110 to 116

15 May 91 116 to 120
16 May 91 120 to 124
17 May 91 124 to 128
20 May 91 128 to 132

21 May 91 132 to 136

23 May 91 Completed to 142
All mapping by

Inlet Shaft I Jun-31 Jul 89 Logged to 38 R. Crutchfield

(Mapped) 31 Aug 89 31 to 38
8 Sep 89 38 to 46
14 Sep 89 46 to 50
27 Mar 90 50 to 57
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Depth Interval (ft)
Feature Date Mapped or Loged Geologist

All mapping by
5 Apr 90 57 to 63 R. Crutchfield
16 Apr 90 63 to 68
19 Apr 90 68 to 74
25 Apr 90 74 to 80
3 May 90 80 to 88
8 May 90 88 to 96
11 May 90 96 to 102
17 May 90 102 to 112
24 May 90 112 to 120
1 Jun 90 120 to 123
8 Jun 90 123 to 130
18 Jun 90 130 to 137 0
21 Jun 90 137 to 142

TBM 16 Mar 92 142 to 148.6

Hole-Through

Interval Mapped
Between Ribs on S

Feature Date 4-foot centers Geologist
All mapping by

Top Heading 17 May 90 to Rib 3 u/s of access shaft R. Crutchfield
Tunnel (upper 18 May 90 to Rib 2 d/s of access shaft
half of staging 22 May 90 to Rib 4 u/s of access shaft
chamber) 23 May 90 to Rib 5 u/s of access shaft 0

30 May 90 to Rib 4 d/s of access shaft
31 May 90 to Rib 5 d/s of access shaft
I Jun 90 to Rib 6 d/s of access shaft
5 Jun 90 to Rib 8 u/s of access shaft
6 Jun 90 to Rib 9 u/s of access shaft
6 Jun 90 to Rib 7 d/s of access shaft S

Top Heading 12 Jun 90 to Rib 8 u/s of access shaft
(lower half of 15 Jun 90 to Rib 9 u/s of access shaft
staging chamber) 15 Jun 90 to Rib 7 d/s of access shaft
Top Heading 19 Jun 90 to Rib 8 d/s of access shaft
(full face) 26 Jun 90 to Rib 11 d/s of accees shaft S

27 Jun 90 to Rib 12 d/s of access shaft
29 Jun 90 to Rib 16 d/s of access shaft
2 Jul 90 to Rib 18 d/s of access shaft
9 Jul 90 to Rib 22 d/s of access shaft
10 Jul 90 to Rib 24 d/s of access shaft
11 Jul 90 to Rib 26 d/s of access shaft S
12 Jul 90 to Rib 28 d/s of access shaft
13 Jul 90 to Rib 30 d/s of access shaft
18 Jul 90 to Rib 34 d/s of access shaft
19 Jul 90 to Rib 36 d/s of access shaft
24 Jul 90 to Rib 40 d/s of access shaft
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Interval Mapped
Between Ribs on

Feature Date 4-foot centers Geologist

Top Heading 25 Jul 90 to Rib 42 d/s of access shaft All mapping by
(continued) 26 Jul 90 to Rib 45 d/s of access shaft R. Crutchfield

30 Jul 90 to Rib 49 d/s of access shaft
Top Heading Collapse

4 Oct 90 finished remining to Rib 51
9 Oct 90 to Rib 10 u/s of access shaft 0
12 Oct 90 to Rib 13 u/s of access shaft
15 Oct 90 to Rib 14 u/s of access shaft
17 Oct 90 to Rib 15 u/s of access shaft
18 Oct 90 to Rib 16 u/s of access shaft
19 Oct 90 to Rib 17 u/s of access shaft
22 Oct 90 to Rib 18 u/s of access shaft 0
24 Oct 90 to Rib 20 u/s of access shaft
25 Oct 90 to Rib 21 u/s of access shaft
I Nov 90 to Rib 24 u/s of access shaft
2 Nov 90 to Rib 25 u/s of access shaft
9 Nov 90 to Rib 26 u/s of access shaft
13 Nov 90 to Rib 31 u/s of access shaft
14 Nov 90 to Rib 32 u/s of access shaft
15 Nov 90 to Rib 34 u/s of access shaft
27 Nov 90 to Rib 58 d/s of access shaft
28 Nov 90 to Rib 60 d/s of access shaft
30 Nov 90 to Rib 63 d/s of access shaft
3 Dec 90 to Rib 68 d/s of access shaft S
4 Dec 90 to Rib 70 d/s of access shaft
5 Dec 90 to Rib 72 d/s of access shaft
6 Dec 90 to Rib 74 d/s of access shaft
10 Dec 90 to Rib 79 d/s of access shaft
11 Dec 90 to Rib 81 d/s of access shaft
12 Dec 90 to Rib 84 d/s of access shaft S
13 Dec 90 to Rib 86 d/s of access shaft
18 Dec 90 to Rib 95 d/s of access shaft
19 Dec 90 to Rib 97 d/s of access shaft
20 Dec 90 to Rib 99 d/s of access shaft
21 Dec 90 to Rib 101 d/s of access shaft
27 Dec 90 to Rib 104 d/s of access shaft S
28 Dec 90 to Rib 106 d/s of access shaft
2 Jan 91 to Rib 108 d/s of access shaft
3 Jan 91 to Rib 110 d/s of access shaft
4 Jan 91 to Rib 113 d/s of access shaft
8 Jan 91 to Rib 119 d/s of access shaft
9 Jan 91 to Rib 121 d/s of access shaft S
10 Jan 91 to Rib 124 d/s of access shaft
11 Jan 91 to Rib 126 d/s of access shaft
14 Jan 91 to Rib 131 d/s of access shaft
15 Jan 91 to Rib 133 d/s of access shaft
16 Jan 91 to Rib 135 d/s of access shaft
17 Jan 91 to Rib 138 d/s of access shaft S
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Interval Mapped
Between Ribs on

Feature Date 4-foot centers Geologist
All mapping by 0

Top Heading 18 Jan 91 to Rib 140 d/s of access shaft R. Crutchfield
(continued) 22 Jan 91 to Rib 145 d/s of access shaft

23 Jan 91 to Rib 147 d/s of access shaft
24 Jan 91 to Rib 151 d/s of access shaft
25 Jan 91 to Rib 153 d/s of access shaft
28 Jan 91 to Rib 156 d/s of access shaft 0
29 Jan 91 to Rib 158 d/s of access shaft
30 Jan 91 to Rib 160 d/s of access shaft
31 Jan 91 to Rib 163 d/s of access shaft
1 Feb 91 to Rib 166 d/s of access shaft
4 Feb 91 to Rib 171 d/s of access shaft
5 Feb 91 to Rib 174 d/s of access shaft •
6 Feb 91 to Rib 177 d/s of access shaft
7 Feb 91 to Rib 180 d/s of access shaft
8 Feb 91 to Rib 183 d/s of access shaft
12 Feb 91 to Rib 191 d/s of access shaft
13 Feb 91 to Rib 194 d/s of access shaft
14 Feb 91 to Rib 197 d/s of access shaft S
15 Feb 91 to Rib 200 d/s of access shaft
19 Feb 91 to Rib 204 d/s of access shaft
20 Feb 91 to Rib 208 d/s of access shaft
21 Feb 91 to Rib 210 d/s of access shaft
25 Feb 91 to Rib 217 d/s of access shaft
26 Feb 91 to Rib 220 d/s of access shaft 0
27 Feb 91 to Rib 223 d/s of access shaft
28 Feb 91 to Rib 225 d/s of access shaft
5 Mar 91 to Rib 229 d/s of access shaft
6 Mar 91 to Rib 231 d/s of access shaft
7 Mar 91 to Rib 233 d/s of access shaft
8 Mar 91 to Rib 235 d/s of access shaft S

1 Apr 91 to Rib 40 u/s of access shaft
2 Apr 91 to Rib 42 u/s of access shaft
3 Apr 91 to Rib 45 u/s of access shaft
4 Apr 91 to Rib 47 u/s of access shaft
5 Apr 91 to Rib 50 u/s of access shaft
8 Apr 91 to Rib 54 u/s of access shaft 0
9 Apr 91 to Rib 57 u/s of access shaft
10 Apr 91 to Rib 59 u/s of access shaft
11 Apr 91 to Rib 61 u/s of access shaft
15 Apr 91 to Rib 68 u/s of access shaft
16 Apr 91 to Rib 71 u/s of access shaft
17 Apr 91 to Rib 74 u/s of access shaft
18 Apr 91 to Rib 77 u/s of access shaft
19 Apr 91 to Rib 80 u/s of access shaft
22 Apr 91 to Rib 82 u/s of access shaft
24 Apr 91 to Rib 85 u/s of access shaft
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Interval Mapped

Between Ribs on
Feature Date 4-foot centers Geologist

All mapping by
Top Heading 25 Apr 91 to Rib 88 u/s of access shaft R. Crutchfield
(continued) 26 Apr 91 to Rib 92 u/s of access shaft

29 Apr 91 to Rib 95 u/s of access shaft
30 Apr 91 to Rib 101 u/s of access shaft
1 May 91 to Rib 103 u/s of access shaft
2 May 91 to Rib 106 u/s of access shaft
3 May 91 to Rib 109 u/s of access shaft
6 May 91 to Rib 112 u/s of access shaft
8 May 91 to Rib 118 u./s of access shaft
9 May 91 to Rib 124 u/s of access shaft
10 May 91 to Rib 127 u/s of access shaft
13 May 91 to Rib 130 u/s of access shaft
14 May 91 to Rib 135 u/s of access shaft
15 May 91 to Rib 137 u/s of access shaft
17 May 91 to Rib 140 u/s of access shaft
20 May 91 to Rib 151 u/s of access shaft
21 May 91 to Rib 154 u/s of access shaft
22 May 91 to Rib 157 u/s of access shaft
23 May 91 to Rib 160 u/s of access shaft
24 May 91 to Rib 162 u/s of access shaft
29 May 91 to Rib 164 u/s of access shaft
30 May 91 to Rib 167 u/s of access shaft
31 May 91 to Rib 169 u/s of access shaft
3 Jun 91 to Rib 174 u/s of access shaft
4 Jun 91 to Rib 176 u/s of access shaft
5 Jun 91 to Rib 179 u/s of access shaft
6 Jun 91 to Rib 182 (Sta 30+90 fault)
10 Jun 91 to Rib 183 u/s of access shaft
11 Jun 91 to Rib 184 u/s of access shaft
12 Jun 91 to Rib 186 u/s of access shaft
17 Jun 91 to Rib 197 u/s of access shaft
18 Jun 91 to Rib 200 u/s of access shaft
19 Jun 91 to 16' beyond Rib 200
20 Jun 91 to 25' beyond Rib 200
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NOTE RTbO200 .aa the last rib -t rt the upstream top heading
Howeer, the eXCav.hion coninued upstream for 25 more
feet without steel support to obserie ground sfabilfy

The first 17 feet beyond Ribp200 was supported with
3or4 inches of shofcrefe,; the f/na/B8 eet was ).t unsup-
ported for 6 days with only minor desiccation and no

EX PsLh A N AT.ION falou. The ground Wa5 massie, n"fractured clay shale.

NAVARRO FORMATION (Group), clay shale,E1 gray to mostly dark gray, nottf, stratified with
thin ( 'I e to bvinch thick) layers of light gray Silt

sand alog bedding planes, fractured and jointed
with frequent slicoensidesof Cretdceous Period.

F7 TAYLOR FORMATION (Group) cJoy Shale,"dark to light gray, variably culcareous, Sot•

pyrite crystals, of Cretaceous Period

'y JOINT or FRACTURE, apparent dips paral/el
to center line, strike given where determined,
dashed line where projected, alhclensa/de ori"slick"
lb •l dhere e. Diplacements f.-Few
,nicheis fo o-asionelly a few !Fee+ were often
obaerveda along *vluknnided jcrnfz,Indicn+ m5
minop faults.
Note :The only major faeult encountered in the
top hooding~ was betwaeen ipstream Rib W8

and: */85 ans~hown. This fault has over 150 5 0 5 to
firet of displacement. =-

SCALE IN FEET

---pped�" " SAN ANTONIO CNANNEL IMPROVEMENT

R.+CviifinId SAN ANTONiO, TEXAS

SAN ANTONIO RIVER
CONSTRUCTION UNIT5 8-41 1-5-1

TOP HEADING GEOLOGY
5AN ANTONIO RIVER TUNNEL

Rpe e e-

PI ATF /5
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/

View looking into the San Antonio River outlet shaft with
the excavation 85 percent complete at the 128-foot depth.

16 Mar 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 3

View upward from the 123-foot depth in the San Antonio River
outlet shaft. Notice the steel rings and concrete soldier
piers supporting the upper shaft.

8 Mar 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 4

EXHIBIT 2

CORPS OF ENGINEERS US ARMY
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Excavation by backhoe of San Antonio River outlet shaft to
elev 553, the 70-foot depth. Note the cardboard circular
blockouts at the instrumentation location in right background.

19 Sep 88 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 5

.............................. .......-... •.. •. I:•.

"€'II

Wire mesh installation before shotcreting between elev 558 and
553 in the outlet shaft. Note circular blockout to leave hole
in shotcrete for instrumentation.

19 Sep 88 San .,.,ttonio River Tunnel Photo No. 6

EXHIBIT 3
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Drilling holes for installation of rockbolt load cells and
extensometers at elevation 556 in the outlet shaft.

21 Sep 88 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 7
D

D

A 10-ton pullout test on a rockbolt for a load cell at
elevation 556 in the outlet shaft. 0

26 Sep 88 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 8

EXHIBIT 4 S
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I7

kieSý NE Il ,t lut -hatt bhowing excavation between elevations
m,'4id ',1i. Note the white bentonite layer between elevations
in d 5). Elevation 523 is the 100-foot depth.

0 DC( 88 Saii Antonio River Tunnel photo No. 9

Close-up view of the joints in the right of Photo No. 9.
Notc the several inches of displacement of the white
hentonite laver along the joint in right photo. A slicken-
sided surface can he seen just left oif this joint - minor
faultr i np..

9 Dec 88 San Antionio Ki ~ei tunnTel Photo No. 10

EXHIBIT S
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0S

I!I

\t NF t Pt i rin i f t ran 1 tion se( t i [i 0 out let sha ft
Brtlr ,f [ýhto ;it elevation 5(05, the 118-toot depth.

o 1,j 80 -K in Antonio River funnel Phot-t 11

Vie(w downwaid and north looking into the ttansiti o excavation

of the outlet shaft. Bottom of shaft in photo is nlekatiuo
500, the 123-fout depth.

9 ma- 19 Su ,\nt(,nto R ',,( t Ti' lIcl Photo, No. 12

EXHIBIT b

CORPS OF ENGINEERS U.S. ARMY *
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II 1 . 9

Vie•, N into transition excavation of outlet shaft. Face

material sloughed into excavation between Saturday evening
and Monda\ mornin~y operations. No shotcrete had been applied.

23 Jan 89 San Antonio River runnel Photo No. 13 S 6

Close-up view of face sloughing shown in Photo No. 13. Note
slickensided joint dipping into excavation in center photo.
Note exposed spiling in the crown between Ribs C and D.

2 Jan 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 1/4

Y. HIB VI /
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Setting Rib F in transition crown. Excavation near end of
20-foot long, No. 11 rebar spiling which failed as ground
slid inward and fell from croen.

Jan 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 15 I

Material fell out of crown to 4 feet above the ribs. Note
the slickened joint dipping inward at lower right of photo.

27 Jan 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 16

EX0II BIt 8
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View of crown between Ribs D and E of transition. Note junior

beams and wooden cribbing to support fallout cavity in crown.
This was later shotcreted and grouted.

27 Jan 89 San Antonio Rivet runnel Photo No. 17 5 6

Junior beams extend over Rib E to support crown at Rib F.
Note grayish-white silty sand layers in dark gray clay shale.

27 Jan 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 18

EXHIBIT 9
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Ro.dh,,ider e\ceiv\ tin to instill Ri I P it end ef t .insit ion

(" w r <OCt i en

I Feb 8 q San Antonio River I nnnr i Phot o No. 19

IS

No. 11 rebat spilings, 20 feet long, instal led on 1-foot
,ent ers over f Innel Crown beyond Rib P et end of t rans it ion.

7 Mar 89 N;ri Ant onio Ri vvr t 'inn fl Photo No. 2M
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Excavatiton ot tdtiJSit 1011 to springli ri. Rib C: has been set.

28 Mt r 8() San Ant oni10 Ri ver Tinrine P [hoto0 No. 21

Fallout to 10 feet beyond Rib P from springline to cr-own
spil1ings.

13 Apr 89 San Antoli~o River Tunnrel Photo No. 22

ExiHI BIT I I

0 S S S0 0
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Frriqlziti m excaý.itinn neat completion at Rib N in lower half.

2 Ma\ 89 San Ant oni o Ri ver Tunnel Photo No. 25

tI

II

Preparat ion to pou r concrete invert sIab as st rut betweon
base of ribs.

17 Nay 89 San Antonio River Tiun•.I Photo No. 26

FX It I I i
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Tail tunnel portal at south end of outlet shaft. There were

several inches of displacement along the slickensided joint
seen diagonally across the excavation face.

3 May 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 27

Roadheader excavation beneath spiling crown support in tail
tunnel. View at 80-foot length of excavation. Shape iswr
14-foot wide horseshoe.

27 Jun 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 28

EXHIBIT 1407 u089Sa AnonoRie Tune 0ht 0o.2
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|

Tail tunnel at 73-foot length. Support was wire mesh and
5-inch thickness of shotcrete. Note slickenside joint in
crown and a 1-inch thick white bentonite layer across upper
face and sides.

9S

,II

View S toward tail tunnel in outlet shaft. Note white lines
of apoxy grouting of shotcrete cracks at about the height of
the tail tunnel. There were about 3 inches of lateral sepa-
ration along this crack in the north-south direction.

22 May 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 30

EXHIBIT 15
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IX

.it S . •.,. I. r b o ou et transit ion in upper photo.

S2 9•tq San Antoi~io Rivet Tunnel P1hoto No. 33

9 -

SI

b a/n n 4

View upwaid t,•wa1Td Jl)j)ex Of domed fallout chamber when T•
was withdraiwT. 8 feeIt to St-n 10+80. Note• TBM (iitt(-ih(.id ili
leýft toreprmind and white burntonite lavvie in contoi ;o ,ol,'" v •

"i o¾t 89S an Anto0nio Rivver Trmi.nl Photo %o. 33

EX it I f IT II
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W!N fill\ drawn into outlet transitioni. Note fallout
chamber in bjacl, ground and exposed hydraulic instrumentation

pipt, in •'e e photo.

29 Oct 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 35

Fallout charlber between Sta 10-+56 and Sta 10+88 aftei TBM was
fuliy withdrawn. Dome of chamber is ,jbout M0 feet in height
above the tunnel crownl. Note faulted white bentonite lawver
and slickvrside-.

29 0(l f 8,R S~jn Antoni~o River 'l'Tinnel tholk, Nt,. 10

U I B 1 1 18
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Fallout chamber reaching 30 feet or more above the TBM at
Sta 11*86 j'ist before crossing beneath the San Antonio River.

30 Nov 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 37

I

Fallout rubble running into invert
at back of TBM at liner ring No. 30.
This type of delay was a reoccurring
problem in the blocky ground.

* San Antonio River Tunnel
22 Jan 90 Photo No. 38

FXHIRIT I)
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I

Metal bracing across precast concrete liner segments which
were stressed by gravity point loading of fallout rubble.
View downstream from top of TBM at tail shield. Liner erector
arm in foreground.

q Ant nin Ri hoto No 4r

iS

Steel ribs set to springline to support precast concrete
liner in lower reach of tunnel. Liner stressed by fallout
loads.

15 May 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 42

EXHIBIT 21
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hedn tun, exaain.Saf tSa2+3

SIk

Drilling 22.0-foot diameter shaft to provide access for top
heading tunnel excavations. Shaft at Sta 23+63.

4 Apr 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 43

Access shaft for top heading tunnel. Upper shaft supported
by steel rings and 30 interlocking concrete soldier piers.

2 My 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 44

EXHIBIT 22
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First three ribs set upstream from access shaft of top
heading. Note placement of wooden lagging.

17 May 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 45

Backfilling with shotcrete mix into 10-foot high fallout
cavity at Rib Nos. 4 and 5, upstream in top heading.

30 May 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 46

EXHIBIT 23
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II
IS

Installing bottom post of Rib No. 6 upstream in top
heading.

12 Jun 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 47

"IBI

View west in upstream top heading. Rib Nos. 5, 5A, and 6
are in center photo. Note wooden lagging. 0

15 Jun 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 48

0
EXHIBIT 24
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View upstream at intersection of

access shaft and top heading S

tunnel. The first nine ribs up-
1 4 s tream and the first seven ribs

downstream formed the staging

chamber.

San Antonio River Tunnel
26 Jun 90 Photo No. 49

S

S

Fallout at Rib No. 8 downstream in the top heading. Note

failed spiling dangling in front of rubble. 0

19 Jun 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 50

EXHIBIT 25
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I %

:I. I ut it_ Ri, No. 8 (OT, 1'inTTI. wihich formed -i domed chami er
1" :, 1 h~eiý 'fh of I feet ,Iio c the cr own.

I, ln 90 San "\nto•Tio o [iver I'lmnel Photo No. ',I

Roadheader excavation of top heading at downstream Rib No. .8.
Note wooden lagging with only light (du1 t ing of shotcrete.
Shotcrele does not fill to back flange of ribs.

1 2 .l 9(1 Srn Antonio River 'nrrrrnTI P'bto No. '.2
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26 Jul 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Phoo No. 53

View downstream to face at Rib No. 49 on morning of top
heading collapse. Resident Engineer observes slab of
shoterete fall from crown in upper right photo.

30 CO1 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 54

EXHIlBIT ý17
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View downstream to drilling jumbo at Rib No. 49 only minutes
before the top heading collapse. Note the billowy effect of
the shotcrete caused by wooden lagging placements.

30 Jul 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 55 S

View downstream toward drilling jumbo from about Rib 30,
minutes after the top heading collapse.

30 Jul 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 56

EXHIBIT 28
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I

Remining of top heading after the collapse. View of grouted
rock rubble at Rib No. 46. Note light gray "v" shape of the
Elev 522 bentonite layer.

26 Sep 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 57

Remining of top heading at Rib No. 48 after the collapse.

28 Sep 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 58

EXHIBIT 29 I
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I

Splouhn itfc-a pteam Rib No. 20 of top heading. N t luh n ffc

coat m, ,fer ia l t sra nd along , si dlty and aneddnsl. e nd s ie

0,: )tt 00 Sam• Antonio Rivetr Funnel Photo No,. W9•
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View of shotcreted fallout cavity in crown beyond upstream
Rib No. 24. Fallout occurred to 12 feet above ribs along
an inward dipping slickenside.

2 Nov 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 61

Stable ground during roadheader excavation at Rib No. 69
downstream in top heading.

4 Dec 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 62

EXHIB'T 31
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Fallout to 5 feet above and 1_5 feet beyond Rib No. 150 down-
stream. Fallout along inward dipping slickenside.

24 .Jan 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 63

Ih

improved shotcreting using a robot to prevent turthp'r fall-out at Rib No. 150 downstream.

24 Jan 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 64

EXHIB[T 32
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View showing shotcreted fallout void at Rib No. 152 down-

stream in the top heading.

25 Jan 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 65 * E

Exposed spilings in crown overbreak at Rib 109 upstream.
Note slickenside in face and white silty sand on hori-
zontal bedding planes.

2 May 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 66

EXHIBIT 33
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,V/

Minor faulting in face at Rib No. 150 upstream. Note displace-
ment of thin white bentonite layer along diagonal siickensides.

20 May 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 67

I

Fallout rubble grouted in crown at Rib No. 163 upstream after
20-foot high fallout at Rib No. 162. Fallout was along two
converging inward dipping slickensides. (See video).

29 May 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 68

EXHIBIT 34
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3i

Removing sand backfill in front of TBM at Rib No. 235 down-
stream in top heading.

8 Mar 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 69

Excavating staging chamber in front of TBM.
S

11 Mar 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 70

EXHIBIT 35
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TBM in stagingZ chamber at downstream end of top heading.

20 Mayv 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 7t

View upstream along top heading tunnel from the access shaft
at Sta 23+63.

12 Jun 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 72

EXIHIBIT 30
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I

Cutting off pipes used to grout 4-foot wide fault breccia at
Navarro-Taylor fault contact at upstream Rib No. 182.

10 Jun 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 73

0S

Fault breccia zone just beyond upstream Rib No. 182.

10 Jun 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 74

EXHIBIT 17
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iI

Roadheader excavation of massive stable Taylor ground at
Rib No. ]85 just beyond the Taylor-Navarro fault.

12 Jun 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 75

View of an 8-foot length of totally unsupported Taylor
ground with a 13-foot radius face at 25 feet beyond Rib
No. 200. To test stand-up time, this cut had been standing
unsupported for 90 hours at this photo.

24 Jun 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 76

EXHIBIT 38
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II
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TBM resumes excavation at downstream end of top heading.
Note beginning of cut on bench at lower right.

24 Jun 91 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 77

S

Excavation of Brooklyn Street maintenance shaft, I.D. 21.5
feet, within concrete soldier piers. Shaft was drilled to 5
tunnel depth below these piers set in overburden and
weathered clay shale. Similar to Water Street shaft.

I Jul 88 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 78

EXHIBIT 39
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I4

Excavation of San Antonio River inlet shaft within ring of

concrete soldier piers thtiough overburden and weathered

clay shale. Interlocking ring of piers was 76 feet diameter x

36 feet deep.

1.7. A. QQ. Q- AýX , ,o,- T-,r,'V- Phnt-n No- 7

IN,

Excavation of inlet shaft to 50-foot depth, elev 608.

14 Sep 89 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 80

EXHIBIT 40 5
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View SW at concrete surface structure of inlet shaft. Exca-

vat ion to 68-foot depth, elev 590.

16 Apr 90 San Antonio Rivet~ Tunnel Photo No. 81

Excavat ion of inlet shaft to0 74-foot depth, elev 584.

19 Apr 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 82

EXIMtIH 41
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II

sntadn echavateon in mashe lm ower Taylor material toth
1Sh-fto depth t17et, elev 521.

18 Jun 90 San Antonio River Tunnel Photo No. 85

S

EXHIBIT 4
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.Inletieicavation at tunnel portal.INoteIIassiveIwell-
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3* C,6- 8.4

10 "As- 4 f-7 Aa d"R

A&VLEt -. 8"#4 WAS

Pe*Pg 2.SAS PLACiE

lgb 10. Wj A47i

bA-rd. A m~Ai_~4

ALco46 ALi6#WAr
WE~ -ro -YRA~-ic
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DL-115

' ' •v,$ *•iStALLAIIOU$•l 1

01ULIMO LOG SOi Ft W-. _h

San redro Creek. San Antonio, Th. -x.-
i~~~~ ...~m .....OE S.*

.t AID 1f eTAL 0O. OF OVER. -

,wRI . -.060C-280
S. An OFDRLLE 1 OTAL 01101119 COME 60.91 13 _

___eese M ELEVATION 00o RO WAVER tea

S01tCx*Il. OF OV.1.9 [ q, 10fl5EIfS DATE____ MOL i !9 April P4.: 214 April P4

E1 ELEVAVIOS 1O01.0LE 6Jt
ISE TOTAL CORE IRECOVl9R FOOR 100

,EP15 ED INTO * OCR 176.0 !9 SGNAIURC of ___

9IvIDDETLEED CLASSIFSCAVSON Of MATERIALS % CORE 0O. OR .EMARESV
ELEVVIOSOEPT LEGWE r.ss O. RECOV. SAMPLE (0pS,1 * -w ~. ..

0 0 to 0.5"'- Concrete. A A Drillin

0.5 to 1.0 - Base Gravels -

-roe to fine, dnmp, redto 0.5
brown, very Randy. o.0 t, - /

- ~0.5 to 2' 11I" drarbt.I,
I ~ ~2 to II 1 0" a',i". - --

- .0 to 4.0 11 to t20' -7 7/n" _
rockbit.

CLAl - high plasticity. t20 to -'4" carhon
Roft to medium stiff. core.
moist. dark olive, Ctravels
scattered within, possibly
an extremaly weatherpd
shale. - No water level taken.

A bentonitic v rout mix-
ture sealed up hole tft-

14.o to 11.0 eor drilltrl, and E-lo,.

- badly weathered.-
a soft clay consistency. Hole recorded with
moist. some good shale
structure after A', yellow C resistivity, caliper.
-brown, some li.ht gray, ) and gasmer lops by

n se contractor.
7: Pssive, silty* lime

nodules and concentrations
All 4" recovered core

was wrapped with cheese- -
11 to 120* - rockbit, cloth and sealed with
unweathered dark gray 0 34' heted wax.

:=120 to IP03

SHALE - unweathered. dark Hole location,
gray and white. ma-asive,
calc. chemical odor. mod- 78.8' wlth behrlne ,f
erately soft to mod. hard S26"P fros SP-Poo.
(rock classification).
limey throurhout. pyrite
scattered, al. for-nilifero n.
-- " .lhtly rlauccnltie(.m-krx) Driller called unweath-

frnmti;) to V04.8, ered at 3'
green i.lauconit6 Rand
scattered from 164.A to _

30 ' 165.)*. some pyrito. Jars -

Becomes very limey after Jar
150'. A. 0.5 to 1.0

B. 1.0 to 4.0
C. 4.0 to P.0 -
D. 8.0 to 11.0 -

6"G FOOtm 18636 PREV*IOUS ESSEPORM AMC ORROLEVE SOLE ME

0 0 0~ 0 00 S0



DL-11 6

Nei. No. 6A4C-2R0

blLIGLCSDIt Worth Io, "s

1 .0,C IC IIISIZE AND TV11 OF SIT

San2 Jorcýv 1re,,k, Sr~n Antonio, Tx.--
LOCAIIOS ~ - 12 M:ANUACvU91m1 DESIGNATION OF D-ILL -- -- 0

11 lo-L..9 AG.or leo

I AR Of10 DRILtLE .!!TOTAL MUTleR Colt lRes

4DINTC TIOR 0F NOLE t fDTE0~

11 ELEVATION TOP 0f HOLE

'064OTAL CON! RECOVERY FOl WRINMGS
8 IfTN MI~LLED INTO "OCR 11 ... SATUAI .1 I-OPC OV["

9. TOTAL DEPTHOF 09.OLE ~ *~-----
CIVD fr.LAUSIFIC*VgON Of ISAItEALS I~l loX R AR

c-

MG FRM I 36PocVous o.,copsARE we~'s -N cI cN
INA" 1

f"AR~pucemi



DL-1 17

Hole. H. *6A4C -280

D*HLLMG LOGj SW t ýrth

.7n redro Creek, :Ain Antonto. rx. rxvwai cvvwr.wrm iny

.1 OTA Mo S~to.TAE

- ,* ý. 6A4c-21Po "U

* 1O.MSILE. -. 44 OrTA us corE *OXE.

Iteere 7 to-1. 0500 AI

1. OATS -T7t

-- 1 TOTAL COVIC RECOVERY FOR WRIMG
OQPT. M.IEO 1.10 mOCK s.** uf oISVrEO KFCO

CLSSTFIC*TION OF SIATRRIALS -OE e*.O* 05* ..- S
ELEVATION DEPTE 5.55(50 -.at~ -A,.77.

S * d* Io

tS

1104, F*IA s 3 Owm~l6



DL-1 18

_N#.. 6Avc-2k0

DRILLING LOG SWD M Worth o 5 s•o~~lC•'~ pi~lt -0• 1rv,- 0. oall

,an le lro Cr-k. :;an Antonio. Tx. w5 rlhiy 18 W1 B U Ug- E --
a. o~p,~ ~-- 7 330 a--- su." •tOMSI6AVIOS 57 •ILL.u'.'c:*" ~~I "9, 03t , .,,•sv., Na OF ON......... ,,

A L I (A . * . - A P. . .o f. - 0 o .S A -PL ES 1 . Mo
ýAo ;6W~-280

S. MA r 01 0M L.C I4. TOT AL MUMnIM COME males

eI S. IELtVATfOII GROUND MATOR

G OIM CII, a, OLp I 9IC F

I�S CSl 
0 OO F - 9oTMICXMS o V0MMM0MoEA M -- ___ . ... .-~--..... ss F 11.1U.11"ifTOTAL1* CONE MECOVEY FOR SI31GNG

1 09.. WILLED .1, WO 3CM WS SIGNIATURE OF INSPECT"N
9 .TOTAL 0 ,PT O, "OLE 1W .3
IEl-AVW 09- LEGEN0 CL*A5SIICATIOMdOf 0 A. IALAS 54C3jm • f ON

A b I * I 3

- • Lo-o-

. 0

'ING "OR' 18 

06 

PM.wWS e&a,,.0 AM GRIDDLE "o,

MN .

Loo
i - i i i i i i i l i i n i i i l lS-- m -- ,a mm m m m m m m m • .m.



DL- 1190

________________________ .I.H. 6A'AC-2PO

DRILLING LOG SWD c Worth

~San 7edro C'ree.k, San Antonio, Tx. 7.af4OMKMwwmzjr-

SOLE-.. (A. o. of *.. lI~SUOS AP e TASE

- -. ~ 6A6C-2It ----

S. NAE opSNILEN14. TOTAL NUNNEN COftS SOAKS

6~a *fELEVO "E19 ATEO eýu.oEAE

!LSAI DERCS OF SOLE

£ETYA ( S..NE________DN 505 T~M TOALE COME --- "l

-- ~t 1OCSS O OTNUSE --------- ---- -- - - -.- --

0, TOTAL SEPTA 0F SOLE CVO.

ELEVATIOS ORPTN LEGtND CLASIFICATIoN Of NAYENEALS 's CONE 6-0"l.

Loo 10

'3

Iz

fYANSMLVCNPTS



DL-120 0

le lls . 6 A 4 C - 2 8I 1

0RILLIIG LOG SWD Ft ht

3ar redro Creek. San Antonlo.,Tx. raWtTD.Kr,5WTU5U5.57Y3mELTT
I LOCATION c ,.

I, MANSJrACTUNIN' CIOINAVION Of CC0,. ,
CCILINN A5NNCT I•ij 1 500

SCL N(A.--Z7 ------ VNC-- SA-- SCU •-

HOL .0I2~P (A,_ -- IPm-a. -" '
S. NAME Or OILLEN I O AL MNCORE

Reese of Htlyard drilling. Is RE..VAFICNCNCI .. rawE.
CINECTIAN OF COEIFNI AClC

---. hILCI-__ N F * I CAE HOLE 1 20 April 14 1 .11 V.k

:, ELEVATION TOP Cf HOLE 5 2
, THICKNESSICF CWECIJCo6s9.. I ; .5.4 IC0sot. CONE COVIN 'On *DING 100

0DEPTH MNILLED INTC NOCK 175.2 ,hItSINATUR O ISECTORFC~TFF7 0
t. TOTAL + CPTNC Of aL 1%0.6 ,O .

RLý OJD-I ERN LASSIFICATICN OF MATERIALS KIW-%::EEANI's

III•d NC FA 4.I .e+ .
A A. II

0.0 to 0.1 - Asphalt. A _ - Di-

0.1 to 1.2 0.0 to F* - 10" auger,

CRAVEL 8_ E to 120' - I1" dragblt.
GRAVE 120 to 1M' - V," carbon

0.1 to 0.7 - b p Slow drilling noted by

coarse to fine, mediumdense, damp. white, sandy rler after 30.
and silty. )

0.7 to 1.2 - base gravel No water level. 1rlol

coarse to fine, moist. routed up after F-loe.dark brown. very clayey. t u.

/0' sandy.

( Hole recored with ra~ma-

1.2 to 5.4 resistivity, anr calip-
J6 er.CLAY -high plasticity, stifl,

moist, dark brown to dark All core recovery was
klive, slightly sandy. wrapped with cheese-

cloth and sealed with 5
5.4 to P.0 a warmed up wax.

SHALE - badly weathered to Hole locationo
a soft/medium stiff elayk
consistency, yellow brown, Hole is 102.7' from
massive, calcareous, moist, SP-700 at a bearing of
silty. S 3A" W.

8.0 to 120.0 - dragrbit. shalt, ,
unweathered contact not

established. Jars

120.0 to 180.6 A. 0.1 to 0.7
B. 0.7 to 1.2

SHALE - an unweathered C. 1.2 to 5.4
dark gray to white, very D. 5.4 to P.0
limey. moderately hard(rocl
classification), Massive,

pyrite lenses scattered
throughout, v"ry pyritic Unweathered primary
from 140 to 1501. not established.

Chemical odor throughout.

Green glauconite sand
within from 158.6 to 160.5

wm O1 1,36 rmACFI•5'

• • • •• • l •S

0, m ni sn -i i ni l0n l n



I ~DL-121
D L -1 1."N 

s . . 6 A 4 C - 2 8 1

DMLLWS LOsWD , orth ° 5 s-tugs

S'oloil~ Si, 00 TVW- " OF oin
San Foldro Creek. San Antonio, Tx. ,-- - - -
2. L OCAtO r1 uab. .

.';o A GEo -c,'v,* 
x vu",. i-,G. A IO,6.7.- c

it NWuOFACIU*FR S O{saounoaT Oo5F -I -

USE ,1 _oov_--_ I Ii TOlTAL NO OF OVER- I .
, O• L • ,O .. A - *.K .! -. 1 -U.oS M SA. . .ES .. AS.

I NAME OF , l 14 TOTAL UWt_-COPE *o_.._%

* HIRFC:TON o. MOLE ,A .at[ OVuH•
a. DAVE HOL

L-U.s-..C* [-),~.€•.RH _______... ____________ - -

.1 ELEVATION TOP OF .OLE
, THICRNESS OF OVFRquROES K-

-9 OT AL COOA RECOVERV FON SOuONG
DEPTH HAILL9E auTo ROCK 1. 0U . 10C,

CL.ASSIFICATION Of MATERIALS 'sCOREPo *OPO FIEWAF.sX,,A -....... LGN ...... . .ECO.- SAMPLE ?Dg a . h,- au..... fo

70' -E-oc-

7,-

__________ __.___ __

IN F SMI36 .01.T~ aOtH NOMAP 'I
STRANSIL"('IMP

0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0



DL-122

___________ LOG 
l. Ms. 6MAC-281

WD) Pt Worth ls
* OJSC10 S1111 AND TYPE W SIT

San Pedro Creek. San Antonio, Tx.-

________________________ ... MAUFCTuSERA DESIGNATION OP WILL.1

IDRILLING AMEUCv

USCE ____________________ -- * TOTAL "o. or O,,Rm. M*UeF 'fll .
A -..l .I0. IURA. SAIXitS I.M...-

& NMES .DRLE .4 TOTAL SlUMMER Cs O

Reese: IS ELEVATION GROUND A*Tft

* ~ ~ ~ ~ I 0IM#'IO 07NOOA CCE

L~~oAR~~cI CLIVNLIMC -O -1 -OLAE I0.

-is TOTAL cost !SECOVERft W0 ORN M Vým
0 DIPt,. DILLED INTO ROCK 9IG- O..'cN

*TOTAL OETHOf 0I "OLE 180.6 j
tLtVATION OfVrA LEGEND CL*SS-PCAT N r ATERIALS 0%o~ COR so0

SRY .O0 Ocf~ -N"0, - 4- M.0A

L~

90 -



DL-1 23

M61. Mo. 6A4C-2P!

DRILLIMC LOG 7 swib Ft worth [Ol 5 l SHEET

JECT We. DIE TTPS OFSIT
San Peiro Creek. San Antonio. Nh. ??w.M---

9DRILLING AGESCV 12 RAMUFACTUERESR DESIGNATION GE DRILL

tjSCE M.;___ iri~~;-;,;--T; S

- MIR ~~~~~ 6A4C-281 - - -----

S.WARE op DRILLER L. TOT AL uAocft CORE SORES

Rea-c IS ELI.VATION iR0USD WATER

* IEECTIO. 0. ROLE 7Ta.. .. 6 ~ a

BR01 f 101.2N- 1 L

7 THICKNESS OF OVERRURloES I.T ALEVCOR TE O .ROL

"* EFTH MRILLED INTO ROCK Is. SGAREOF InSPECT 09. TOTAL DEFTR OF HOLE 180.6
JIEAfRDPNLG.l CLASWIPCATIOR OF MATERIALS sCR ROc toRRAR

IL Y

11MG FomIS6-wu v1 OEA o~leIatN

S11.9 )l



DL-124 0

_____. N. 6A4C-281

DRILLING LOG .;WD Ft rth
7-. c*olc, 'a "oit -40 -vl 0.il

San Pedro Creek. San Antonlio,. rx. •rmyuwvrurvx rlfi •w mr:i

'I.. .... *2MFC t)IJs ... O &•l ff.ý-•L'•

SO)'L L'a AGE. 

t 
¢-M

UAE. . . . . . Ii tOA*L f.OP NE. H . 0 - A- A"6AMC-281 ..

I. "AR 01 MILER 1 to? AL RUN.,^R CORE 6OEEs

Reese of Ililyard Is ELEVATION RUNDOA.GTER

- IA~ LE OATIr M i~tOP * O

IDETHRILEDNTOMOC 10 TOVAL CONK gECOVfal PAR 00M.0t~~1 T-cQ-stot oor 4"I'v0

S. _____________ TOTA SIARVU OF, HOLE =V A

ELEVATION OCT. CLCR CASSIPIC-VOR1 OF W&tRIMALS iVOR, DO. OR 5P/
RECOV- SAFMPLE (b,4111"M. - I* dR

Lao

Lb 0

13

0F146 FORM Is 36 tO. ,I• •we *0 S .

.A 7,Iu0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0



DL- 12 5

DRILLINGLOr iiAD Ft WA

-. z z z -- --- -- 1.-LLM. ....

e .....w~. . 2(~a t Ma y P4n ,. ,

GRA.E. IN ae tral 1 ~ 5tn1m.

Vole hollo ofe

0npolo~ Ne: Co. r.'T

loft npe 1.0 0.otto
as0tor heflp n

GRAME - badse wasthred tns M5le latý on 2120-

browetheryd clyeyln & brond,, - ~ l otleo

Is= so2t to I oderstely

CLA m -tl platn cossst e~tn Iey
especial nor top d. A. r.Iton

sany fo.s t '.V.ftp f.- fut5.0

5-0 to0 45'. -

- SHAbLE - badl wetoathered dt-b rayn Ho n lc thonse 27.3tfr
wcaptoh kt. ered ye mlyw brod on loJ P76 t 4 a sit , , atmo

moertel "deratec lasyPsn ootpnd i
soft ~ ~ ~ or (rckclsifcaio)

sa' wihi shal Srom

459.0 to iP 2.0~.Usahrdsae30

F.MG to59 3  ee mo.,o.whiem vro lmyAn it s ao

-14%-tey hr~rok cl,; P rl d I



DL- 126

_____________ _______ N~. ~6A4C-2R2

San Pedro Creek, San Antoanio. Tx. I .q....'.,.n..

2 LOAV (cAHA w tmoto 2 WAMUUACtU*iii Ot"ON&?IOf OF MILL

='4OIT TOYAINQ. orOVER. Imsfl'uao U~S
GITOFM SAIPPES YA....

.. Am . M. .. 1F. TOTAL ILHFOCI COME 00.91

IS *LtVATIOR GROUND WATER

I- DLFATEO O O 0.

-'Ki ¶01 oLOA .6Cu.01OP.OI

OMDPTH R LORO 11 .410 1.bMOK At COFi CCOYt- 'O*.iA

*~~I YOT*LFFTMO 
aL 11P(

ILEVATIOR DvPTH LgaiiO CLASSiFATOf 07MTAIAll F n o s~... OR

M4.s -4 4 4 F

0

56

0

0

0'0



DL- 127

_____________ gj*u. 
6
A 4c-282

DMLHO OGSD t Worth oS 4
San Pedro Creek, S~n Antonio, Tx. -

C GRC

* ~ ~ ~ 60~c-282 uE -
I WAIIE Of DRI LEN 52 rOT*L MUS.COEop, So

It ELEVATIOSS 0505150WATtSR --

S4 DATE ROLE

b Ell" O%4LLED INTO ROCK 180 TOTA COGARE ffO-. FORSPOCTO 0
* TOTAL DEPTH OF SOLIE

9Lf-I. IT"LQ9C CL"FIAIO F FIM S coat DO- ORPE O

ELEIV l .... wIA 9Cij.JS&..tS

10 7--

Iz

IN OM1 6Ptmsw.oO * letv -jc



DL-128

Kole Me. 6A4C-282
Wi LL Av(O

DIULLING LOG SVD Ft Voi
P•qJC 10 SIZE MO TYPE OF WIT

San Pedro Creek. San Antonio WON -IYLUU VYtHY15W U T-. - -

2ZA.UFACTURE'S OLCIGAAIIO N RI.

SOGRILLING AGOECY

ROLEC - et0 t O. Ob OVER- TOTL. .. o - . 'o,-5

0 ~ N (A. KIK* iiv GROEN SAMPLES TAKE.

AN, ON.4 1tOTAL WU oe

* MAINE 07 OS~~.RILI .1 .1 NO1 CR 9.

Reese s n~VAvsOo on Tea

* 01IC I AOtOf 0KSOLE

17 ELEVATION TOP Of KOLE
7 HICKNESS•O• O•V*fO•.EO __ - ---

19 TOT AL CORE RECOVERY FOR SOOKING
6OEPVIS MILLED INTO NOCK 11 ,WNuEOF I.$..C

T (OTAL oeP•O• KOLE ...
.11 EED CLASS-CL TOOK Of UATITRfA.5 S CORE 1505 A7*0

toyt

130' -

'E[r- FORMe is 36 ... ,Y...,. ,,o., AM O11Ltt "."•I I•

.A. 13erRAA•• •• w•0



DL-1 29

N..Ms. 6A4C-282

DAILLUNG LOG SWD t Wor-5 et
I PaoEc , Wssu m Yno .

San Pedro Creek, S3an Avntonlo, Tx. 15T -tmTWQrWZ1ir

4.JsCE ** TOTAL NO o' 00* ~Ri RN0 ,,gN~
* OENo (A. ANAMNR MA *NfNSM'E A

A, .e6A4C-2P2
N.NAME Of ENILLERI ------- -. T1LSMMNCR 1OE

I$ ELEVATION GROUND RAYON_

IARRYC. -)9CLR -S 'NI 11S ;;

________MILLED __._0 NOC .5 TO? AL COME NECOVER*y FR SNIMINO

69I-DP.LGol CLARIPIICATION OP NAYENIAL. ICONE so. ON PN*
ELEVATION 'i'.., ACOV. SAMPLE -Dg, -1-1 _O JR.,A

bfRV No RR 'NalNfM **I IYN*YII.t

I0

Lov

170'

G-X

13

1, Is36 .*,cc

-TIME."a eemta0



DL- 130

___)I_ -3 TOTAL NO nOF " co . ...

~2:3r-283 -- `0-
-~~~N- -9- -- t -- 9- 1-EKAtOTPP3

115 TOTA 6 4- 2 ATLOVES e+

*TaT~.-Y OLEO ITO LEGESO 74.S#C* 0' t ~ ~ tA SA~l o

Eml 00 .. It ~.*~.r~.A

- ~ ~ ~ ~ - soxsp OF`CiEo5 AT Ad ... s& A

ffl

CLAY:a:~rd 6AILED SAINA

456P4 7LXS-riCiry; WA-t-g

G cLLAV StL B:54;-r B
( .6L .!, ro.0 ELL0 i '- h IS ilb P 1M

CLAX~g SHALor-L4 5

Wf-DAri4&MED; yeLLAtL0-

Z?-. f;CALCM60l r 2 io -A-P-Lg--

D#ftourG bR"1 LUF4

OD 00 .- 180.0-

00ALfARL SE 41,P-e
iijD~PbuM - A. AS.- 0

cXAGI0,IAL I4Af PLACE
C~~i, ACALCARit,, ig-

SA 5E~ Ths/'J8 " 3-2 3":NI~L80r
-180.0

AS

E0 0 S 0 0 0 0



DL- 131

_____ mb~w..3F-.283

.1 TO1TL xO. OFOVN I.*nR
*ý NOLE NO (A, ~ ***tt* *UMONN S*NLE$ flEENý

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I Aw lOMc F 83 1 OTAL NUNNEN COE GONeN

is ELEVATION GNOUNO WAVOR

* OINECTICO OF HOLE

17 II E VAVION TOP0 Ow OLE

",OEII"CNESO L VED EUNS. -GC.

"_____ TOTAL___________- DEFT .1tA HOELEEEN ON*NI

ELEVATION Off". LEOEN .$IHýTO OFY NOJ ý SnS C019so o IIAM.S IIN

Sir.

histci4 13vp 1. J WAS

bR#LLr(O *.4 Ci r
£A'J AwJ-toio Pixop-I

Wh'N %Apm Iia1' ole 0
,.41Ay mim"ua~ ey

NANCY I NOLE E



DL-132

______________________________________ 2 RWANFACVURERW OSIRONATION OF MRILL

15 TO 'ALM"* OF OVER-.EIOYAREF VKO.

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - DiFM A R- . It~~ 
RD SANPLtS TAEj

-t~o OF ORILLE ____TOTALMIN__________

I. ELEVATION GROOS Alt.R

* OIRecVIOM OF HOLE ........ PEY

i2j•,fi. 20
IV ELV 0I 1 O OF SOLE

" DPNOICSKESOF NY*RRMOCK IF TOTAL CORE RECOVERY 'ORt 00R"..6

"R TOTAL OEPTO Of 40L4.9~

ELEVATIOR RETO LEGEN O..OfVI RFOV ONPL aODA . T.... 5WIV

ER', NO ~ *T IWRI.G

0

W20 I
INOORM836o~touvqmvos~teqtT cý .



DL-I 33

1_ _ _ seec lSZEe0Im 1 .

Lfý 5AP4 Ai4rojw

-O! 0 T.0 - 8l3TTL0.0 v.IHT~lE M'SYE

." -F ,FI~f. 0OTA 110;.o..

*~~1 NIITIO O"Ole.

LjTM.A JANN____OHM IHM 1•5A&JG. i94 20 A46- g94S
T7 RUIVATAOM Top OF HOLE

I THCOMIss OF Ol'MaMOEM09
9 TOT AL COASS MEcOY9T VS O MING-G1

09TH1.1.MILD1.10 l OT . 'IOAN c

0. TOTAL 0(9TK OF HOLEIN MA O

CLAWFOCAIFC ON Of MAVSIL H C- L % 00 1 0. OR .. AftS

OLE .0

-0 7 -?AWDOO 3'-28

fMAJ~fV~ff~S



DL- 134

AM~ eLUApO YO 03ti PatiCRit

.I DRILLIN COAfEOVRY3R OS
01*Is OVALL3 .5;0 ROC 09;53

0. V~tL 01*003 CAKSI3C~Y#0 03 4. TOTALj~ OU209A *oONg ROS*R

.. K. NC ~*... I I A1I' 120A KAAS
17 CLJr~ O fML

M TOTA. IaEc--.a

0011LD .1

M 7 r0 1. Rý O

9 0 00. 0



DL-135

DRILUNG LOG 71 SW b 1o5sit

; tF 4A.w roi. w ruty FO" -rx.IMIMO 1w

56 REMAh*IMCWL-AIm "a at SE A4FAcSR(em- 5111SEZ'I8S. of 5WIIA.
I ORtflt.00 Att.IC 12

VA ~.-*...w "ooI MWND60 SS lA T A~

s a to *I tm OAK TOTAL wu~acoots ToEIts P/A

C olcl __ __ ,..a.s.Vt..mol MMOLL.. .....~
TSI.KESOFV#EUREM T LtVATION TOO OF HoLIE 4G4 3

* 000 OI~uO IT NCE 73 z 1.. TOTAL COFK RIECOVIERY PQ% 11406084 /lA

9.TOTASL oq05 or "OLE 180. 0 IVi::: 5 l
EtLEVATIOM10 PV LEGSHO CLAfIfICA'I*QW. orwraA %'SCOt "C M f(AM

0. 0 lb~T L~ Le-vI,

1CLotty: rRFN MWAr&A
o~-91.0 :MEbWiAm- . 60AJ~.JEIJ

PLASTICigfy,-ToANf~k Sit wti;. CiIGbsVrJ
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DIVISION ~INST ALL ASION SET*M

DRILLING LOG OF,5 SIIEETS

I PROJECT lo0 SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT 4 /~ Q~O~

LOC AT ION (C.d.K,.... A..

4Azyo 7d- 3  ITMAkUFAZTURii ERSIE.WA DIYODILI7ij

3. DATEI~ AGENCY It -. Q~I4V11. TOTA tL.OFcuoFo
4. NO f N 0 (A. - M-8 I. SRELEAN TOMP OFHLESTKN

NAM OF D~iC- IN TOTAL ...OIR fEORE BI OXE 231G __ _

*~~~~~~~~ DELEVILE 1 RC 4~* -I. GATIO GROUND OJ WAE
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._814N.. B4C-3Z2
INSTALLATION 9SHEET 2

DRILLING LOG or." SHEETS 0
I. PROJRCT Ia. SIZE ADo TYPE OF BIT

:Ad AA/ltj Rive A' ,,/N7'J•/,/-. I. DATuM ,OR ELEVATION SHOWN (TEN - AWL)
1. LOCATION (C-dd . -

12. MANUFACTUNER*S OESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY

1S. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- IOITURSED I UND*SVURSEO
4. HOLE NO. (A. f.- - *... .it ,11. SIUnOE SAMPLES TAKENI.w "... --b EA4C - 3 ZZ-.

N14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES
ID. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

S. DIRECTION OF HOLE 6. DATE OLE) coMP..E"ro
14. DAYTE HOLE

f)VERTICAL [J.HCLINEO ________ 04 FRtOM TS,.1 ~ .~ 4 ac
./. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNHESS OF OVERBURDEN .F. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING
0 DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK | 11. NATU OF INJECTOR

S. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND CLASSIFICATION OF MATERI R CORE Box ON REMARKS
I'D ICOV- SAMPLE (O.n 81'i li-e -i #,le, 4jhIoA.

EnT NO. .IIheed . i ¢.. Io .IjR IIiS ,
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DRILLING INSTALLATI-ON SHIEET3

I FRNOJ CT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

2. LOCATION C.j,.o SIa.d-J

3___DRILLING _________AGENCY_________ I MAN UFACTU6R-E RS DESIGN AT ION OF DRILL

_______________93 TOTAL NO0 OF OVER-.E 1 O.flI..... IJNOISVUR.ap
4 IILE HT (A. .A.. f..IIIBURDEN SAMPLES TAKE

iFZýE O DýIýLEf _1 TOTAL NIINBEN CORE BOXES

I.ELEVATION GR OUND WATER

16 DATE HOLE S ~ CSLKE

- - _____ -- ~- 7. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
I THILICNESS OF OVERBURDEN

lB. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING
6 OFE PTl ODILl FUI INTO ROC. S INTUEO

S. IOTAL DEPTH OF HIOLE ______________ 7jd13~L

ELVTO ET _GH, CLASSIFICATIO orNTRIA CORE BOX DR REMARKS
ELEVTIO DEPII EGEII (I..-,~,I.V 7 ECOV. SAMPLE (IIII,,j' H-... _f., Se.... d A.47 ERY No of,,W .1 . 9. II.Ij.IIA
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3DRILLING A OGOFSNCYEY
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_________ _______Hole No. BA4C -3Z3
INSTALLATION $HEET

DRILLING LOG IVS1 iS-Al'= OF* SHEETS

ICXOIET$. SIZE AND TYPE OFBI4 4/aoI'

2.. LOTU FORO ELVAIooOWl(OM- IL)

e 1. NUFACTURER'S OKEIGNTION OF DRILL

4. HlE O A.... - k..a., 1. 78 L NO. OF OVER- SUBO UDNIRO

NAMIE OF DRILLER .TOLNUBRCEBOS

IS. IELEVAYION GROUND WATERa

G. DIRECTION OF HOLE ITRE DATELHOLE
5jERTIc.L 0-IIcCI... _______ E. FROM TENTtO.DT OE` ~7b.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVIERBURDEN 2. 10 TOA COERCVRYFRDMN

B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCKlBGNT OINPTR

f. TOTAL DEPTH Of HOLE L4,o.~ 4c> = O IN
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________ ______H.I.N..BA-4,C-3Z3

DRILLING LOG INSTALLATION S .E ETS
PROJECT 1O. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

.v. ,ATU O, EL.EVATION SHOWN (Tom,, --.

|. LOCATION (C-d..b. S-1., 0

12 MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILLS DRILLING AGENCY

___DRILLING______AGENCY_ _ 13 TOTAL NO. OF OVER-. MSTURBED UWo,.6U1B
4 HOLE NO (A s. . .-. .. t .... I BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN- too.. ".• 18/4C 3-73Z

14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES
15 NAME OF fRILLER

IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

4. oIRECTION OF HOLE IS DATE HOLE lS Rlvo ! COMPL[TI[O

[i ..VER.C.L ..rNCLIE. -_. DA. FROM VERY. I 7 6-c ý! :
i1. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

I THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN
I, TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING

B. DEPTHI DHILLED INTO ROCK -_______ It SIGNI )RE OF ay
S. TOTAL DEPTH Of HOLE
ELEVATION DEP7ti LEGEND CLASSIFICATION OF MATERI|a % CORE BOX DR II REMA KS

ELEVATION~( DE...LGED. RECOV. SAMPLE -Olla I -. ... I.... .. XIC
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me Me... RA4c -3z2
DRILLING LOG IINSTAL"ASEETN

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT3-l S•A¶•,' VX,1 WIV* ,:OA...'.ATO ,.O N -. •

12. MANUFACTURER*S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY

IS. TOTAL NO. OF OVER. D*TURI[O UNOfSTURI9O
4. HOLE NO- IA. .- -m m • j. BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN. 111 -6.0• - z_
S- NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CtE BOXES

IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

S. DIRECTION Of HOLE 1DTARTED ITEMP-OLTE

f_-jVERTICAL (_CUIEG. I, DATE HOLE #b-0
IT, ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

1 TIIICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN
HkIi TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORINO

8 DEPTH OD ILLLO INTO ROCK I 9S, IGNATU 0 7 OF 'c

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF ROLE0

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIP C( A CORE[ Bl11OR REMARKS •ELEVAION EPTIILEGED rr ECOV- ISAMPLE (OrlIIlnjl IbI.. .s., Joe.. 4.eiS .f
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holeN BA4C-3Z3 N
SDIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET

DRILLING LOG I oIF SHEETS

11 PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT
A m)

2. LOCATION (C..ordMnI.. or s, •,IO.Y)
12 MANUFACTURERWS DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY

13. TOTAL NO. Of, OVER- IOImTUREO UHOSETUASSO
4. HOLE NO (A..,,. - &. -BURDEON SAMPLES TAKEN

___ l:8A4C-323 .
S NAME OF DRILLERCORE BOXES

I. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

N. DIRECTION OF HOLE IS*R.TAO H C...LEVBO

L IL LIR . DATE HOLE D 7 VERY.

17. ELEVATION TUP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING SN DEPTH OnGILED INTO ROCK T• SN O- ,-STO7 •

9. TOTAL DEPTH Of HIOLE -__7,_______
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEN. CLASSIFICA.ION OF MATERIALS/ %CORE BOX OR REMARKS

VT(IT..eIr/pI.oI // lRECOV- SAMPLE (DrIIIjo Mime. I* e I gl . h oh
SERY NO, 0Mg1,,d. . I .IjnJt.cEI

__le L___ _ _. I•

7
__ •8Z.o'•'8 7• s: S
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It. ANUACTRER' DEIGNTIONOf MIL

3. DILLIG AG14C

IS TOTA NO FOE- .,1.9
4.~~~~~~~L91k. HOENO A.f- bIs UDE AMLSAE
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Hoel We. •.•,Oc- 124•

DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET
DRILLING LOG SWD Pt Worth 4or I HEET$ S

1. PROJECT 10o SIZE AND TYPE Of BIT
" A N ANTONIO I' TUNNELI~~~U6EU IWI~ilTrI

2. LOCATiON (Cc.-h.. ..I ..o S..ioM.
sta. 72• • 12 MANUIFACTURER'S DESIGNATION Of DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY Val ln,' 1 500
(3 TOTAL NO. OF OVEN- ICR-KEH CEo UI0mICD4. HOLE NO' (AW -. dr-MA flll.! G| CURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN 0) ()

W Ill. .. •A1•ji

NAME OF DRILLER 14 TOTAL NUMNEN CORE COXES 16 •

111F4WR I•. ELEVATION GROUND CATER N/A
6 DIRECTION OF HOLE !9.DAT9T9O

W-T€ OC L.HO ___________ D no. VE,.I, DATE HOLE I Jan 90 23 Jan 90

7. THICKNESS Of OVERBURDEN 5 17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

C8. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR CORING 99%
11. D E P T HI D R IL L E D IN T O R O C K 1 4 6 5 19. SIG N A T U R E O F IN PE5

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE R165. 0
-- A CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS %CORE 5OX OR REMARKS

EL1EVAION UEPTH LV•E4NL (DO.,AI.JU RECOV- SAMPLE (OIIIna l... .t1 I.... d./IA .1
ERY NO. •M MI,,g. .Se-. II .[jlnIII...IIE ft d . I I

0 to 0.2 - Asphalt. D0r1lI rig
.2 to .6 - Concrete. 0 to .2 - P" auger

re fiisa l.
.6 to 1.2 0.2 to 1.3' - 10" rock-

bit,
C-AVEL - base, c',arse to 1.1 to 10'- t0" auger,

fine, moist, brown, very set 10' of 8" esng.,
clayey, s (nrly. tO to 20' - 8" drgbit,

10'" nigPer to 20',

set t•." -isng. " Dive it -
1.2 to 6.1 20 to 90'- 6 5/8" drag-

bit,
- ClAY - htgh plasticity. 90 to 165' - 4" caroloy

stiff, moist, dark -ray. core bit.
/- Note: Hole bailed after

completion of drilling
6.1 to I0.5 to grout up hole and

water seen entering
-GIAVEL. - coqrse to fine, hole at 17'.
slightly moist, pale brown
vpry sanry, cale.

Note: Core box's sent -
to Dallas lab on

I 0.5 to It)5' 24i ,Jan '90.

J;IIALE

1P.5 to 63.0 - weathered Note: Unweathered
- yellow brown and light shale at 63'.

Frey, moist, very soft -
(rock classification).

---

-z

--

FMC. FflIi4 9 NotP •RoIT 10 F NO

• • •• @ •• •

. 0 i n m Jill 0 0- 0 0ill i -



Hole No. h!A'4C,-.
1DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEICET 2

DRILLING LOG Fl Al) rli OF I HEETS

I PROJECT'S.SZ AND TYPE OF SIT
.;AN ANtONTO Filvi.: llwi' i. 'U."--O fEE Y1t6"WI6WVi(ow -USEW1

2 LOCATION (Cd. SimsmOn

.qta. 2?.P5 12 NANUFACTIJRERS DESIGNATION OF DRILL
I DRILLýING AGENCY

11,2 -1. TOTAL NO. Of OVER. O4*UR BED UNOIS"T"RBef4. HOLE NO0. (A. .h. - &..Inj 1111.1 BUREN SAMPLES TAKEN S
3, NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER COME BOXES

IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

A. DIRECTION OF HOLE CF`LiTI

F7.tELEVATIOE OPO HOLE

7 THIICKNIESS OF OVERBURDEN17ELVTOTPOFHE
I. TOTA=LCORE RECOVERY FOR BORING %

* DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK .INTUR OFISETR I

9. T~l AL DEPTHI OF HOLE 1(1' F-*ý
ELVTO ET EED CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOA oR REMARKS

ELEVATIOD DEPTH LEGE.D0 RECOV. SAMPLE (O:.jjij., Iý. _ I_.. PA.
CRY NO. Wh-dA,I~ *I.9 It .d.jam..

E 5E

2± 63.0 to 165.0' unweather-
-ed dlark grey, slightly

Moist, soft(rock classifi-
C ,tion), hard lime seams

-- scattered, massive, slight-
IV fossiliferous throueh-
out, waxy, sand/silt lamin-

- atlons scattered throitph-
___ (ut. ve7ry sandy ztones and

-___ bentonitic zones scattered
as noted below.

S 6-0-0 0 0 0 0 4



Hole No. l'A-*
DIVISION INSTALLATION SN'EE T

DRILLING LOG !;W. ?'T I ' ii oF : SHEETS
i. PROJECT 10 SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

.;AN ANTCN jt NI" ruo IN'. 0 YTuWTF6A-LEFVATI6W II.•IJ TO - . ....

2. LOCATION (C-(dm.- 51-, 0

stia 27-P1 12 MANUFACTURER S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY

i3| TOTAL No. of OVER- I~Tde~ J~l••lC
& HOLE NO (A. *5.. •.,.1.1111 UODEN SAMPLES TAKEN

S. N L 14 TOTAL NUMBER CONE BOXES

s.NAME OF DRILLER ~ _ : S OA C FOE- K E

15. ELEVATION GROUND IIATER

4, DIRECTION OF HOLE II RE OP£T[

(- ET IL NLF R . DATE HOLE I

17, ELEVATION TOP Of HOLE

, THICKNESS or OVERBURDEN O
- 6i. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR 80RING

O DEPTH DMILLED INTO ROCK 1ýSGAUEO NPCO
S.t TOTATUL OFFI- OFS HOLE165

ELEVATION OEPTH LEGEND CLASSIFICATION SAMPLE (DOFlg MAERAL %COME Box., dR5 .
NO ... I, *IR. II nIdf- lr1. IXNi

-_SHAS:(ct.

,0'-- 90 to 1I.5' - hydrocarl)on ---
-___ odr which is especially

- n.ronp In sanridy znner. PICK

Run I

L 3.E.'

_.-__ --

- 3.- 3

1OP.Pt to 109.7' - bentonite, 3 R3

soapy fpel, moist, light

grey to white, m _____e

-' 109.7 to 112' - very sandy
zone, green-glauconitic,

silty. :7

FMC. F nrfPtr * SiS .S SS SS-



OIVISI N INSTALLATION SHIEET 1
DRILLING LOG J to ) H, W, HVJI o, Ii s To

I PROJECT to Silt AND TYPE OF BIT

R T2 MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DILL

9 DRILLING AGENHCY

4. HOLE NO A. .1-... - 4 .ui.i BUR.DEN SAMPLES TAKEN N .1 OA 1.o VR IVRK UIIIRE
P.d me. ."PtA.. _____________________011_______

S. NAME OF DRILLERS 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES
11 1:;i:,I. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

6, DIRECTION OF HOLE 10.VE DAEHOECOMPLETED

LJV.IIAL ]INCLINED ______DEN. FROM VERT.
- --- 17. ELF' ATt.N TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS Or OV RBSURDEN
4 E. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BOCRING IS

4 DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK IS9. SIGNATURE OF I ~C
P, TOTAL DEPTH OF IIOLE 165 - C.T.7 M_ g

ELVTO ET EED CLASSIFICATION OF MA Tr 'A4LS a% CORE Box ORl j BMARKS
RD-p~JECOV- SAMPLE (10,1111.d I. -I. I..dA.

11 IA u ( noit .

120.5 to 120.2 1 tfA~'ht 45' s
frac~tureT. LO I

I Lo___ 2r IC 2P.1 I 'ýhi ,'

___1140 to lQ9 -green sand
____ traces throughout with
___ scattered very sandy/sIlty

zones from 1521 to 1.59.91. 10

13P.1 to 138.4' - Intersect-I
In__ lg 45' t1ight fractures j
with slicks exposed part-

VO-!:- tally at ends, softer and
Crumbly.

ri3F51- possibly horizon-
tal joint.

* L.2 - horizontal Joint
___ with scale deposit. ---

046.R to 147~.01 - open 45'
77- fracture with slicks.

____ R1
-__ Possible horizontal *Joints 1

- att 145.91,* 146.8I I 150.5 ijI
and 151.P*.

152.0 to 15. - bentonitic___
* a-nd softer, soapy, whitish ýrey.

Z - 5A.9to 119.4, - tight 55
- fracture with slicks.

_T 11. to 161.61 - Open 30'
fracture with slicks.

- Recovery continued,

L~t' ~ R-9 to 1621.
Box 15; 15? to 162' I

A AL. R-10 to 165I I

Box 161 162 to 1(,5,.

FHG. FORWM in, -. PRO IF CT HWOLE NO



AN ANRI IM IIt LOC.i~I INSTALAT IM ON ELEVTIO SHON HAIN I W-W,

IPRJEC ELEV41ATIND TYREOUN SATER

3. DIRCATION (F HOL ISR EOCOIPUTW

LA_ 4 1, ( 72I) ELEVUACTUION ' TOP GATO Of HOLE
S. THILICNGAESS Y Oa DVERBURipEN I,00

UT T ~~13. TOTAL CORE RFCOVERY FO TR SK BORING11u
A. DOEPT DRILE INTO ROK1 *( 1.SGAURDE OF INPLECTAKNO

I.MU' FDILE TOTAL DEPTHE OOR SOOLE 060___

ELVTO1ND CASFCTION'/1!,A1 OF. EAEI LS VTO SC RE OUN OATR REMAR
RECDIRECSAMPLEF HOLE 14. DATE HOLE IIIT.,.NI[D

QD~~ER NO.ICA .. M1,IM.C DEG.. FRO Vg..12 :) O ý2 -in o0.
- .1 ILVTO O FHL

.. tET RILDINORC 1. 50- 11nrt . SINAUR to 0.3PE - 00i~

n.3 toý 1(.6 - cne pl .( to 0. 3 - 10" ai -er.

not 20'o of P" castrol, -

- 2 AVtEL - fill ( IrS *1l and con 2.0 to) 0' -5 ?/P" 1 rag-
-rete dehrtir) 0.u top or bit,

- pýin coars to 13ne0 on thn 100, 4 oe

cobblesulc 7. 123.,0-nt

brownie and whte v6S rco

claev t/lsoftrocky ciaas, 'lox.

Iac .o. ____o 5.

10.2drca r'l. I-nt ri 0

"JIWI/ai5t 411

lrim whmite, tlOns7tr, llht oil Ito -

10. to 0r. to t46 5
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DRILLING LOG "-olwl:-ltr, t ; CO: ;.w ,-b, I Iont ,Ft I- .I ' ,,r,
1. PRO.JECr 5-ll 7i7l7 ,[I 1(1, Io TIIF ANHD TYPF or FIT .:- ko:. ii, i
-SdLi An Luno Luivel VO t~In Texas i i6 A i uAi MEI fl-rvA~L 116. AI I-w N.

1. OCT-t6'IONi (Coo°"ln." °o s'•j= (S,. A. ()01 let: J_,

St 11 t 1 011)1-7 ( Ie.tCI

I DaILLING AGENCY NorthwestL 5045 (_5_Lon__
A. Il. Beck FNUu(tA,, 4-.- 3. TIA oo.-o,-ovr.n ,

b3 ic - RIIUEN SAIl LLS I AK IN ! one e None

A". DIREC-ION OP IIL , Tl *,IuJJ.C lstt
A ____l 51 ___ -- - i~_____ a i.V AITPr-11 01 AL, NUMIFE ICOURT BOXF I "S. AJ- OfE.TII DR.ILLER INTOITOCI 4.. .ft... _A . . .SMann/- 15 ELE.•VATION GROUND ,WArF, 602. L
TIOT A DIE P ICLI or lIT TLEO"

.. m .. .. . .. . . ... 1. . -- 2 7 -

LV. FATOVATEIOT TOPL Nr iot.rEGN 2.,,p7 7 ImcxP4Ess or ovcnnlunocm[ 26 .0 f t.-. .. . .

Ti oIE TIs DRILLED INTO OCK k94 . u f I II l A °'I c v lYfo ( lfI N ! "

-I~-U Tl - 1. ,SIGNA11IUPIE OF INSPEC1I 11

9ý+ TOTAL. DE•PTI1 DfIOF .I ]L A•J [• •

LEVAION DEFTH EGEND CLASSIFICAITlOll or MAI EnIALT SSi I C Ool (I',III,, int.. ,•.. I,4.. i Geo.l A

S b C d Jnii L w* 4-,,4 ( .It ill• ,

I,,')• 1).(1)-- - .' 1,', ..-.. ... . ..
' -- 1. W7W e" l v..v l:

Clay FilL: rlraIy, mod. I., le.v Wat.Ir ;It PI l*1..
high plaslicl ty with Ftine 'I Lt oily residue
-" Lo ('oa's5 1 i Tlimes Lonle and

i cihert gravpl, scatLered
. clay tile, glass, metal 2. lhrilling ProceedurIO:

- and railroad tie fragments. oshall.-

30 ft. deep, widened to
30" dia., insert~ed a"Qo" 2;1W" dla. s'eeJ, '5•(•11 i

II'.. within weathere -

shale, sealed off frrnund
water flow, cont. 21W' di,..

_ shaft [wring to a f'inal
-- dupth -f 120 ft..

-i ltackfilled 241" dia. shal'f
with clay to 118.5 ft.
depth, set 12" dia.

- casing centered within
shaft upon clay fill,

60t8L 15.0'-- 15.0'-21.0' backfilled annular spar,,1 10-L 1 0 with grout, to 2Wi" dia.
ClaXy gray & tan, med. to 21' dis.

high plasticity, tight casing,, cout. grout fill -

fractures, moist, some fine "i to within 1 ft. of
- sand seams and rounded surface, scaled 12"

clhert gravel, n .
i) casi1ng.

21.0'-26.0' k 3. teoiogic Un1iLs:
Clayy Gravel: fine to Wl.-Uncoida;ed -

-- mostly coarse, rounded ls. 'aluvial deposits of
6 0P. l P1 . 0)1 and chert. gravel with tan an " a lhe de P eriod.

yellow sandy clay matrix, Kt-''aN'bor Chule,
-- satlrated, clayshale of Critaceous

- ~Period.-
-- 26.0'-h8.0'

Weathered C lav Shale:
- gray and yellowish tan, 5

597.1 26. -~- ied. to hiigh plasticity,
soft", mod. jointed with
red tronl staining, contains

rcc. sandy seams.

-lTaylor Shale (Kt) of the
- Cretaceous Period.

Kt

ENG FORM 1836 Pn 1VITI DITIONS A .R.E,01 Fir El-,-T1 7 ;
S 0A ',0A- I



6IVISIUM ;iiiSALLTIUTI Saui -Antonc)io u
DRILLING LOG Southwes tern-COE Tunne• Resident office L or o v

1. PROJECT San Antonio, o sIzE AND TYPE OF EIT See Remark 2
San Antonio River T•nInel Texas ii-6AFU'irILEATJIiibih OiM ;WisJL

U. LOCAtIoN 3...,. 0 %..o..(s.A. Outlet MSL
Stait n I n P2 MNUATUPE

. RLL,.iNG AGENCY Northwest 5045 (45 toi)n
A. II. Ieek_ Foundatioj S 13. TOTAL PO-or. OVE.-IIIT' E- I0 ..... ,

4.PIJOLE-NO.-IA • ,Wl- .9UIIOEN SAMPLES TA.EN None None
H-i Ins-tr. - au,-- __ 

d__ 
-s___A A-n a IoTOTAL ... 

JE1°n CO. DOXIS N/A% AP, I}I or DRILLER A
S 15. ELEVATION OOUNU [ATt El 602.1

eC AOOOLNED e.. I... E T T. DATE ILE 5-26-88 5-21-88

7. 1 IICKNESS F V1t. ELEVAIOll TOP OF IIHLF _ _.L
F-- --- ounoEN 2 . E 18. TOTAL COIIE HIECOVEIHY FOil InOiIHHG

* DeptiI DRILLED INTO ROCK 94.0 ft. I ...... T .....O ...... . .... ...

S. TOTAL DEPTH Or POLE -7U.U tt.

CLASSIFICATION or MAT EnIALS asing Geol. ( In P 6M A I,.• ,I
ELEVATION DEPTIP LGEND (TD*fPIIIIIOIII - eol[ wiP',Ii|,,.(D..... .P.. IpH- l

0. (0

Kt

75(. t 18.7. hg8.()" 120.0'
-Clay Shale: light gray

to dark gray, soft to
moderately soft for the
most part with, occasional
moderately hard 1imy zones,
massive to jointed with
slickensides,• fossils in
places, occasional pyrite,

calcareous to very
calcareous, bentonite bed
from 100.0' to 102.0' depth,
petroleum odor.

Taylor Shale (Kt) of
Cretaceous Period. -

0

Kt

S... .... SA -i

0 0 0 0 0



IDIVISION 
INIf ALLAIIl inAnLn 0 1 E

DRILLING LOG 0e 11 h~wes terin-U)I. l111m1e Ib l(I I (tenl ti oft c .!
I. PROJECT Sall Anitornio, ,,.SICAHDTYVEOF III' see Remark 2
San Antonio River 'runnel Tex as (i~oAftii IrIiT ELEVAlTi4EION ii6t iiiiiI WW1. -~

ýSdin1ui7713ý').3.A Outlet~~tationil ShFt I i AUATRR DESIGIIATIOI4 OF (WILL

D R RLLITIIGAGEITC Y Northwest 5045 (45__Lcn2__
A. Fopda~sj II (OTL 18. IO. cVII

*. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T 71S F8 A 1., , ,.I~18. . , mIUI A~SAEl Nn None

ýýIrME~4 O DRLETOTAL HUIIIfliCU14F. IIQXF5 N/A-
Mi s. ELIEVAlION GTIOUNO WA I E14 602. 1 -

____________6 DS.FMCI S(ATE IIOLE L-26--88 5-27-813

P. 71IICKNESS OF OiVEnnnTIIREI 26. 0 ft- '7 LVtIN11 O Ol1111

5. TTA COlIC PIICOVEIIVT0 - M N/
S. DEPTI4 DRILLED INTO RO0CK 94. 0 ft.

______________________________________________Ii.- SI-GIIAT URE OF INSI'EC I Uli

9. TOTAL (TEPTti Of 11OLE i 2.z.L L t. Ro~bert. A. Blurns

OP fLEED CLASSIFICAT ION OF MA] EFIALS '.asiing Geu . ..... II UAlI

YI i. I hfl. 0!

KI,

WI

SAT
,a~



DRILLING LO0)- ;I4riO NSALLAnioN Tinnh MIv LI3 oi. S3t I. I

I. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND lTPE OF "I1 I e

f. 14lit'. 31 (:iKi~y '.1 :M..)i.UUFCIEISDIGAiN FIIL
.DRLIGAGENCY Northwest 5)045 ()iL Ton)__ __ _

________________11. 1Il1 AL 110I. 0~ OVFII

110, r IT N)1 *1IME1 SAMIFLES I AEI r /AN4

III. TOTAL NUMBIER CalIF PUFliS 141A _ -
S. NAME Of DMILLER --.----- -_

-- Ni -IS. ELEVATION GROUND WA ElI ()3

6- DIRECTION OF NOLE IG. DAIX "IOLE u1-t
t~vncI I3ILIIDDESG. In.. VE.1. __-

I7, ELEVATION TOP OF I#OLC 61 ,i
--IICNESO VElIRE 23.0 fL IS 101 AL COIIE nIEC(WeV-I (Mt VIM .. Il~llGNu

8. DEPT's DnILLED Into0 VI0CR 109.0 ft. is. -siGmAr.FLITE OF - NIPEC TO('

9. TOTAL DEPTIT OF ((OLE I it()f]"obert A. Burns

ILEVSIONDEPTI LEEND CLASSIFICATION oF MATERIALS ýasing Geol.. (13 5Ifr.lII,..,3 'S
(O..cIpE~o.SI Unit ~ *3.I 3,1 33

(A 3.0 0.Iý2 Recenf I1. Ground Water: free

Asphl3Lt 2urlflce water enceountered
below 17I root depth.

- Flex Bose: Crushed limstcIon~e :..Inr 1 t I[ng, Method
and gravel 8l i, a.shaft

gra~el.25 ft. deep, set 78"11 lla
(aIsteel casing 2 f.it

-Ci:black and brown, lowwe' rdcl 'h
- toInedllm astillt. (led.Bored a 36" dia, pilot

- stiff, dry, scatteredshfto utpetre
__ caliche ponkets, some fiproposed tunnel crown at

to coase grael131 ft. below surface.
to corse gavel.Widened pilot shaft with -

11'.0'-23.0' )18" dia, full flight

- Gravel: fmne to coarse aiuger to 131 ft. depth.
subagula limston andWidened pilot shaft again-
subanwith 7?"mdstonauger

- chert, mlost, to saturated at W ih7"da ue

L 7 ft., clayey with limy . ~ to 13L ft. depth. Placed -

I~oketU)A 3 ft. nf clay fill inlto
V shaft, and then placed

18' dila. casing froin .

35 surface to shaft bottomn.
'0 Backfilled 481" dia. casin1

TO ~~annullar spaleC w itli
t-- h4) ci concrete and pulled 78"

dia. casing. Temporary

O steel lid placed over -

shaft. opening.

'0

620.18 2-3.(I 23.O1-ISI6oI

Weathered Clay Shale:
highly weathered buff and
gray, high plasticity, sort,
mo (10st.,wi ti red statined sandy

cly iled fractures.

Taylor Shale (Kt) of

Cretaceous Period.

K 1

'5A -ZL



DRILL1I4G LUG. ~l:-d-I ri

I uto. so I r 't 4 A "'.1, 1"

4 i.- AA I koa i ?,It C U. s .64.0

III. rI 21 1-tty'~i it. i MA UfAIE fI S DIE tttIG A lol f tDIIILL

F .0, 1* -7F 14Uottit4)f'l SANS -1" N/A

il - ----) bn - 1a IOTAL 04UWMJEft COFIC U/4F

ii. NAME iI OF D I qOLLE . ....

IS. ELEVATION TOP14 O A ItO LII I:'.

I IICKIISO o OVFIIIIIII)II 2 .0 IS. TOY At. COlII IIIOEoCVTI [(IIoltl T 113o o ie
AI)VPTeI OItIIL.~l 11,10 IIOI:0 109.01 ItL. 1. SIGNIAAIUIIE OF IIISI'f.C loll

9, TOTAL oUEitI or iol-c ........ i 4 t Ilobert A. H~tuir IIU iI

EGPV CLASSIFIC(ATIONI Or MAT E"IALS "a s11)8 Get1.) ~ ,. .,

F Qa I -ncorlsoI da 1led

I, I IV jl~v11 de I po. I L!; (,I
the Quaternary Period.

8 i~6' -11 0'Kt - Taylor Shale,
59Y.mle gra to& cay shale of Cretaýceous

dark gray, soft to mod. soft, rl.
ma~ssive, with occasional well
indurated, mod. soft to mod.
ha11rd, *Utin, 1limy zones, occr KU~
f- oss i I s and] fseat tered IPyr I Le
pet~rolceum odor.

'Taylor Shale (Kt) of
Ito2 Crel-ceoj Pe~IS~rilods.

)89.8 ~ w 5-O- I ll occasional fossi Is.

- 6o.o to 62.0: Jiay

z.one with fossils antd
pyrite crystals.

Kt

C) 2



DRILLING LOG H%~~it I.,r it At rIt J4 'i

ý;I I IA I I , t.o sii A tarum i tuft)?r A 1:itt

5.'. .1 tt: St ) ii m~tiiA ti i tii itlitiptti F t so -a Iurl it~

-- - -h : 4 FulL mda4i i -ur it?

A I !trlIS F UVA runt *Alf It

R, tn 'itiri a oiatirii -w I.

t. titi~~iIll.O I~rtriitt~i r Ill- Al C-- 1-- -V------ I I -I' Il -1...11

ELEVAI iotta VEPliI LF.EtiL) CLASSiFICIAt ioP or MA I EtitALS :as ir (i ur Goo ~ t,,g ... .. .

iti 3 t~ I~ .0? Note:_ For ronk ciass ifiea Lion
t'tefu iLo sheet. 2.

Kt.

us



URtItjLiL114G LOG 11S -t1 At:; Il . -2!f-.
COE ftit .W.m~ Mu k Hl;.0

I.t Antl t.-tt qGtIC NcN ýr m w-I. b~fUtei I. F58 T
1

i ,a W1 I,
110 il (A .. .i.. qi. j t l . M:311T T iT ~ t~l~~ .E *M Lt tA il I, 1/I

Nor~ales. ',OW - 1. To $ n) A

N Ill, DA I E tMILE

t7. ELCEVAt Itoll TOP Of 1t.1-t 0),i3.
,.__ M ICKtIESS ortovEt~istt~ioFti 23-

ft iS" 1 o LF 11 oI K1. tI'lt At. ChIIE ttECttVtttt roll tillG 8,i

V. 1 0t AL DCOTItil or t4tLE I tIRIolter-. A. l ri

ELEVAIIOti UEPTHl LEOGlIU CLASSIFICtATItI 'IC MAT EIItALS d"tli I~t ~ ., . oi .li*.. r

Fil

JI.J;, Shaft

7K

't, 2



DRILLING LOG COEhwoer -~i .lui~. .;jt i f 'rl

1. PROJECT 0.sz ITO r y" 0N T F fil PI i'lTve ks -

SuiiAnoi li ve 'Iiiro iIEATii ~rl ttIEVAT1'6i Ui~i6li 0i hR iit,4t
2. LOCAT ION fCawd.d,.l. - Sii,)jr Wihl

'zto. ( n. S (4-iItit AF m A CTUTIEiki' Sý fEiilcAiii,,,m or lTL

AGti~~ENCY Northwest 501)11 (l,'ý Ti)

iNAME ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1....1L 11110.t ot~no& F __ __ _

IDRCINOF 14OLE

a.. IIFOVII . 30I NovIi Won

4 DPrfI DTTILLFO INTO RTOCK( I~t t 9 IIA ~l FIIPCI(l

9. TOTAL DEPTI4 Or IDOLE H 5.0 ft. lioy Crutchfijeld ____

ELEVATION DEPTI1 LEGEND CLASSIFICATIONi or MAT LITIALS as i ig Seo ('I,4~.~i~. 01.*

If.1) I . (1.0'-1 .01 !''" M.ileTr levoI No ft-,-

:oltisi I., c1rorcreto, adil roaLd Iljilti, drAiliiLg, of, s"Ii

hatise gr-avel SInd sandl. p ieors or iii shaft. . A
lew wet spots developed

.01~~late JLTIn gaps betweenk

611~ Gtravelly la: piers, but rio water
-- Kraiy-browTI to buff wit~h flows or dinps.

white caliche, low to TTe~d.

plastic] ty, sandy. 2. Pxcavation Pro,!cdure: -

Initially a ring, of

- 5.0'-15.0' drilled concrete soldier

- Layey Gravelý: Qal. piers were constructed

- buff to tan, largely 1' to 2" to just within the top

gravel sizes, subrounded to of unweathered shale ata

- rounded, occasional cobbles depth of. about (IW . Thle

- over 3"1 dia., becomes piers were 36" dia. arid

- increasingly sandy with depth formned an inside shaft
diame~ter1 of 21 '6"'. Tfhe

- 15-0`-37-0' ainterior of the ring was

Weathered Clay Shale: a) excavated by a backhoe
- ten with gray bands and ~ Land crane with skip box.

631.0 15.0- mottling, soft., blocky with This method of excavation

-- frac-tures and some Jointing. ., ont~i ed helow theO pier

bottoms to the l'5' depth.
- 3?0'-l5.0 The remainder of the

-Clay Shale: grey to dark a) Kt shaft was dri lled find

gray, sofl, to moderately a41 reamIledl 1t0 a 1Ia. of ;22')1i"

soft, with occasional moder- oand to it tot-al depth Of

- ately hard Himly zones, cal-- 0 135.0'. Support. below
- careous to very calcareous tl ir ositlo

- or liimy, occasional fossils 016" o~f sholicrete.

- throughout with numerous
large pelecypod fossils Soldier piers were

between depths of' 96.0' anid inconstructed hy Cato

103.0', petroleum odor, ylectrlc and Drll~ing7.
eut~tings through t~he I iny

- zones tended Io lie more tab-
Oaulr and brittle.

K t,

0-0



DRILLING LOGI -'1 '~'*fbi~'i'L

i ii EE 0. %1 zE AN() TV y 01r 0 II I: , IiU
Sii An 4 f U 1A V~~~ n'~~ I 3 FLrV AT:"3, H91 oilo it I oN M

4, -1 P~f..J1- kjIOUIEN SAMPLES 1*0(311

14. T0T AL P40I)JNII C011F DIOXFS NiOII

NAM OFSILP-- -V- -T -0-- -G--1% -0u-H- -0 -A -1 -C- 0K e

t. 0114ECION OF 1IULE
IS. OATR 11O L F

IXIVEATTEAL E-J*CCTN(O_______ 0a0. FITOM VKTIT. o 1 30 Nov Iiii
17. ECE VACION TOP 01 ,OLEg6._

I. I I.ICK14ESS OF OVE14BUITOE14 15.0 Cl'.. -~- -~ _
- - -- 10. lOT AL COvAE IREcuVE- TVol PiUITw N

S. ltI'II OILL 1T1010j)r L ft., 19. STUTIIATUIIE OF IIPCInT__

9. T01TAL DCPTI. or IOLE I V,.) .0FtL. Roiy Ciiru tell t I -I d

ELEVATION DEPT14 LEGEND CLASSIFICATION4 or MA EntlALS 'asiiig tGeol. II. TI... ,-. -

Unit .01*"

U ~.'UIlfeT i.u ibsvrlpti on onl 71 -1. Geohgl 1,i tl:;:

iiheI t I I t 1-Unc1iso 1 1a;,

qilat~ernary Per iod.

KtI-Tuylor Sae
clay shale of' Cretaceous

Period.

Kt

PýS

0.0



I.- adi.*i A--3 I -m

t FW11 ,ý I I, f- 2 M*,4Ul ALI UILIti S DiilSCIIA1i304 OV (MILL'

______________ SAOLS SK~~~~~.~' - " Fill.t133 3,A (il

iiiiii avaniLul4lm- IIvi1 10-V*1 A UMD14 C (-F O UX S31 lf

I16.~s~ OA3C~NV I_______ I-,. 30' Novl, I: 13hi 1
-- DIFID P33 VEitT 13ie )uilo hI`3

3.11IICK14ESS Of 0VEIII3J3333Ff3 U' ) i L. - ----- - -

A. 31EPT1 0311LLE1) 1.13033 -SiýIAU4O

t. TOIAL Elf',,,4 OF 110k.E C.l I.11 thl c lVu'I

ELEVAIO34 (JEPTIf LEGEfID CLASSlFjCATI(O,, OT MAt EltIALS .JlS~lj f G (fl'o

K I

- .,vu'y "it I tulI 'l

or i my', ove. smRt1 I fossI Is.

%jS

0 m-1. so~t- vc- 03.1s' l I Cero is

W wit 1.1Il~euif s~ lartge pc I ecypod s .K t

o I 1 I l

K I



URILALLAIUT LO S Al

I. *'TIOJECT . - Ia. SlIC A010T YF- OF ilr ~ e~ rurC
SiAntoni cc Ivtq 1(1 VP: 1.1 iibAl UI V6A CLEYAT101 iIIu~ll 12.A; AM.-d

7~I~tir~~ . 1m. hATTUFACTUIIETTI DESIGII~lotl OF UTTILL

;.-)M0$ F #10 (A. .feh., U.. f id U . ti ltTuIeI-JU~

I- - - *~*at14 1OT AL fTTTMJTTElt LC01F. 1109rS 1t.,TTC

*.j.?,)L 11. __itt,; Iot~r,,IS ELEVATICITMItOTTuTTI. TATETT l 21T nI

.1.1J TC AL LJo-ILITIET a..______ . P1C. ~T. k.illt IIL 3 u 116 1 30 Nouv Mil
- IF~ --- T. ELUYATTUft lUT' or TIQLE 66
1. 1 ITCEtIESS OF UVETTOUTTOCIM 1.)I.TO O LLTT TCTIVCl IJIIllc

A Cift'TTI OltTILED 114T0 ITOCI to 11 CL.i IO .TCT UIIC TIC- IliTISEC T 61

9. TOT 1AlD PCI'3i OF IIOLE C 3.)r.I Cr::Lchf'leld

EFAII EP1 EUD CLASSIFIC(ATTOT, 01 MAT ETTIALS jast Geol(. IttEm *1

I~. 120.-n

K Kt

1 1 myy eecc. foessI Is .

- i(-3'). L' Staftf Biottom --

SA -3



DIV.......... ,ALLATON .... An 1,, ALLo AT ION
DRILLING LOG Ion t h ,,il. Is. - ' E l'o t ,,o I - I!n id unt Isff une or crr

" "o. n L"i V, 0I. o I L.I) IV.A. , Ti,,5,M ;10 SIZE AND TYPE Or ,T ; I .tI, k 1 I'
I -At wo A•ot-f.l+t I A 1(0. ,Ho I, •, M U

1. DRILLING AGENCY Nort '1 5 40
A . tIi . I OF, k T jt, irl it iFI i ;

7. ,TIICt(NESS OF•. IVRD 1F E 14. 1 L)f . HO - - ý '-l-l ......._ _ ,

14 1O1 AL CORlE" RECOVRF I1-fO TN/A

_E D_ __LL _O_ _ _ _ 17 .b f t. 6 I . 8 O O
I? ELE•VATION TOP orHot v 653.6 EL.

7. T04ICKNESS OF OVEr~ta nDenl 1 4. f •t."- 

. . . . .HL tOVAL COn[ IE "EOVFn• rOl "0141146 N/AA D PT Oe',OU en .,EHtO.1OCK L17.0 f t. PV.• N,JG:1A io E O tJN- EI 0H,•:; .... ..
9 TOTAL DEPt OFT- HOLE?0 oert. A. I uiCs

REM.All I,

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND CLASSIFICAIOIO or MATERIALS asinlg Geo 1 _TT II.,' .. ' I-. -,h ,, -

(,,,".13 o.o'- .' -FI . o. Wa• er Le el:
- l-LPkVOI IIr . u(1( Ii+. 2" of CrPrI'ee water e ul0) ,II.t'o-

-. TIsp())ha1t , 1 O 1 F-lTl. 11) 0e.
•1,k~t Dr'i] fie, Me I'lod:

WI-2.5' U) 2.hl ogMI
1.11t el f 7'rst 7' with

Cl y: dark gray and brown, 24" dia. full flight
lhigh plrast, teity, soft, auger, and then?" Wi,&;:!,,

- moist, some fine samd and j I shaft to 78d ia. Set
g ra v e l. 7 " dli n, s te e l ca s in g t o

-- ? I $ T l T 37 ' d e p t h . R e s u m e d l .' i ti
---', 2.5'8. 0' shaft, with Wil" to 7T j;4.
.Clay: reddish brown, ned. full I'light auger to
- .i hIh. ,lnistI ci t , s.sd s., 13111.o ft. d, I th. Viiihd

-l SIII• c i - sl and51 anid grOavel, wit-h (I 14y t., _)8.1 l'l,
• ablinhtil. -a llvhe frovi depth anld set, a Ji{•"

---- 4. to 8.0 ft. depth. dia. steel esing to
1281.5'. Backfil]ed

-7' 1.n'-idy.' aln,ilar space with
- Sandy Cay: reddish brown, concrete, pulled Vi" dia.
- m Ted. 1.o hig"h oIastii clty, wi ti casilng., and covered shat'l

)39.6 1li re med. to coarse sand, ec.'
-, subrounded Is. and chert 3. Geologic UJniits: S

gravel st -ly occurrin, , Qa l--n-onr -,1 1 , --ed

-hetween 11.0 anld 11.0 ft. alluvial deposits of
depths. - - the Quaternary Per i od.

.Kt - Taylor Shale,
-- £, il..' -1(6.K)' .KI clay .haile of I'he

- Weathered Clay Shale: d Cretaceous Period.
-', tan and gray with mottling, S

med. to high plasticity, soft
--. blocky, -andy in places,

ir n rm +l. I r Ig, lastly III'Il1d
- ,Joints and fractures.

--i Taylor Shale (Kt.) of the
-- + Cretaceous Period.

-- I.

Kt •

-_7

0h 0 0 0 0 I1 .. .
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DRILLING LOG -,)ukit lve<os t~Žr- 4, Tuir 1111 lwi idit 1)1 tO f Icle lot 4 I ri

I~i~i' - - _iI-

,tdLru L tll .r (111 ti ito dwrlý I; ejU CI IE' EI I ION~ OF UnL.
I- DRILLING AGEIIcY NCý tAIrWr'S 'j045'. (40 tun1)

-ii~i.~ ~-------* ULIEI SAMPLES TAK, 0ait QJr
-. fit. -6. o, .... ,, Iletilatiloni aIrdif.------

14 1 OF AL UNuGEn ConE FaOKE N/A
I.IAl OFri DRILE C LEVAIiO GPIOU40 WATEII No WaLer jici ~LI

~qv.,,~c JI*cc~~o FfO~ ~fl.C DATE NOLE Al 1 88
II. ELEVAFION TOP OF IiOLF 653.6 1 1l

1. TIIICKIIESS OF OVEIIIIURI)E' 14. 0 ft.-
Il. rurAL colic RELcovcu, r ...l out,(,,( NIA

4 CEPll ISIILLEO 11110 ROCK 117 . 0 f L. 1,SG~ R FISE

9. TOFAL OEPrfl OF 14OLE 131-.0 ft. liti)Crt. A. Burris

ELEVATIONI DEPT" LEG END CLASSIFICAIIOII or MAI CIIIALS a s J. g Geoa I IU l

-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l Ii td ...t~higl0a~iCIL

- I ay , i ron a t~ahnirig, inc isL

- wi th sand.

-- Clay ",hale: 1,ray to dark
-- gray, sort toa mod, hard

- ilssive, orcassiana]l
flauvonlict searm, limy,
foss ilirerois, with; scattered

pCrilc cry; l.;0I a

Taylor ",iratte (Kt. ) of' Hie
Cretrac(ous period.

- ".8'-)i8t3': It,. gray, well
- indralrnted, inal, hard, limy

- bed .

- V1.
1
J-58.8' mod, hare), )Jimy '

-l wth scattered rossils arid
- pyrite crtystals. 0

K t.

(7 %,fO ittI 0111*its Vlu

II t I0 zon 0l 0h 0crn i
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i i U AtWA k 6% fLrV AT It,N Siur,. 3 ,IT I'l t

S La L I o l u I 911'.oadwdy 12 -MAN .UF ACT UTERIS cI~IES1 * AI'.* 01-r 1 LILL

A. 11. bvck t'oufddlt oris1 .U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R #I; rftnld 7iLi I .a:..~; t 1dh o[I. Ila1 F!

I. 1AM O) 1ORINLLMJF 1,11-KF I
A] M rnITI S cvo Gbt.cwcrr 10

6.~~1 DATEEIO OF HLE

I?__ -- 1.i, U TOP or IroLF 65 3. El
1. 1 11ICKNIESS or OvE~t~ll V(HN I I

-. .------ II. 101*1 CONEr IECOvI'lly F101 H!!IU /A
A VPIIDRLL11 ITORO K 117.0 f L. 19. S .-..-.... -~tsrt I,,,

9, TOTAL. 0)EV'!! OF II014 FTf0ET oc110rt. A. B$'rrm

ELEVATION DEPrT" LEGEND CLASSIFIC(ATioI! or MAI EnlIALS 2asintg Geo] 3! 1 II!

_b Ulnit 2,i..I

K L

- basS iv, well iflditrbted, mnod.
h lard, highly calcareous,

- fossil fragments along upper
-. ontart., having many fossils

and~ pyri t.o cryst~as 'VII t

KL

dept~h

Ft.A'-
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0 1 U

0
RV(er 'IUtL1, IIs. A. ,Tx0. I I Ij ANDM YfLE OF III I !.eRmark

stLaIi on fri~½ (ErawySt.) MILt!;SIiuo II.
____________________________________ MATJF AC! UPEN'S oS(IAINO N

r. OHL)W-INO A;ENCY Nurt~uweusl. 5'045 (4 '(Joil)
A. HI. bQoCk FUoondatioris ~___

13 OA 4.or vn ,,
.,wfit Pni at ion shaf -.--- -

K_________________ 14. TOW AL NUNJIETT CoPIr. 1101's N/A

Al Mann IS. ELEVATION GIIOUND WAI Ell No Water prc!u oi U

17. ELEVATION TOP Or PIOLE 653. 6 El.
7. THCKNES or ornnvuoru 1.015. TOW AL COMEIC IECOVESI- I(101111II~s /A_

4. DEPT14 011OLLEO 104T0 HOCK 117/.0 ft. IS HIIAIUIIE Or INSPEC I 01!

9. TOTAL VEPTh rII OF 10- -131 .0 ft. 1R1Ho~bert A. Tarns

ELEVATION DEPT14 LEEGEND CLASSIFICATION Or MAITEPIIALS s~In Geol. IEADS

533.6 120.'0
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I Ii t.i ,)ALL t., r.r Av , S .... s

'1.1.,~~~N litL*4______

- 14 I~ OTAL. IMlI1111.11 COFI 14OXES .'1

I - ~~is -EvAIICIV40114 WAI Efir t

A IL1.: IM IA . IGIA I-IC 01- MSII'4C0I1Oi

(,r I,7i;:: . collf. pox oil (AEMAIKS

6~or .0 00'22' Rcer~i 1-lvat~er Level: Free

CIIy Ft i 11 dark gray, WUIa- tc i aS Oi~ii.

min lun iLU high plasti city, irlgsodcrpi
SO"fL moist,, contains sand dri.llinhg in alluvilm

and flioc Lo coarse gravel, overbuidttriie at. 18 ft. -

some scat~tered tile, glass, ,depth. -

concrete, arnd metal debris.2. xcvtoPrede

Initially a ring of

(If~lrgriniClaiy Fill.: drilled concrete-

(lark browni to black, thin slirjuawr
red-banded iron stains, h igh contstruicted to just

ploaicit, nOftcontinswithin the top of

recent so~ail shells. to 42'.h frm3

to 42.The piers-
5.0'-l0.0'were 36" dia. and

Snndy 1Cýa reddish formed an inside
brown, medium to high ehaft dia. of 21'6".

aThe interior of the r'ing
- plasticity, stiff, contains IL

ironstanedIand was exoavated with a
0backhoQ anti crane w/skip -

l0.O-li.0'box. This method of -

Clay: blue-gray with white eecvio cntud
mottling, caliche rich beo h ie otm

uppe cotac, mrlim t to the 50' depth, with

hmalh plartcntage soft fmoes, 4 below the piers. The
%n.U remainder of the shaft -

o was drilled anid reamed632.7 18.0' 18.0'-24.0l U) to a dia. of 2214"S

Oravlly lay:reddsh bownand to a total depth of -

128.0'.m-tred iurn to high plasticity,
fine to coarse gravel with qo 1a.
sand, slihroundeil grains, soft ciSoldier piers were -

satrirated. constructed by Cato
lilect~ric sod Drilling.

211 - -35. 0
Weathered ClyShale:

L ain and gray, isediusi to high
prtsticity, soft, blocky ,moist rnear upper contact,
numerotus tight. Joints and
fractuires with Iron staining,
becomes gray mottled ait.
32.0' de1 ,tIti witth fewer
fractuires.

Kt

010"Il hl).-



WT I..,. . . .Ili.'LL,9OC IrC .iI.'I. s
Mi~ ii S'i: AW, __f 'IF Hit Ii%

12r9 SCIWF 909 161-1 O 919-H'I14 W (W. (Witr.

liP. I ii~11 CA t 199 . 0-~ 1,--(ulSnwi(9C.- Q

jI'L 4 01. I 9 t9i*9 i~r.9 i~iiff o . G H',ICC "i

IS Lr. A II 1111. a l . 149 r. 1, 11

...., . ...- - 94 VlA l~lr~lc n isor it- ;M C

... .......... 9U
IC TOTAL 9909. I;'ovr~ ro noui r

- 97~~~.ntI11A991 t., 1r .InI C C
r - t Hrlrirer A9 .111i'--.

livss ve 94CC.1fL ec m s t * ual9 .cr9,g it..99 9 N 99o..C

I I glil. I,9h.y, mod, soft, to
mod. htirt, massive, well Kt-'Iaylor Shale
IndihI 0trittI, hrreaks err..cotdally c~layshaIae. of* Lhe

st~ronUg ploIroleumn odor, Crc) 5'9±r)Cs I'enorid. -

cCCI.tains pyri te crystals and
occassional fossils.

= Taylor Shale (KO) of the
Cretaceous Period. Kt
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.-.-.. - . 1, TOrAL,,NO. Or OVfaaII- ~ tEi aai~~lat

* alt I ittii. lia., ta.,aa~~iaa 11.11 lil ' ii UrlltflO t SA~a'LE'a JAKEII

- 4 rorc. IRIMUMER COAC "OX*1 Nilit!

il- (if- 1.111t64. FLEVAlaOtl GIIourlta WAft nl .

xilt~ 1%.la) DAYa C iijL sriiia t y Plep ffC

17 -- I. FLEVA I It11 TOP Or I I)

iN Jlw - A~. Nitri 10-Yl-lT Fli t~lit

flASi ITj~AS nEt.O)V. SAMPLE -i~iaa a . , I.i.a .a. d.aiil.1

t.- - - - - - --Idh. rn M l$_ rrP'I____

l,(( 120.0'

522.7 128. shaf BotomI K
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., 'IN 'l"ltl'-t-~'" SdL s Ass t t)•- ({ Io SsiIr7 S

DRILLING LOG .;o,..'t'hwes- I o ss1O ltIIICI S Rs 0.id t 0l 1 se 1, sO

S. PROJECT S0 IZE 6540 tYIE OF III5 I cs~s •1 ~ -

Sass Antonio River itnelwoiWALvAIs 06h ~ ~ii1. -

2. LC~llOS 5Co~d~s... , S.tis,)MSL,

SLa. 1 52+28.50 (.Cassdoen St. ) -bA OF (LILL
SA. N~tl. G Foundations Nort hwest 50)45 _(4A5 Lon)_ .

I ). To IA L, 1 0 0 0 F O V l E -D s u . , i , r . f

3i6--S7;-;,e.. -..in..V i t-iEio- iDOE- sAs.t-S TA6,•, None None

54.iL. jha t -- 5�_4 Q1AL NU.EII ECORE --XF' NOn---
NA I F DRILLER .. . . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. . . .

AM Matin S. ELEVATION GROU)UNDO S I Ell 636. 8

56i DATE HOLE
KIv,,,,AL C-p,,5L.,1.- __ __O.____ _I 06. - --oM --,. , ___ _ IY Muy bb .. .. !_I.0x Moy 13 _

1 . r I'•L V• A ION7OP O F D OL F 65 3.O

5. I.CýHESSOF 0" ov IISuFOD 1. U it - .... O.. . . 6. .. " ..... "
I . t55I ALI, CO-S Olt F2-"CO V1 e I 'M I I M Isfos; N/A6 hEP~tH 05555t-LFi5 IHV0 DOC~K 1 05. [7~ 5. S~~iS ItEOF5,SI5 5(55

9.TOTAL DET OF PALE 20FI ROYr tslsfife dCLASSIlEICASSO~i' lOF S5AIESIIALS [" "iS"I(IF•MASIS5S

ELEVAIION D5EPTH LEGEND CLA ..IFI(-T,, O M5 ALS ý.51sig Geo 1.O'ý 5,.1" ) I . -'W , Lvel

(¾, •.55 s'.o)! >.t,'-, .(,' /I. Wales! io~sel :

-I itFl I I L: Li 
1 'l l, brlown to :.Oill, Fri'e watier [xickled

jIis l n isis 1 last.lcity, i into lie at 1(.2 I'L.

s-Litif, sandy to gravelly
-l withl brick and bits of 2. ilrIl iEis Procedure:

0I19 .0 trash I tems. Fitrs t (Ir IIled a ,11 deep
1,t11ot hole with a 211" dist

-- I. 0'-6. 0, auger. 'Then reamed
(017. .Gravelly Clay: tan to b , pilot hole with 78" di.

- fine to coarse gravel with Inger to 20' depth.

- up to 1-inch dia. limestone Set 78" dia. temporary
-- concretiorns, subrounded, clay casing 3' into weathered
-/ usatrlx of uiiediuIss plasLicity. c t a sshale Lo sea]. off' ground

waler. Dri'llied to 108'

- (6.0,-r.0, s depth with 4i8 dia. •
-I Tlo].ay: - dark-i brown, medium •i alig~er. H~ole was 5" out

to high plasticity, stiff, . of line, so straightened

-- I occasional black organic ' - by boring, wilth 36' dia.

m- material, conttains a sandy zo auger to 122.0' depth,
--i gravel, pocket in the SE 1/3 - and then reamed entire

--i of hole below 10 ft. depth, delpl,h successively with

- wetl below 16.2 ft. depth. M58", 60", and 72" dia.
augers. Backfilled O

- 17.0'-37.7' bottom 3.5' of sole with

Wieathsered Clay Shale clay MI . Iosertedi

636.u) 17.0Q! tan and gray, soft, damp c,-- 11ill" of 1,8' dia.

- at upper contact, medium steel permanent casing,
to high plasticity. backfilled annular -

-- lTaylor S'lsale (Kt) of the space with concrete,

--I Cretaceous Period. , pulled temporary casing, -
and InstaLled 6' dia. - S

- 37.7'-122.0' "1 corrugated steel pipe 7
--hle: Unweathered, ' as surface standpipe. -

-- ght, gray, moderately hard,
massive with negligible '• 3. Geologic Units

-•sa- , j'eo I n rorirtt. ion lharacter- '1st,; -lina 55 Idsl IsI

" istiJ!s throusghout boring, UP alluvial deposits of thle -

calcareous, brittle, some- W Quaternary Period.

what tabular muck cuttings, -
pyrite crystals in places. : Kt Kt-'laylor Jihale,

sTaylor :1lhale (Kt) of the Clay shale of the -

Cret~aveous Period. Cretaceous5 Perished. -

6 130 0 [t
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I- OnILLING AGENCY tLi n.-- Nor.Lhwest. _04 (45LA. 11. bec k r-cmnd(ý n _ __ ~
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5. NAME F~ii~iiu - ~ iOAt. ti1fl4111.11 LUO IS10* No
AlManIS. ELEVAJION OHOUNOIWAl E14 G 16 8

4. VI1CYO OF -9C ,194 C.> - - ý",

If. DATE POOLE
a.. TSIIA, EJPC -ItIEDi, 0941____ s. Vnou V CTWr. IT________ 17Nay- L 8_ -j2 MaY. 88-

-- ------- IF. ELEVATION TOP OF POOLE 65 3. 0
1. 7MICKINESS OF OVEROUUNOEN .17.0U ft. It1 TOTAL COlIE IIECOvLTIV roit 1101119 N/A
ft. DEPT0I 0ITILLED INTO F40CK 105U. 0 ft. I.SG4TIEO NIETT

9. TOTAL OEI'TI4 OF 14OLE 1 ~21 Z- IF E . HoyCrutchfi eld

ELEVATION CEPTIPI LEGEND CLASSIFICATION or MAIERIALS ýas~ing Geol. ITIIg T M-*1
0~~Ui It _____

613.0 110.o~ See Sheet I for general -
- I 5 y Shale (pesor pt.1 oil.
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I I. 52f-'8.50 ( (aiidon S- .M .NuF L MIEN . OF ____ I1 LI il -L

_N ým E0 FU) I ýL iA sla t.4 1 01 AL- liliMOCIi COREV I,, lo-I Noii,

AL Maunn S f EIVA Ici JONlliir w*Nt, I) WA IH1

1. 1 IiICKNESS OF CV IOIIIIEII U/ . U f L. ________
Is. [01 AL COlIFF FIECOllliIY 1 11-4 IltIlIlING N/

4- OEPIII OIFiLLED IN10 ROCK 105. 0) Lt. 19.- - - -- -INTN F irc

4. TOTAL nEP rI OF ir MILEU 1.y Ci-rutclii'ieldI

ELEVATIO O04 IEP714 LEGEND CLASSIFICAtIO~i0 MAl EIIiALS :a i Ill, -e I ',, i,~ ~

57 ~.r S .ee sheet, I tor 'nea c shreetL for remiarks.
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UI111ISION INS AL-.IIO9 Sc AnL )niJu ILL.~ILLIMG IO Setwes tern -C(:1.: l'uliziet&s IResdellt ()Lfice ti SOC~rrs
.,OJECT SIZE599 AND TYPE OF BIlT ljc uiaq.
In Antonio River TuLnnel 1I6A~ f6WELEAY16i o6mjiM 0 Tij

-LC WON(.J... ,Sqý, MSL
Ste. 152 j28. So (Cainderh St. ) -~UNFCUEI~OTOAII FUIL

kindai6Aions Northwest 5045 (15-~n_
13. TOT AL NO. Or OVn.EO JUt STUIII*E

kI entilation ,UILUEN SAMPLEYS YAKE None "None'
NE FDILRShaft 14. TOTAL NUMBJER CORIE BIOXES None-

AL Manin IS, ELEVATION GNOUNLI WATEII 636.8

VS)SYCAL (-tCLJ~etnO. ______ 056 OM Sýl r.IS. -AE-LE 1!M 8 19_May_-
1-1. ELEVATION TOP Or HIOLE 653. 0

t. THIICKN9ESS 0Or OVEnHIUYIOFN 17.0 ft. -- ____-
to. -cr AucoOIE IIEcovEIY FUllItI 1114( N/A* F7 IT Ol " IILLED INTO FlOCK 105. 0 ft. IS.- __L_.IT F NSE T

9. IOTAL. CEPt i OF OOLE 220t.Boy Crutrif'ield

tLV ATION DEP TH4 LEGEND CLASSIFICATtION 
OlF-SA IIALS -asiing Geol. 

'ELItI

L510Shaft Bottom-
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DRILLING LO :"ou I33Ž3 t' 1of31 3';L~il'3 3

i'R0J~~~~~~~CT1 F~il .1 31'i 39 1o P33 *43 r OF Ill -' i l l .

i L acAii~m1 U .0,. .~ ..... ------- MS I,

A. 11. Be,:)I- Pol3 1jj I 1d I h I343 3333. s~

M a I N I I IiI IS tLFV. ill", 04103,41 RAF.I

6. ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 iflCTIO OFOL MOL J* rrcc I''I'

VI._NCKIIFSS OF 0VO 133333 .2',.o N L s.~ ~, FO, N33,3
*~1 (IFPI AL Co"FtF3 NFC4333I Ii~c. -l. U I I . - -

__________ INF IIl 111: u. ¶3034*t tUIE OF Isr-cc t(oll
5. 0 9 AL DE P 1 1 Of (10I.E F 2. (1 L RA rI A33:./. fu~rrol _____

ELFVAY1004 13EPTII LEGEND CLASSIFI'CA I [()i 'IF MA 3 I-311AL. ,S I lit, Goo I .. 3.1~ 33~ *~ W33m 333.1

77I2r l- TT-0277T  
1 . W~ L, I1,,!V,-L

6.; I bily C ly- ; y jiyi.L3 ~h
-brown, iio Il I ,-,d, I33 ow ) *'lo 3I6 1umed. I3Iasl-c t y ~, cont-a113

I~i333 olllld,1333 I 3333 Ines ile j2 ~ l ll 19101

- & f lint gravel with Lce 4" V- o
ca Lic he il Lower foot. s a f ,er a de4 t h of1 ('

,24, )1 0L393l (2dsiflJ
2.3-26.ol -oi '(31 r I I I mqI wi t It

-Cay_: tan & qr-ay with gal- 24" 0 f tIlI I I 31l1 alll '
- el Low 333t11 IIng, lied. Lo L o a Fi na I .10f)1) O.110f

It i q h1 pilS I a oti city, mlass ive 122.7 ft
so ofL and nois I- .

P3 l Ii t 4 1 ha L Lo
1 2 1 de 13 t . i [ I Ii w I Lii1
c~ ' I ay c3931o 3'I

1 2 0 a*~isi 3 in shaft
placud ol clav FtL 11

liUd or space0 Wi Li
gr out, pullI 24'' 0 0 1
3205 I i33 , s I t1, i e 9 of F
g roUL ba ckf[i Il 1.8 f t

lt deep aIid (-ap 1 2" 0 p1i3

3 . G.o~o I jc O~n it s

goa I -Unc'on so I I do t -1

I3 30v II11 " I

c-i -T,1 - ly 1313
ci ay 9i

o3(1 I Il 33,1,33a 333
1P'r I 33,

W3!at-hyre cla 1 y Sail _ 12:
V-rI' ally tan arid gray

with Ii Ho m 33 3331lmngJliled.
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1. Introduction

Upon the request of the Fort Worth District, I have reviewed
conditions in the collapse zone of the top heading excavation,
located between Ribs 25 and 49 of the downstream section of the top
heading driven south from the temporary access shaft of the San 0
Antonio River Tunnel. A summary of my conclusions regarding the
cause of the collapse is presented.

I have reviewed daily inspector reports, memos and repofts of
inspection by consultants, mapping and geologic reports by the COE
geologist, boring logs, photos of the support conditions in the S
tunnel, and the Contractor's presentation on the conditions in the
collapse zone. On several occasions, I have inspected geologic and
support conditions in the San Antonio River Tunnel shaft, in the
TBM tunnel, and in the top heading driven from the temporary access
shaft.

2. Geologic Conditions in Shaft and Tunnel.

2.1 Cording Observations

I first became involved in the San Antonio River Tunnel in
September, 1989, when movements of the shaft wall were occurring
along several joints that intersected the wall of the shaft and
along which movements were occurring. I observed similar joint
patterns in the transition from the shaft to the TBM tunnel, in the
TBM excavated tunnel, and in the top heading excavated from the top
heading access shaft. The joints are typically high-angle and are
often slickensided.

The jointing, coupled with the weak rock strength, has
resulted in extensive overbreak, rock falls, and ground movement
extending above the crown of the tunnel. Fallouts in the
transition areas, in the TBM tunnel, and at the start of the top
heading were similar: rock failed along joints that were often
s] ickensided, and along associated fracture zones. The rock broke

as much as 40 ft above the crown.

The similarity of the geologic conditions and the behavior of
the ground throughout the MO layer in the San Antonio River Tunnel
is confirmed by the mapping of the COE geologist and by my own
observations, some of which are summarized in the following
zaragraphs.

Rock conditions observed in the TBM tunnel during my December
7, 1989 site visit were summarized in my 10 December 1989 report as
follows:

AV_
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"High angle joints (typically dipping 45 to 75 degrees •
are present which are part of the same system of joints
observed in the shaft, particularly the East wall. The strike
of several of the joint sets is within 30 degrees of the
tunnel axis, thus they are a particular concern for forming
large wedges on the walls and in the crown. Several of the
chimneys have progressed upward and outward along these joint 0
planes, which are often continuous and may be slickensided.
Thin silt and sand bedding plane partings allow horizontal
beams or plates of the rock to separate and drop. In several
cases, curvilinear compaction slickensides have formed the
portions of the surface of the fallout zone, such as the back
(North Wall) of the fallout zone that developed just beyond 0
the transition. Finally, the strength of the marl (Clay
Shale: MO horizon) is low enough and the overburden stresses
high enough to induce stress fracturing and buckling
instability of plates (beams) bounded by joints. These
features combine to result in instability and progressive
chimneying of large volumes of rock about the crown. The 0
failures have broken up and away from the tunnel along steeply
dipping joints that intersect the tunnel near springline."

(During this meeting, alternatives, including the use of a top
heading excavation were discussed with the COE and Contractor.)

2.2 Crutchfield Observations

Logging of shafts, boreholes and fallout zones by Roy
Crutchfield, COE geologist, has shown that the conditions in the MO
horizon are quite similar between the Outlet Shaft and the Top 0
Heading Access Shaft.

Hole OH-2155 is an alignment hole that was drilled with a 24-
in. auger at Station 21+55, at the location of Rib 49. From 54.5
to 123 ft the material was described by Crutchfield (April 27, 90)
as follows: 0

"Clay Shale: dark gray to gray, becomes light gray in
limy zones, mostly soft to moderately soft, becoming
moderately hard in limy zone from 89.0' to 104' (el 543.7 to
528.7), grayish tan silt along some bedding planes from 70' to
89.0', traces of fossils throughout, very fossiliferous 0
(pelecypods) from 98.0' to 101.0', becomes moderately soft to
soft below 104.0', white bentonite layer from 111.0 to 111.6'
tel. 521.7 to 521.1), clay shale below bentonite appeared to
be frequently fractured with occasional slickensides, some
chunks or blocks from the cuttings had numerous closely spaced
fractures within 1/2" to i" apart, these blocks 'rumbled 0
ýExsily with moderate hand pressure. Silty sand seams along
bedding planes. Also, some green glauconitic sand noted
between 105' and 120' depths."

S• • •• " .-
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Crutchfield's logging of the Top Heading Access Shaft (Hole
SA 8, Sta. 23+62.9, 3-22-90 through 4-30-90) showed similar S
conditions:

Clay Shale: dark gray to gray with light gray in limy
strata, mostly soft to moderately soft but becomes moderately
hard in limy strata between depths of 90' and 105', trace of
fossils throughout, numerous pelecypod fossils from depths of S
99' to 101', white bentonite layer at 111.6' to 112.0' depth,
clay shale below the limy bed at 105' (from visual inspection
within shaft) frequently fractured and jointed with
slickensided surfaces quite common. The strata below the
bentonite layer contained thin, whitish gray, silty sand seams
along the nearly horizontal bedding planes. S

Crutchfield's logging of the fallouts in the TBM section also
revealed the same conditions. For example at Sta 14+10 a fallout
extended 21 ft above the tunnel crown to the limy shale. The
description on 2-7-90 was:

Elev 528: limy shale
Elev 528 to 522: Discontinuous slickensides above Bentonite
Elev 522: Bentonite Bed
Elev 522 to 507: Numerous silty sand seams with jointing.
Elev 507: Top of TBM

2.3 Summary of Observations of Geology

As is evident in the above descriptions, and in the detailed
maps of the Outlet Shaft and Transition, the Top Heading and the
Top Heading Access Tunnel, similar conditions are found throughout
the MO horizon, in and above the tunnel. They include silty sand
seams that allow separation along beds and high-angle, slickensided
joints along which the rock blocks slide and separate. Also
present throughout is a bentonite layer that is typically located
11 ft above the crown and a limy shale located approximately 20 ft
above the crown where many of the fallouts terminate. 0

3. Evaluation of Top Heading Method.

I made recommendations for support of the Top Heading
subbequent to my site visit of February 21, 1990: 0

"The use of timber lagging as an initial support between
the ribs will result in overbreak and the necessity of
cribbing the overbreak with timber. Such support allows the
ground to loosen and results in large voids behind the initial
lining thdt will require grouting. It is recommended that a
continuous support of shotcrete and steel arches be installed

qS
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within a few ft of the advancing face. Such a procedure will 0
provide more positive support of the rock surface and will
minimize fallout and overbreak above the supports. As soon as
the heading is excavated, an initial layer of shotcrete would
be applied to the freshly exposed rock. This would be
followed by installation of the steel rib (or a rebar lattice
girder tied to the rock) followed by placement of sufficient
shotcrete to block between the rock and the steel rib, or to
encase the rebar lattice girder, before the face has advanced
more than a round ahead of the support. Such a system would
require that an efficient shotcreting operation be employed
during the excavation cycle, on all shifts. Additional
shotcrete could be placed further behind the face, perhaps 0
during a third shift devoted to shotcreting.

Procedures to support the face and the arch ahead of the
face should also be planned. They could include the use of
reinforcing bar spiling grouted into holes angled above and
ahead of the face, shotcreting of the face as required, 0
excavation of the face in smaller increments, leaving a core
in the center of the face and placing the shotcrete-steel rib
arch in the slot cut outside of the core."

4. Excavation and Support of the Top Heading prior to the Collapse 0

4.1 Peck Observations of July 19, 1990.

Dr. R. B. Peck observed conditions in the top heading on July
19, 1990, during the excavation for Rib 36. He spent two hours
observing mining and shotcreting in the downstream top heading. He
described joint conditions and rock behavior similar to that
encountered in other sections of the San Antonio River Tunnel:

"Immediately after a cut was taken, the face appeared to
be fairly intact, but within a few minutes, raveling and
small-scale scabbing began to occur, and pieces dropped from
the face disclosing closely jointed and slickensided surfaces.
As the pieces fall, they were moved onto the apron of the
roadheader. Upward migration of the raveling appeared to be
limited by the 14-foot spiling. The nominal rib spacing was
four feet."

"The raveling proceeded slowly enough to permit continued
excavation with the roadheader for somewhat more than two feet
beyond the last rib. At this stage the raveling seemed to he
accelerating, whereupon the roadheader was pulled back and
shotcrete was placed on the face and in the crown and aicnq •
the side wall of the newly excavated portion. 7t i:r '

understanding that this general procedure had been follcwed
for a number of ribs, that each rib when erected was blor-rc-i

S



against the shotcrete with timber, and that timber lagging was
inserted intermittently between ribs. Subsequently shotcrete •
was placed around the blocking and through the lagging."

Peck noted his concern for the use of timber lagging and
ungrouted spiling: 0

"In our discussion I suggested that it would be
desirable, if possible, to eliminate the timber lagging and
blocking, or at least to reduce it substantially, and to use
shotcrete for blocking the ribs. The current procedure
overexcavates considerably, not only at the location of the
new rib, but around the periphery of the tunnel forward of the 0

preceding rib. Much of this overexcavation appears to be for
the purpose of installing the lagging once the rib is in
place. It should be possible to trim beyond the last rib to
a line not much farther back than the inside flange of the
rib, and to enlarge the excavation slightly at the location of
the future rib. The trimmed surface would, of course, be
shotcreted in increments as excavation proceeds. When the rib
is erected, there would be comparatively less space between it
and the initial shotcrete, and this space could quite readily
be filled with shotcrete that would serve as blocking. This
procedure would have the highly desirable effect of 0
eliminating timber, which is not only subject to deterioration
but which obstructs final shotcreting in the spaces behind the
lagging. Grouting requirements would be substantially reduced
for the permanent structure."

"A second suggestion that could potentially reduce the 0
rate and amount of ravelling is to grout the spiling in the
pre-drilled holes. Spiling is notoriously inefficient in
bending. It provides its most beneficial effects by
furnishing tensile resistance developed as a result of the
bond due to friction and adhesion between the rock and the
spiling. This bond can be achieved only if the spiling is 0
grouted in place, for example by means of resin grout. The
effect of the spiling is then to keep the slickensided
fissures known to exist in the material near the crown from
separating as the tunnel advances. This should improve the
stand-up time and permit better progress, in addition to
enhancing safety." 0

4.2 Summary Description of Conditions in the Top Heading.

Photos and descriptions of the condition of the top heading
prior to the collapse show that the steel ribs were blocked to the
rock with timber lagging and that spiling installed in drilled 0
holes over the ribs was not grouted. Although an initial layer ot
shotcrete was placed against the rock surface in some cases, and
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additional shotcrete was sprayed on the ribs and lagging, the
shotcrete was not continuous enough or thick enough to either
provide a stiff blocking between rock and steel rib, or to act as
a structural arch and carry a significant part of the rock load.

Photos and daily reports show that in some cases, a thin
initial shotcrete layer was placed on the newly excavated perimeter
and on the face. In other cases, the steel rib was erected first.
In all cases, the steel rib was blocked to the rock (or against the
thin shotcrete layer on the rock surface) with lagging boards.

Steel ribs were blocked with 2.5- by 6-in. oak lagging boards,
usually placed several ft apart, longitudinally between steel ribs,
and then blocked to the rock with additional 2.5-in. by 6-in. oak
lagging boards and wedges. Boards in the second layer, transverse
to the tunnel, frequently spanned between the longitudinal boards
at a point halfway between the two ribs, rather than being placed
under the ribs.

Additional shotcrete was placed against the lagging and the
steel ribs after they were installed. Photos of ribs located near
the face typically show that the ribs and lagg.'ng were visible,
with only a thin coating of shotcrete on their surface.

Photos of shotcreting in the heading show the shotcrete being
sprayed toward the crown of the tunnel by a man on the floor of the
top heading; a condition, according to inspectors and engineers,
that was typical for the placement of shotcrete prior to the
collapse. Inspector's report for August 8, 1990, more than a week
after the collapse, notes that the inspector talked to the shifter,
before the crew started shotcreting, "about the nozzleman not using
so much air pressure and possibly using the 935 bucket to work
from. Now at 0855 they have been doing this and it appears to me
they are having a lot less fallout and the men aren't killing
themselves fighting the nozzle." I understand that, in order to
control the nozzle, the nozzleman would sometimes sit on the hose
in the bottom of the heading to shoot the arch. Shooting shotcrete
either standing or sitting on the floor places the nozzle too far
from the rock surface and makes even more difficult the filling of
voids behind and between the lagging and blocking.

The photos taken on the morning of July 30, 1990, just prior
to the failure, show that a thin coating of shotcrete was present
on the ribs and lagging near the face. For the seven ribs nearest
the face, the shape of the lagging and ribs were visible through
the thin cover of shotcrete. The ends of some of the pipe
spiling, located above the ribs, was also visible.

In the vicinity of Ribs 30 to 40, on the day of the failure,
although the shotcrete in the crown was locally thick enough to
fill in some of the space between the steel ribs, it did not appear

0.. ...... . . ,- S - SI I S:I I iI |
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continuous. It was quite irregular, and had a pillowy appearance, 0
as a result of it collecting on the bottom of the lagging boards.
On the sides of the arch in the vicinity of Ribs 30 to 40, the
shotcrete was not as thick as in the crown, and timber lagging and
ribs were quite visible.

5. Collapse of the Top Heading.

The Collapse of the Top Heading was described in the following

references:

5.1 Crutchfield Reports S

Geotechnical Progress Summary, Report No. 30,
San Antonio Tunnels, Contract No. DACW63-87-C-0109, Portion,
Para 7:

"On July 30, the top heading excavation for the San S
Antonio River Tunnel collapsed with total failure of the 8-
inch steel ribs between Rib #35 and Rib #49 at the face.
Resident Engineer Keith Allen was in the top heading before
the collapse. He noticed cracks developing in the shotcrete
support, chunks of shotcrete falling from the crown at a
steadily increasing rate, and finally bits of rock falling
from behind the shotcrete. He had the tunnel supervisor stop
all work and remove the workers from the face area just before
the crown shotcrete started crumbling and falling on a large
scale. Within a few minutes the ribs began to fail and
depress inward from the crown."

QA Daily Report, Roy Crutchfield, July 30, 1990:

"Went with Keith Allen and Lewis Herring into SART Top
Heading. We noted shotcrete was extensively cracked from Rib
#30 to Rib #49 where crew was drilling spilings for next
excavation. Chunks of shotcrete were falling periodically as
well as crumbling shotcrete and some shale was coming in.
Keith Allen perceived that the ground was working and the
support was beginning to fail. Keith told the Supt. Jim to
remove the men from working at the face. Jim and Al and Keith
motioned and yelled to the crew at the drill jumbo to get out
and they came running back to about Rib #25 just in time. The
shotcrete began to fall like rain from Rib 430 to #49 which
subsided dS these Ribs failed. A large crack formed in the
shotcrete at crown centerline and the ribs bent cr squatted
down about 10 or 12 ft trapping the drill jumbo at the face."
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5.2 December 21, 1990, Contractor to COE:

The Contractor acknowledged that ribs near the heading were
not fully shotcreted prior to the collapse, and described the
failure as follows:

Page 3:

"In order to satisfy the Government, as well as to
advance the work as fast as feasibly possible, the shotcrete
was purposely delayed until a time when it could be applied in
a more continuous and productive operation. For a double, ten
hour per shift, day, the rate of advance at the heading got to
as high as three cycles, or 12', with a two cycle advance 0
being more frequently attained. The application of shotcrete
was deferred until a later time and the time required for this
operation would need to be included in the daily rate of
production to show the true average advance rate."

"This was the situation, with the shotcrete lagging (ed:
'delayed behind') the excavation, when on July 30, 1990, a
Monday morning, the top heading structure, from approximately
rib number 24 to the heading face went into uniform and
progressive failure. From eye witness reports, the failure
initiated back from the face and subsequent re-mining in the
collapsed area confirmed the reports."

Pages 8 - 10:

"a. The heading advanced from rib number 39 through rib
number 49 during the week of July 23, 1990. On Saturday, July 0
28, shotcrete was applied to previously installed rib support
structure, ending in the vicinity of rib number 39."

"b. The day shift crew started work Monday, July 30, by
mucking the ribs with the ST-6 mucking loader. Drilling for
spiling, using the drill jumbo started around 8 AM and 0
continued until the time of the collapse, shortly after 9 AM."

"c. The collapse started in the vicinity of Ribs 45, 46,
according to eye-witness observations and progressed rather
uniformly upstream. Shotcrete spalled from the rib support 0
structure and the entire structure appeared to be sinking with
the center distorting or bowing toward the invert. Crews were
pulled out of the fallout zone and steps were taken to till
the rapidly closing top heading void with sand. In addition
vertical steel posts were erected at what was eventually rib
number 24. Where possible, muck was crammed under the sinking 0
rib support structure. The failure eventually stopped
progressing toward the shaft, ending the immediate danger."

0!
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"k. During the grouting operations an attempt was made
to explore the crown. On August 2 and 3, six (6) holes were
drilled essentially vertically at various locations between
rib #17 and rib #28. A void of around one foot (1') was

encountered at a height of approximately 16' above the crown
in four (4) of the six (6) holes. One hole was terminated
well short of the 16' depth and the other hole was drilled to
35' without encountering a recognized void." 0

Page 11:

"a. There was no obvious indication of "rubble" on the
underside of (below) the steel ribs." 0

"e. The condition of the ground being re-mined, as seen
from each rib station was very consistent. In general,
layering or bedding planes, which overlaid the original crown
support structure remained amazingly intact. The separate
beds could easily be seen in spite of the fact that the 0
ground, or layers were contorted into either a trough or vee
configurat-on accompanied by a high degree of fracturing
within individual layers."

5.3 Summary Description of Collapse 0

I have prepared the following summary of the collapse based on
my review of available information.

The collapse began behind the face in the vicinity of Ribs 45
and 46. Evidence of impending failure was the flaking, raining and S
fall of shotcrete in thin slabs from the steel ribs and lagging.
Lagging deflected. (Deflection of lagging and minor spalling of
shotcrete had been observed in days prior to the failure). Chunks
of shotcrete and rock fell from between the ribs as the failure
progressed. As the crown deflected downward, the bottom of the
crown joint of the ribs opened, usually by fracture between one of S
the butt plates and the wide-flange portion of the rib. Such
joints are not designed as full moment connections and their
opening and fracture do not indicate inadequate bending capacity of
the joint, but rather indicate that the base and sides of the steel
ribs did not providing adequate reactions to allow the ribs to act
as an arch. 0

Ribs 42 through 46 collapsed almost completely to the invert
and were the most heavily distorted.

Some of the rib sections, away from the area of complete
collapse to the invert, retained a curvature close to that of the 0
original rib, and had not buckled. Often the ribs were twisted, in
response to the tendency of the ribs to move out of plane, either

S-0
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upstream or downstream, away from the center of the settlement
zone. The Contractor reported measurements of the position of Ribs
35 and 40 after the collapse (Contractor Exhibits R and S). The
tunnel did not completely collapse at these sections; the ribs
dropped 6.11 and 10.3 ft, respectively, in the crown, and the base
of the ribs were reported to have dropped 3.29 to 5.9 ft. My own
measurement of the curvature of the two sections of rib marked 35
in the yard, after the collapse, revealed that they had a rise
close to that of the original rib and had not undergone severe
buckling distortions.

Ribs 48 and 49, nearest the face of the tunnel, were protected
from complete collapse by the face, which prevented the rock load
from forcing the ribs to the invert.

The ribs deflected downward in the crown, but were subject to
smaller settlements at the sides of the arch. Thus, the rock above
the crown sagged over the crown and was contorted into a troughlike
configuration in the vicinity of Ribs 35 to 43 and into a sharper
vee in the vicinity of Ribs 44 through 46, at the location of the
maximum subsidence. At this location, the bentonite layer, which
had been 11 ft above the crown, dropped approximately halfway to
the invert, a total vertical displacement approximately equal to
the height of the tunnel. In order for the layers to bend and 0
assume the trough or vee configuration, slip along bedding
weaknesses between individual layers was necessary, and fracturing
and contortion within the layers had to occur. The distortion and
fracturing of the layers would have progressed upward, with the
higher layers displacing and sagging downward onto the lower layers
that were sagging. Thus, the rock in the collapse zone did not 0
settle as a single intact block. Because the lower layers were
progressively let down by the failing ribs, the subsiding mass did
not fall apart and collapse into a rubble pile at the base of the
tunnel. Thus, the mass of rock in the failed zone did not have the
appearance of a jumble of loose rock as occurred in the fallouts
ahead of the face where blocks of rock were free to fall to the 0
invert. The difference in the behavior in the rib collapse zone
and the earlier fallouts is not a result of different ground
conditions, but of a different support geometry.

Mapping by Crutchfield in the tunnel headings in the vicinity
of Ribs 25 - 49 prior to the collapse shows several joints that dip 0
steeply in the direction of the downstream tunnel drive. These
joints are oriented so that they would allow rock to loosen above
the crown rather than cause fallouts ahead of the face.

The collapsing rock left voids 1 to 18 ft high extending up to
15 to 25 ft above the original tunnel crown. The largest voids 9
were in the more completely cnI]apsed zone.

Three borings drilled from the surface intercepted voids at
the following locations:

• • • •• • •
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Distance above original crown

Boring Rib Location Top void Bottom void

1 34 & 35 25.3 ft 22.3 ft

2 42 & 43 24 ft 14.5 ft

3 48 & 49 is ft 0 ft

Approximately 400 cu yd of material, mostly shotcrete mix, was 0
placed into the void through these holes.

At the downstream end of the collapse zone (Ribs 48 and 49)
the void was 18 ft high and extended upward from the top of the
original rib. This height was close to the height of the tunnel,
indicating that the original tunnel volume was filled with the 0
fallout material.

At Ribs 42 and 43, near the front of the collapsed drill
jumbo, the fallout extended 24 ft above the crown, and dropped
approximately 10 ft, indicating that some of the tunnel volume was
not completely filled at this location. 0

At Ribs 34 and 35, the failure extended 25.3 ft above the
original crown, and the crown of Rib 35 dropped 6.11 ft, according
to Contractor Exhibit R, and the void was opened 3 ft in the crown.

Between Ribs 17 and 28, at and outside the upstream edge of
the collapse zone, the Contractor reported that 4 drill holes from
the tunnel encountered a 1-ft void at a distance of 16 ft above the
crown, whereas 1 boring, drilled 35 ft above the tunnel encountered
no voids. The presence of voids in this section indicates that
even though rib collapse did not occur, the support procedures S
allowed large volumes of rock to loosen above the crown.

Inspector's reports (August 2 through 7) of drilling of grout
holes upward from the tunnel also indicated the presence of voids:

Rib 17-18: 16 ft concrete, 3 ft of grout shale mix, and solid S
shale at 19 ft.

Rib 19-20: Right side, 2 ft void at 15 ft

Rib 21-22: No voids, 25 ft drilled.

Rib 29-30: some voids at 30 ft.

Rib 29-30, right side: 18 ft some voids.

mo.
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Rib 32-33: 20 ft up hit concrete, 24 ft: grout and shale mix
25 ft: 5 ft grout, grout and shale to 36 ft, then shale.
(Note: the concrete was probably the material that had been
placed through Holes 1-3 from the ground surface on July 31
and August 1.)

Rib 33-34: hit grout and shotcrete at 20 ft, then rubble and
a 12 in. void. then to 50 ft in shale. 0

6. Evaluation of Rock Load and Rib Capacity

Contractor's report of December 21, 1990 notes that the ribs
were designed for a load of 5 ksf (radially applied). The collapse 0
zone extended approximately 25 ft above the crown. Rock loads, for
a full column of this height would be approximately 3 ksf,
significantly less than the design load. .

Although the ribs have sufficient thrust capacity to support 0
the rock loads if they are firmly and continuously blocked to the
rock, bending failures will occur if the blocking is not stiff and
continuous enough to minimize deflection of the rib. Failure of W
8x40 ribs blocked with lagging boards will occur at well below the
design load.

The bearing capacity of the foundation for the ribs was also 0
low. Unconfined compressive strengths determined for the MO layer
were typically in the range of 12 to 30 tsf. Even lower strengths
were obtained in closely fractured zones.

The bearing capacity, Q , of a base plate of area, A, = 1 sf
acting on a planar surface o? a material having an undrained shear
strength, su, of 12 to 20 ksf, is estimated as

Qd = 6 su A = 72 k to 120 k.

The ribs in the collapse zone were setting on a bench several 0
ft wide and 2.5 ft above the invert. The presence of the bench
reduces the bearing capacity from the bearing capacity of a plate
on a planar surface. Further reduction in bearing capacity will
result from disturbance of the material beneath the plate and from
lateral relief and loosening caused by excavation adjacent to and
below the bench supporting the rib. 0

A rock load of 3 ksf over the full width of the tunnel would
produce a rib thrust of 180 kips, well in excess of the bearing
capacity.

In summary, the construction method produced a soft 0
compressible blocking for the ribs that allowed initial deflection
and loosening of the rock around the tunnel perimeter. The
ungrouted spiling also allowed the loosening to develop ahead of

0I
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the face and over the crown of the tunnel. The presence of S
continuous joints and thin silty to sandy bedding plane partings
above the crown allowed the rock to progressively loosen and load
the steel rib support.

The loads that developed on the steel ribs were then able to
cause the rib to fail because of inadequate bending capacity for S
the ribs and bearing capacity of the foundation. Downward
deflection of the crown was facilitated by the compressible timber
lagging behind the ribs that requires the rib to deflect laterally
before a reaction is developed, and by the penetration of the ribs
into the base. There was no continuous support in the side arch to
provide normal stiffness that would minimize outward deflection of
the ribs, or to provide shear stiffness that would transfer thrust
into the rock before it reached the foundation. Further, the
shotcrete support was not continuous enough at the base to
distribute the footing loads along a strip rather than to
concentrate the loads beneath the foot plates of the individual
ribs. 0

The use of shotcrete of adequate thickness, in contact with
the rock and blocked to the ribs would have minimized the initial
loosening that allowed the rock loads to develop. Blocking of the
rock to the rib with shotcrete would have also increased both
normal and shear stiffnesses acting on the steel ribs thus reducing
bending stresses and the thrust transmitted to the footings.
Filling of shotcrete around and between the ribs would have allowed
the shotcrete to become a part of the structural support and carry
a major portion of the moments and thrusts; it would also have
increased the bearing area at the base of the arch. These
conditions would have allowed the ribs to remain stable even if
rock loads had developed.

7. Water in the Collapse Zone

Up to a foot of water was observed in the tunnel invert,
between Ribs 24 and 31 on August 1 and 2. 1990. Water inflows were
largely stopped on August 3. Contractor indicates the possibility
that the water was derived from seams above the tunnel. The water
was observed the day after Holes 1 and 2 were drilled into the
collapse void from the ground surface. Observation of water levels
in Holes 1 and 2 indicated that the water level on the afternoon of
August 1 was at elevation 534, at the top of the void zone in Hole
2. Crutchfield, in his memo of August 14, 1990, considers several
alternatives for the source of the water. It is quite possible
that the water was derived from shallow depth, perhaps from the
shallow gravel-clay alluvium, and the drilling of the holes
allowed it to flow down into the voids.

0S
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If water had been present on the bentonite seam or other seams
in the clay shale, sufficient water could not have been transmitted •
through the seam to drive the rock into the opening. Postulating
water in the bentonite layer or other seams in the shale is not
necessary for failure to initiate and is not sufficient for failure
to propagate. S
8. Conclusions Regarding Collapse

8.1. Is there a new differing site condition?

Stratigraphy, jointing, and i adding seams in the MO layer are
similar in the collapse area to the conditions observed in the
outlet shaft, the TBM tunnel, and other sections of the top
heading. The conditions in the collapse area do not differ from
those in other portions of the MO layer.

8.2. Did the rock perform differently in the top heading than in
the area of the outlet shaft and TBM mined section?

The presence of slickensided joints, along with sandy silt
seams on bedding and the low strength of the rock resulted in
movements on the wall of the outlet shaft that required additional
support and has resulted in the fallouts ahead of the TBM and in
front of the top heading excavation. The same rock conditions also
led to collapse of the downstream top heading between Ribs 24 and
49.

Rock fallout ahead of the face developed in several sections
of the top heading excavation. The failure was along joints,
usually with slickensided surfaces, and broke up along thin seams
of silty sand. The closest of these failures to the Rib 24 to 49
collapse zone was at downstream Rib 8. The failures ahead of the
face in the top heading excavation were quite similar to those that
developed in the face of the TBM tunnel.

In the collapse zone between Ribs 24 and 49, the failure was
over the support rather than ahead of the face. Many of the joints
in the failed section dip in the direction of the tunnel drive so
that they caused loosening and collapse above the crown and behind
the face rather than ahead of the face. The low strength of the
shale has contributed to the fallouts in the tunnel and rock S
movements in the shaft. The low strength of the material also
contributed to the collapse above the crown at Ribs 24 to 49 and
the penetration of the ribs into the foundation. Geologic
conditions that led to large fallouts ahead of the face in the TBM
and top heading excavations are the same as those that led to large
loads above the crown and collapse at Ribs 24 to 49, even though S
the geometry of the failure differs.

• • •• • •• .oS
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8.3. Did construction procedures affect the collapse? 0

Construction procedures had a direct influence on the collapse
of the top heading. The timber lagging and ungrouted pipe spiles
permitted loosening of the clay shale in the face and over the
steel ribs. The low stiffness of the lagging allowed downward
deflection in the crown, and did not provide enough stiffness to
limit bending in the side arch. The shotcreto that was placed did 0
not block the steel ribs to the rock and was not continuous enough
to act as a structural lining. The initial shotcrete placed
against the surface of the rock would have to crack and fail before
significant load could be transmitted to the steel ribs. Once the
steel ribs and lagging began to deflect, the shotcrete placed over
the ribs and lagging would spall off. I observed a similar failure
on another project in which timber and steel ribs were used with
some shotcrete. The difficulty in filling shotcrete in around
timber cribbing was apparent in that case. The shotcrete placement
techniques used in the top heading of the San Antonio River Tunnel
prior to the failure made it even more difficult to fill the voids
behind the lagging and ribs.

Present procedures for placing shotcrete, in which a robot is
used close to the rock surface, provide much more efficiency and
quality in the placement of the shotcrete. The shotcrete blocks
the rib to the rock at the first rib. Behind tae second rib, a
full structural section of the shotcrete is placed.

8.4. What was the cause of top heading collapse?

The geologic conditions that led to the collapse were the low 0
strength of the rock in combination with the presence of
slickensided joints and fracture zones and the silty sand bedding
seams. These features have been observed throughout shafting and
tunneling in the MO layer and have resulted in a series of failures
in the outlet shaft, the TBM tunnel and the top heading.

Collapse of the top heading occurred because the support

system installed allowed loosening of the rock and did not have the
stiffness or capacity to carry the loosened loads and prevent
bending failure of the ribs and bearing failure of the rib
foundation.

o
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APPENDIX F 0

VARIOUS SKETCHES OF TUNNEL "FALLOUT" CHAMBERS AT TIME OF OCCURRENCE
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